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Errata
∗

by Afif Osseiran

August 17, 2006

Page 18, Line 2 after Equation (2.7): Change e
jk·dn to e

jk·dn

Page 18, Equation (2.9): Change k to k

Page 18 and 19, Equations (2.10), (2.12) and (2.13): Change e
jk·dn to

e
jk·dn

Page 27, Equation (2.20): Change Rn
−1Ru = λmaxω to Rn

−1Ruω =

λmaxω

Page 53, Section 3.6, line 9 and 10: Change 3-Sector and 6-Sector to 3-

sector and 6-sector, respectively

Page 180, Equation (11.20): Change H0x1+[m−2]M
to H0x1+[m−1]M

∗Errors or typos found in the hard copy version.



vAbstratIn a wireless radio network system, with an evolving standard, there is a need toinrease system apaity due to the inrease in the tra� demands, the higher data rateusage, and the need to further extend the overage of the system. One possible solutionis to use multiple antennas (o-loated or distributed) for the radio links. The aim of thisthesis is to estimate the apaity gain for these advaned antenna senarios in omparisonto the ones in urrent use (e.g. single antenna in a 3-setor site) with speial emphasison transmit diversity and beamforming tehniques. The quanti�ation of suh gain ismainly performed, evaluated and analyzed in dynami system simulators with an aurateinterferene modeling. A generalized Signal to Interferene Noise Ratio (SINR) estimationfor a MIMO DS-CDMA system is derived, and as a by-produt a losed-form solution ofthe orthogonality fator is obtained. Moreover the e�etiveness of an antenna system isevaluated in a MIMO-test bed.Transmit diversity (TXDiv) is evaluated in WCDMA systems for �at fading (i.e.Pedestrian A (PedA)) and frequeny seletive hannels (i.e. Typial Urban (TU)). Whilein �at fading hannels, TXDiv shemes suh as Spae Time Transmit Diversity (STTD)and Closed Loop Mode 1 (CL1) o�er a substantial system apaity gain, the gain is neg-ligible in frequeny seletive hannels. In HSDPA systems, TXDiv o�ers negligible gainin �at fading hannels and auses a signi�ant loss in frequeny seletive hannels. Theloss is mainly due to random spatial interferene patterns (the so alled Flashlight E�et),that are present in the HSDPA system. A simple sheme that mitigates this phenomenais presented. The sheme yields a 70% gain for CL1 in a PedA hannel, while 10% gain isobserved in the TU hannel.The introdution of beamforming in WCDMA systems leads to a substantial systemapaity and overage gain. Three di�erent implementations are evaluated and analyzed:Higher Order Setorization (HOS), Fixed Beams (FB) with S-CPICH as a phase refereneand �nally FB as P-CPICH as a phase referene. Further, the impat of angular spread,the interation and impat of radio resoure management as power tuning of the ommonhannel, srambling ode alloation tehnique, admission ontrol, handovers and variousantenna on�gurations are analyzed. The 12-setor sites yield the best system apaitygain in omparison to 3-setor sites equipped with a single antenna, slightly more thana 3-setor sites equipped with 4FB eah. In HSDPA systems, FB o�ers an impressiveapaity gain, up to 200% for a 4 FB system.Capaity estimations with a dynami system simulator give a lear indiation aboutthe gain of the simulated system, but the robustness of any method have to be veri�edthrough test-beds. STTD with reeive diversity is implemented and tested in a real-time DSP MIMO test-bed for a single arrier frequeny domain equalization system. Anew pilot struture for joint Carrier Frequeny O�set (CFO) and hannel estimation isproposed and evaluated to address the inter-symbol interferene and the severe CFO dueto hardware impairments. The new pilot sheme results in signi�ant redution of therequired overhead signalling ompared to previous shemes.Instead of having antennas o-loated and onneted to the same radio unit (i.e. BS orUE), antennas an be distributed but having the potential to ooperate together. Further-more, the system provides a maro-diversity gain and also relaxes the hardware omplexityat the BS and/or UE. Two novel methods that provide frequeny and spatial diversityare proposed. The �rst one alled Relay Cyli Delay Diversity (RCDD), provides fre-queny and spatial diversity for a multihop system while requiring a lower overhead than



vithe methods proposed in the literature. RCDD yields a high SINR gain whih translatesinto a substantial ell throughput gain in omparison to a single hop system. The seondmethod alled two dimensional yli pre�x (2D-CP), introdues arti�ial time diversityand requires only a single transmission phase for eah diretion in a ooperative relay-ing wireless ommuniation system. Besides not requiring an antenna spei� pilots, the2D-CP provides a substantial data rate inrease.
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⊗ Kroneker produt.
⊙ Hadamard-Shur produt.
η0 The impedane of the vauum
µ0 The permeability of the vauum
ǫ0 The permittivity of the vauum
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k The wave vetor: k = 2π/λ|.| Absolute value of a salar or norm of a vetor.

[x]M Denoted also x modulo M , is the remainder of the division of a number xby another number M .Cir(x) Cirulant matrix whose the �rst row is the vetor x.
D(x) Diagonal matrix with the vetor x on its main diagonal.

em A olumn vetor where all elements are equal to zero exept the element atposition m whih is equal to one.E[.℄ Statistial expetation.erf() Complimentary error funtion.
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0 otherwisexxi
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A QUARTER of a entury ago, the year 1981, witnessed the birth of the �rstommerial deployment of the �rst generation (1G) mobile ellular standard, NordiMobile Telephone (NMT), in Saudi Arabia and the Nordi ountries. Shortly after,began �ourishing other 1G standards in the other parts of the Globe. In partiular,systems suh as Advaned Mobile Phone System (AMPS) and Total Aess Com-muniations System (TACS) thrived in the United States and the United Kingdom,respetively.The 1G standards are alled the analog standards sine they utilize analogtehnology. Later, the 1980s, we witnessed the introdution of the seond generation(2G) haraterized by the adoption of digital tehnology. This tehnology allowed aonsiderable improvement in voie quality as well development of SMS messaging; aform of data transmission. The Global System for Mobile Communiations (GSM)the most dominant 2G standard, started in Europe before it was progressivelyadopted worldwide. The other main 2G standards inlude IS-136 aka1 D-AMPS,IS-95 aka CDMAOne, whih are used mainly in the Amerias, and �nally PersonalDigital Cellular (PDC), are used exlusively in Japan.The evolution of the 2G, alled 2.5G, allowed the introdution of paket swithedservie in addition to the iruit swithed (i.e. voie servie that haraterizes the�rst and the seond generation). The 2.5G standards are mainly an extensionto the pre-existing 2G standards. For instane High-Speed Ciruit-Swithed Data0Ali Ben Abi Taleb, Dar El Fikr El-Arabi, Beirut 19981also known as 1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION(HSCSD), General Paket Radio Servie (GPRS), and IS-95B are the extensions ofGSM and IS-95A respetively.Shortly after the 2G beame operational, industrial players were already prepar-ing and disussing for the next wireless generation standards. In January 1998, theCDMA under its variants (WCDMA and TD-CDMA) was adopted as the third gen-eration (3G) air interfae. In fat, Code Division Multiple Aess (CDMA) [HT00℄has been one of the dominant areas of interest in aademia and industry of wirelessommuniation for the last deade. It is expeted to remain2 the dominant topiuntil the future generation, also alled the fourth generation (4G), emerges in thenext deade. CDMA is the multiple aess used in most 3G standards suh asWCDMA, CDMA2000 and TD-CDMA. WCDMA is generally favored in ountriesusing GSM like Europe and Japan. On the other hand CDMA2000, initially anoutgrowth of the 2G CDMA standard IS-95, is mainly dominant in the Ameriasand Korea.High Speed downlink Shared Channel (HS-DSCH) [3GP02a, PDF+01℄ is adownlink transport hannel that o�ers a signi�ant downlink apaity improve-ment in WCDMA systems. It is the evolution path of the initial WCDMA system,alled the 3.5G. The equivalent high speed hannels to HS-DSCH, in CDMA2000are 1xEV-DO and 1xEV-DV. While CDMA 1xEV-DO has been already deployed,WCDMA HS-DSCH3 and CDMA 1xEV-DV are expeted to enter into servie thisyear, 2006. The major wireless standards from 1G to 3.5G are depited in Figure 1.1
2.5G

GPRS
HSCSD
IS-95B

1G

AMPS
CDPD
NMT
TACS

2G

GSM
IS-95A
IS-136
PDC

3G

EDGE
CDMA 2000
TD-CDMA
WCDMA

3.5G

CDMA  1xEV-DO

CDMA  1xEV-DV

HSDPA

1981 2000 20011990 2006Figure 1.1: Evolution of Wireless Communiation Systems.During the 1980s only a handful of people had a mobile phone. At the end ofthe 80s, the number of ellular subsribers was merely around 5 millions. With2at least in the industry3WCDMA using the HS-DSCH hannel is also alled the High Speed Downlink Paket Aess(HSDPA) system. The terms HSDPA and WCDMA HS-DSCH are used interhangeably in thisthesis.



3the introdution of the 2G ellular systems in 1991, the ambition was to popularizeprogressively the usage of mobile phones by making it a�ordable to a large partof the population in the industrialized ountries. The progress of miro-eletronismade it hitherto possible to produe heaper mobile phones. The gradual inreas-ing ompetition between mobile vendors brought down their pro�t margins andultimately the ost of ellular infrastrutures. The seond part of the 90s, saw anextraordinary surge in the number of mobile subsribers in the developed oun-tries. In total the number was lose to half a billion. The progress ontinuedworldwide at a freneti pae, where at the end of the year 2004 the number ofsubsribers reahed 1.8 billions aording to the International TeleommuniationUnion (ITU). Astonishingly, within two deades ending in 2002, mobile subsriberssurpassed �xed-telephone line subsribers [Uni℄. The evolution of the number ofmobile and �xed line subsribers from the year 1996 to 2004 is shown in Figure 1.2.It is interesting to note that the number of GSM subsribers [GSA℄ is predominantand aounts for 75% of the world total market share, while the 3G subsribers [tod℄aount only for 13% (at the end of the year 2005).
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of Mobile and Fixed Phone Subsriptions during the lastdeade.The inrease in usage of wireless systems drives the industrial players to seeknew methods to boost the apaity of ellular networks (i.e. number of served usersor transmitted bits over the air interfae). This is done in order to prevent any



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONpotential saturation in the network. Inreasing the apaity of a wireless networkan be done in many di�erent ways as we will disuss in the following setion.1.1 Capaity Enhanement MethodsVarious methods or tehniques are ommonly used to inrease the apaity of awireless system. For instane a method may onsist of expanding the number offrequenies (or arriers), another method may onsist of augmenting the numberof Base Stations (BS) by deploying miro-ells (or overlays) for highly dense areas.Moreover, a more robust hannel oding or a higher modulation may allow substan-tial apaity inrease. Furthermore, lower bit rate speeh ode (e.g. AMR speehode in WCDMA), advaned reeivers (e.g. multi-user detetors), or entralizedRadio Resoure Management (RRM) units may also be used to boost the systemapaity.Another way to extend the apaity for a wireless ommuniation link is to usemultiple antennas. They may be attahed to the same unit or distributed. Theymay be employed exlusively or together with the tehniques mentioned previously.This an be done by inreasing the number of antennas at the BS and/or mobile orby installing relays that an form a distributed antenna system. For instane smartantennas (also alled beamforming) are one of the ways to improve the apaity forGSM [A+99℄ and are also onsidered for the urrent 3G standard.The advaned antennas tehnique is an old tehnique that started to attratinterest in the sixties of the last entury. Nowadays, it is inoneivable to mentiona 4G system without embedding Multiple antenna at the Input (transmitter) andMultiple ones at the Output (reeiver). The term MIMO is integrally part ofany future ommuniation model as has been the ase for modulation and hanneloding in a ommuniation system.Another lassial apaity enhanement tehnology, Higher Order Setorization(HOS), onsists in inreasing the number of setors in a site. It is a simple andwell understood tehnique. Therefore, any envisioned beamforming system shallbe ompared to HOS by listing the advantages and disadvantages with regards toeah others.1.2 Developed Methods and Test-bedIn order to demonstrate the e�etiveness of an advaned antenna tehnique it isommon for operators and/or vendors to resort to �eld trials in real life. Thisis a ostly method that might prove the tehnique inadequate at a very high ex-pense. An intermediate and more e�ient method is to model the real networksas realistially as possible and to perform simulations in a "virtual" radio networksystem [ZK01℄.An illustration of a typial radio ellular network is given in Figure 1.3, wherethe ell plan onsists of eight sites, eah with three setors ontrolled by a BS,



1.2. DEVELOPED METHODS AND TEST-BED 5thus resulting in 24 ells or setors. From the operator perspetive, it is importantto know how many users (or bit/seond/Hertz/m2) a wireless network system ansustain. ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Figure 1.3: Example of a Cellular Radio Network.The evaluation of Advaned Antennas (AA)4 in radio networks have been rela-tively rare in the literature due to the onsiderable omputational omplexity andthe di�ulty of interpreting and analyzing the results. Most studies tend to fouson signal proessing or physial layer.In order to model a realisti radio network in a system tool the following lay-ers are neessary: protools, tra�s, radio propagation hannels, physial layers(mainly modeled by the ommonly alled link to system interfae) and multipleaess tehniques. Nevertheless, this proess remains a hallenging and dauntingtask.The estimation of signal to interferene noise ratio (SINR) is the bedrok of aradio network simulator. Thus, it is neessary to ensure an aurate modeling. IfAA tehnique is onsidered, the SINR expression beomes more omplex to om-pute. A omputationally e�ient expression is ruial to failitate the evaluation4Any method using more than one antenna, suh as transmit diversity as well as beamformingand MIMO an be grouped under the same family tehnology that an be denoted as AdvanedAntennas.



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONof the system. A generalized SINR estimation for an AA system employing lineartranseivers is derived and presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. The SINR modelis then used extensively to study the system apaity of WCDMA system equippedwith multiple antennas.By the early 1990's, researhers showed strong interests to estimate the gainthat smart antennas an provide in a ellular system. Estimations of the gain wereobtained either through �eld trials [BGN94℄ or numerial analysis [NPK94℄. The�rst radio network dynami system performane of smart antennas (or beamform-ing) in WCDMA were done by [C1℄, [C2℄ and [C3℄. Hitherto, even a simpli�ed orstati system simulations were rare to be found.[C1℄ presents the evaluation of a �xed multi-beams onept in a mixed senariotra�. [C2℄ fouses on a natural omparison with the steered beams onept. [C4℄presents the interation of RRM, with emphasis on admission ontrol, with AAtehniques. To improve system apaity, Transmit diversity (TXDiv) was intro-dued in the 3G standard (3GPP and 3GPP2). Hene a omparison between the�xed multi-beams and TXDiv tehniques is a natural path to hek the robust-ness and weakness in various senarios. A system level omparison is ondutedherein ([J1℄ and [C6℄).As is the ase of the initial WCDMA system, it is important to evaluate whihgains AA an bring to WCDMA systems with HS-DSCH. [C5℄ evaluates the deploy-ment of a multi-�xed beams system in HS-DSCH WCDMA. In addition it proposessolutions to ounter spei� HS-DSCH problems. These problems are the results ofertain interferene patterns. They appear in the ase of HS-DSCH ombined withTXDiv. It is ruial to understand the interation between sheduling and TXDivin suh a system.In the literature, many ruial issues related to the deployment of smart antennasystems in WCDMA and/or HSDPA are either omitted or insu�iently studied.Some of these omissions inlude the power setting of the pilot hannels. For in-stane the ommon primary and seondary physial hannels. Another issue is themethod of srambling ode alloation for AA systems. One last issue is the hoieof the beam or antenna pattern that redues the transmitted BS power and theinterferene.As mentioned above, apaity estimations with a dynami system simulatorgives a lear indiation about the gain of the simulated system. Yet, the e�etivenessand robustness of any method have to be veri�ed through �eld trials or test-bedsbefore it an be transformed into a produt. For that reason, one of the advanedantenna shemes (spae time transmit diversity (STTD) with reeive diversity) isimplemented and tested in real life. Issues that may not ount in a radio networksimulator beome then ritial in real life. An illustration of suh fators inludesynhronization, hannel estimation, hardware impairments and DSP limitation.The integration of multiple antennas at the BS and/or the UE may providearray, diversity and spatial multiplexing gain at the expense of greatly inreasing



1.3. SCOPE AND AIM 7hardware ost and omplexity5. Instead of having antennas o-loated and on-neted to the same radio unit (i.e. BS or UE), antennas an be distributed whilehaving the potential to ooperate together in order to emulate the e�et of a MIMOsystem. A �xed relay station [P+04a℄ equipped with a single antenna and plaedin the ell of interest illustrates an example of suh system. The system providesa maro-diversity gain and relaxes the hardware omplexity at the BS and/or UE.Currently, the ooperative distributed antenna systems are an emerging promisingarea. They are known under the names of ooperative ommuniation and oopera-tive relaying [NHH04℄. They may be seen in ombination with onventional MIMOsystems as a step into the future of wireless generation systems.1.3 Sope and AimIn a radio network system, with an evolving standard, an inrease in the tra�demands, a higher usage of data rates and the further extension of a system overageause a need to inrease the system apaity. One way to inrease the apaity is touse multiple antennas (o-loated or distributed) for a wireless ommuniation link.The sope of the thesis is to estimate the gain or the apaity inrease for theseadvaned antenna senarios ompared to the urrently in use (e.g. single antennain a 3-setor site). In order to estimate suh gain, it is ruial to model the whole(radio network) system . Suh modeling involves the inlusion of a tra� model,radio hannels and physial layers through the link to system interfae.The aim of this thesis is �vefold:
• To derive an aurate and implementable SINR expression for advaned an-tennas that an be used in dynami radio network simulator.
• To assess the system performane of advaned antenna tehniques suh as�xed multi-beams, steered beams, transmit diversity and STTD in WCDMAand HSDPA.
• To study the impat of advaned antennas on radio resoure management al-gorithms suh as admission ontrol, power ontrol, srambling ode alloation,sheduling and handover.
• To evaluate, design and test a MIMO sheme in a pratial environment.
• To investigate the potential of distributed antennas partiularly ooperativerelaying.5A disadvantage of the antenna arrays is the dupliation of antenna elements abling and radiofront-end, the more omplex signal proessing and the inreased size of the total antenna.



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION1.4 Outlines and ContributionsThe thesis is divided into two parts. The �rst part ontains the introdution, asurvey of advaned antennas tehniques, a detailed summary of the thesis' relatedpubliations and the onlusion. The seond part ontains the journal and on-ferene papers whih form the ore of the thesis. In the following an outline ofthe thesis and a summary of the ontributions, listed hapter by hapter, is given.After the introdution in hapter 1 the following hapters are treated:Chapter 2 gives a quik survey of the advaned antennas tehniques. A basi de-�nition and properties of antennas are desribed. It is followed by a reminderof basi MIMO tehniques suh as reeive/transmit diversity, beamformingand spatial multiplexing.Chapter 3 onsists of a detailed summary of the whole thesis. Several additionalomments and information on the published papers are also inluded.Chapter 4 onludes the thesis.Chapter 5 ontains a journal paper (see [J2℄) that derives the SINR modeling fora MIMO CDMA systems. The main ontribution of this paper is:
• To aurately model the orthogonality fator and to derive a preiseestimate of the SINR.
• To expliitly model the multiple srambling odes from the own ell andother ells in the derivation of the SINR.
• To onsider multiple transmit (TX) and multiple reeive (RX) antennasthat utilize Finite Impulse Response (FIR) �lters.
• To present an e�ient way to ompute the SINR in a wireless networksimulator.Chapter 6 presents the system performane of beamforming in WCDMA andHS-DSCH systems and studies the impat of admission ontrol on the systemperformane. This hapter ontains three onferene papers:
• The �rst paper (see [C2℄) ompares the downlink system apaity of �xedand steered beam antenna onepts in mixed tra� senarios. Detailedradio network simulation studies are performed using a spatial hannelmodel aording to the COST 259 proposal. The performane of bothonepts are shown for speeh, data and streaming servies.
• The seond paper (see [C4℄) takles admission ontrol strategies for smartantennas WCDMA system. The paper fouses on the omparison be-tween admission ontrol based on ell level and admission ontrol basedon beam level for di�erent senarios suh as hot spots.



1.4. OUTLINES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 9
• The third paper (see [C5℄) presents the system performane in WCDMAHS-DSCH systems, where base stations are equipped with four �xedbeam antennas. Interation of sheduling and a �xed multi-beam systemis investigated.Chapter 7 fouses on the performane of transmit diversity in WCDMA and HS-DPA. It inludes two papers (see [J1℄ and [C7℄):
• The �rst paper evaluates the performane of various transmit diversityshemes in FDD WCDMA by inluding an aurate interferene model.The aim of this paper is to ompare the 2 �xed-beam (2FB) antennasystem with a single antenna setorized (SA) system, STTD and losedloop mode 1 (CL1) transmit diversity.
• The seond paper [C7℄ summarizes the system performane of HS-DSCHin WCDMA using CL1 transmit diversity. In highly dispersive hannels,we notie a loss in the system throughput relative to the setor an-tenna. This loss is mainly due to random spatial interferene patterns(the so alled Flashlight E�et). They are present in the HS-DSCHsetting when a single user is sheduled with the maximum available re-soures (power/odes) at eah time instant. In order to mitigate the�ashlight e�et, a simple sheme is proposed in whih multiple users aresimultaneously sheduled using di�erent srambling odes. Shedulingmultiple users makes the interferene almost spatially white. It resultsin a system throughput gain.Chapter 8 is based on three publiations [C8℄, [C10℄ and [C11℄. They were om-pated in a single journal paper (see [J4℄). This paper presents a omprehen-sive study of smart antennas in WCDMA. It analyzes, evaluates and presentsmethods and ideas for the deployment of smart antennas in WCDMA 3Gwireless system. Three major implementations are evaluated and analyzed ina dynami system simulator: Higher Order Setorization (HOS), Fixed Beams(FB) with Seondary Common PIlot Channel (S-CPICH) and FB with Pri-mary Common PIlot Channel (P-CPICH) as a phase referene. Furthermore,this paper analyzes the impat of angular spread on various antenna on�g-urations, the interation and impat of RRM as power tuning of the om-mon hannel, Srambling COde (SCO) alloation tehniques, soft and softerhandover algorithms. Moreover a SCO alloation strategy is proposed. Anadaptive load-dependent power tuning algorithm of the P-CPICH is also pro-posed. Finally, we evaluate an alternative antenna on�guration onsisting of6-setor sites where eah setor is equipped with two beams.Chapter 9 inludes a journal paper (see [J3℄) whih takles the design of thebeam pattern. In this paper, Simulated Annealing is used for designing a�xed multi-beam antenna array in a multi-user radio WCDMA system. Themethod an be used dynamially in a real system and/or in a radio planning



10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONtool. The proposed method is applied on a linear array by designing theAntenna Element (AE) pattern, the number of �xed beams, the AE spaing,and the AA transmit weights. The proposed method leads to a substantialBS power redution whih an be used to inrease the system apaity or datathroughput in a WCDMA system.Chapter 10 fouses on the design and pratial implementation aspets of anadvaned system in a real test-bed. It inludes two papers (see [C9℄ and[C12℄). In the �rst paper [C9℄, single arrier frequeny domain equalizationwith STTD was implemented and evaluated in real-time using a DSP-basedwireless MIMO test-bed. The implemented shemes supported a large setof modulations, from BPSK up to QAM64. Zero padding is introdued tomitigate inter-blok interferene. Robust time and frequeny synhronizationtogether with hannel estimation based on Kalman �ltering is used to addressthe adverse inter-symbol interferene and the severe Carrier Frequeny O�set(CFO) due to hardware impairments. In the seond paper [C12℄, a new pilotstruture for joint CFO and hannel estimation is proposed and evaluated,to address the adverse inter-symbol interferene and the severe CFO dueto hardware impairments. The hannel estimation method is done in thefrequeny domain using a non-parametri interpolation method.Chapter 11 In this hapter, a novel diversity method, Relaying Cyli Delay Di-versity (RCDD) is introdued. This method provides frequeny and spatialdiversity for a multihops system that requires a lower overhead than themethods proposed in the literature. Shemes suh as RCDD o�er transmitdiversity in the form of inreased frequeny seletivity. Nevertheless, it re-quires two transmission phases for a 2-hops system. Consequently, a newmethod is proposed. We all it two dimensional yli pre�x. Suh as newmethod introdues arti�ial frequeny, time and spatial diversity. It requires asingle transmission phase for eah diretion in a ooperative relaying wirelessommuniation system.1.5 PubliationsThe thesis is based on the following artiles that appeared in, were aepted by orsubmitted to a number of di�erent journals or onferenes:[J1℄ A. Osseiran and A. Logothetis. Performane of TX Diversity and 2Fixed beams in W-CDMA. Kluwer Journal of Wireless Personal Com-muniation, 31(1):33�50, Otober 2004.[J2℄ A. Logothetis and A. Osseiran. SINR Estimation and OrthogonalityFator Calulation of DS-CDMA Signals in MIMO Channels EmployingLinear Transeiver Filters. Wiley, Journal of Wireless Communiationand Mobile Computing, 2004. To appear.



1.5. PUBLICATIONS 11[J3℄ A. Osseiran and A. Logothetis. A Method for Designing Fixed Multi-Beam Antenna Arrays in WCDMA Systems. IEEE Antennas and Wire-less Propagation Letters,vol.5, pp. 41- 44, 2006.[J4℄ A. Osseiran and A. Logothetis. Smart antennas in a WCDMA RadioNetwork System Revisited: Modeling and Evaluations. IEEE Trans.Antennas and Propagation, Marh 2006. Under Review.[J5℄ A. Osseiran, A. Logothetis, Peter Larsson and Slimane Ben Slimane.Relay Cyli Delay Diversity: Modeling & System Performane for Fu-ture Wireless System. IEEE Journal of Seleted Area in Communia-tions, COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING ,February 2006. Submitted.[C1℄ M. Erison, A. Osseiran, J. Barta, B. Göransson, and B. Hagerman.Capaity Study for Fixed Multi Beam Antenna Systems in a MixedServie WCDMA System. In IEEE International Symposium on Per-sonal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communiations (PIMRC), San Diego,USA, 2001.[C2℄ A. Osseiran et al. Downlink Capaity Comparison between Di�erentSmart Antenna Conepts in a Mixed Servie WCDMA System. In Pro-eedings IEEE Vehiular Tehnology Conferene, Fall, volume 3, pages1528�1532, Atlanti City, USA, 2001.[C3℄ B. Hagerman, B. Göransson, J. Barta, M. Erison, A. Osserian, D. Astely,and M. Sundelin. Smart Antenna Systems for WCDMA: Downlink Per-formane in Mixed Servie Tra� Environments. In Future Teleommu-niation Conferene, Beijing, China, 2001.[C4℄ A. Osseiran and M. Erison. On downlink admission ontrol with �xedMulti-Beam antennas for WCDMA system. In Proeedings IEEE Ve-hiular Tehnology Conferene, Spring, Jeju, Korea, April 2003.[C5℄ A. Osseiran and M. Erison. System Performane of Multi-Beam An-tennas for HS-DSCH WCDMA System. In IEEE International Sympo-sium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communiations (PIMRC),Barelona, Spain, 2004.[C6℄ A. Logothetis and A. Osseiran. Performane of Speeh Servies inWCDMA using Fixed-Beams and Transmit Diversity Systems. In Pro-eedings IEEE Vehiular Tehnology Conferene, Spring, Stokholm,Sweden, 2005.[C7℄ A. Osseiran and A. Logothetis. Closed Loop Transmit Diversity inWCDMA HS-DSCH. In Proeedings IEEE Vehiular Tehnology Con-ferene, Spring, Stokholm, Sweden, 2005.



12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION[C8℄ A. Osseiran and A. Logothetis. Impat of Angular Spread on Higher Or-der Setorization in WCDMA Systems. In IEEE International Sympo-sium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communiations (PIMRC),Berlin, Sept. 2005.[C9℄ A. Logothetis, A. Osseiran, and P. Zetterberg. Single Carrier FrequenyDomain Equalization on a Real-Time DSP-Based MIMO Test-Bed. InIEEE International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile RadioCommuniations (PIMRC), Berlin, Sept. 2005[C10℄ A. Osseiran and A. Logothetis. System Performane of Fixed Beamswith S-CPICH as a Phase Referene in WCDMA. In Proeedings IEEEVehiular Tehnology Conferene, Spring Melbourne, Australia, May2006.[C11℄ A. Osseiran and A. Logothetis. Capaity Evaluation of Fixed Beamsin a WCDMA System using hannel estimation based on P-CPICH. InIEEE International Conferene on Communiations (ICC), Istanbul,Turkey, June 2006.[C12℄ A. Osseiran and A. Logothetis.Pilot Design Criteria for Single CarrierFrequeny Domain Equalization on a Real-Time DSP-Based MIMOTest-Bed. IEEE Vehiular Tehnology Conferene, Fall , February2006. Submitted.



Chapter 2Advaned Antennas TehniquesThe beginning of the nineteenth entury witnessed the �rst transatlanti radio wavetransmission performed by Maroni. At that time, the transmitted antenna systemonsisted of more than 50 wires supported by two 60-meter wooden poles (equiva-lently to several transmitting antenna elements). Two deades later, Beverage andPeterson were the �rst to install spae diversity stations [Rog02℄. World World Twogave a great boost to wireless ommuniations in general and the use of antennasarrays was exlusively used for radar systems.The interest in multiple antennas at the reeiver and transmitter in the researhommunity took a major leap with the appearane of major artiles in the �eld inthe late eighties and in the seond part of the nineties [Win87, Fos96, FJ98, I.E99℄.Sine then, it has been one of the dominating researh topi in the ommuniations�eld. Initially, the researhes foused on investigating the apaity limits of systemsusing MIMO, the so alled information theory trend of MIMO in order to derive theupper bound expressions of the apaity. Goldsmith and Gesbert [G+03, GJJV03℄are among many artiles where this aspet is treated. Years that followed, MIMOgave rise to plethora of artiles related to any thinkable future wireless tehnol-ogy at various frequeny bands from indoors to outdoors radio hannel environ-ments [ML02, AH04, MH04, S+02, G+02℄. Presently we expet MIMO to beomethe default setting for any future wireless ommuniation system [WW05a℄.The utilization of the term MIMO is meant to di�erentiate with a lassial wire-less system where a single antenna is used at both ends of the transmitting andreeiving part and alled SISO (Single Input Single Output). More generally itis ommon to de�ne an antenna system related to the number of antennas at thereeiver and transmitter. Figure 2.1 shows four antenna on�gurations that anharaterize any wireless radio ommuniation system [PNG03, PP97℄. The de-pited antenna on�gurations that are used in a wireless system are: SISO system(in Figure 2.1(a)), Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) system whih is hara-terized by a single transmit antenna and multiple reeive antennas, Multiple InputSingle Ouput (MISO) system whih is haraterized by multiple transmit antennas13



14 CHAPTER 2. ADVANCED ANTENNAS TECHNIQUESand a single reeive antenna, and �nally MIMO where multiple antennas are usedat both ends of the transmission.
Tx Rx(a) SISO. Tx Rx(b) SIMO.
Tx Rx() MISO. Tx Rx(d) MIMO.Figure 2.1: Antenna Con�gurations.In this hapter, we begin with presenting a generi de�nition of a MIMO sys-tem. This generi view will allow to haraterize any known antenna transmissionsheme under a uni�ed framework. In setion 2.2 that follows, a reminder of thebasi antenna eletromagneti properties is detailed. Subsequently the oneptsbeamforming, transmit and reeive diversity, and spatial diversity are desribed.2.1 MIMO: Generi De�nitionThe term MIMO an be used as a generi term to over the following transmissionshemes:

• Beamforming
• Reeive / Transmit Diversity and Spae Time Coding
• Spatial MultiplexingThese multi-antenna transmission methods exploit di�erent properties of theradio hannel in order to aomplish performane improvements. Typially, thisexploitation is realized by the spatial proessing omponent of the multi-antennamethod that leverages, more or less, one or more of the following basi gains [P+04b℄:
• Array gain
• Diversity gain
• Spatial multiplexing gain



2.2. ANTENNAS: DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES 15Array gain is the average inrease in the reeive SNR due to a oherent ombin-ing from multiple antennas at the reeiver or transmitter, or both. Transmit/reeivearray gain requires partial or full hannel knowledge at the transmitter and reeiver,respetively, and depends on the number of transmit and reeive antennas. A typ-ial multiple aess sheme that provides array gain is Spatial Division MultipleAess (SDMA) where the BS transmits on the same frequeny and time, multipledata streams to spatially separated users in the ell.The diversity gain is the gain obtained from reeiving independently (or partiallyorrelated) faded replias of the signal. Diversity an be ahieved by transmittingthe signal over multiple independently fading paths (in time, frequeny or spae).In the following, the fous is on diversity gains that an be ahieved from usingmultiple antennas. Spatial diversity is preferred as it is both rate and bandwidthe�ient. Wittneben [Wit93℄ and Winters [Win94℄ were the �rst to propose andevaluate spatial transmit diversity based on linear transform-based transmitter in1993 and 1994, respetively. Non linear operations (i.e. transforms) suh as odingthe information aross transmit antennas were later proposed. This method isalled Spae Time Coding (STC) [NSC00℄. STC allows the reeiver to extrat theinformation and exploit spatial diversity (possibly while providing oding gain).STC an be divided into two main ategories:
• Spae Time Trellis Codes (STTC)
• Spae Time Blok Codes (STBC)Spae Time Trellis Codes [TSC98℄ is an extension of Trellis Coded Modulation(TCM) to multiple transmit antennas. It provides diversity and Coding gain atthe expense of high deoder omplexity. On the other hand, Spae-Time BlokCodes [TJC99℄ spread the symbols in time and spae in a blok by blok fashion.STBC is haraterized by a simple symbol by symbol deoder but it does only o�erdiversity gain. The �rst orthogonal STBC sheme was proposed by Alamouti fortwo transmit antennas [Ala98℄.Spatial multiplexing gain is the inrease of data rate at no additional power on-sumption obtained by transmitting simultaneously independent data signals fromseveral transmit antennas [MH04℄. It onsists of exploiting the multiple dimensionsby reating several parallel and/or linearly independent sub-hannels (or hanneleigenmodes) that an be obtained via the Single Value Deomposition (SVD) ofthe MIMO hannel [Pal03℄.2.2 Antennas: De�nition and Basi PropertiesAn antenna is the struture assoiated with the region of transition between aguided wave and a free-spae wave. It onverts eletrial signals to eletromagnetiwave signals and vie versa. Radiation is produed by aelerating harges, or,equivalently, by a urrent. On transmission, it aepts energy from a transmission



16 CHAPTER 2. ADVANCED ANTENNAS TECHNIQUESline and radiates it into spae, and on reeption, an antenna gathers energy froman inident wave and sends it down a transmission line.One of the most basis parameters that haraterizes the ability of an antennato radiate energy in a desired diretion is the antenna gain. The antenna gain of anantenna towards a given diretion, Giso(θ, φ), is de�ned as the radiation intensity
U(θ, φ) (or the power) toward that diretion whih is given by the angles (θ, φ),to the power PT whih would be radiated if the entire available transmitter powerwere radiated isotropially:

Giso(θ, φ) =
U(θ, φ)

PT /4π
. (2.1)The antenna patterns and the far-�eld solutions of Maxwell's equation are bestdesribed in spherial oordinates system [Orf04℄. The de�nitions of the spherialoordinates is shown in Figure 2.2, where the vetors r̂, θ̂ and φ̂ are the unitvetors of a spherial system (i.e the diretions of the unit vetors orrespond tothe parameters (r, θ, φ) that de�ne the spherial oordinates).
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φφφφ̂Figure 2.2: Spherial oordinates.It an be shown that the radiation intensity an be de�ned from the radiationvetor and is proportional to the eletri �eld intensity E for a far �eld radia-tion [Orf04℄[Sta03℄:
U(θ, φ) =

η0k
2

32π2
|F⊥(θ, φ)|2 ∝ |E|2, (2.2)



2.2. ANTENNAS: DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES 17where F⊥ is the transverse part of the radiation vetor1, k is the wave number
k = 2π/λ, λ = c/f is the wave length and is equal to the ratio between the speed ofthe light c and the arrier frequeny f . Finally η0 is the harateristi impedaneof vauum: η0 =

√
µ0

ǫ0
= 377 ohms, where ǫ0 and µ0 denote the permittivity andpermeability of the vauum, respetively.Equation 2.2 simply derives from the time-averaged Poynting vetor2 P whihis the �ux of eletromagneti energy radiated from an antenna at far distanes.It is interesting to note that the radiation vetor F is the 3-dimensional Fouriertransforms of the urrent densities. It depends on the wave vetor k and thediretional vetor r̂ de�ned ompletely by the spherial oordinates θ and φ:

k = kr̂ = k[cosφ sin θ, sin φ sin θ, cos θ]. (2.3)The expression of the eletri �eld assuming the far �eld approximation is givenby [Orf04℄:
E = −jkη

e−jkr

4πr
F⊥. (2.4)Equation (2.4) was obtained based on the far-�eld approximation, whih is de-sribed in the following: assuming a soure (e.g. a linear antenna) of size l, theradiation �eld at a distane r from the soure (de�ned by the �eld vetor r) respetsthe far �eld onditions if [Orf04℄:

r ≫ l and r ≫ 2l2

λ . (2.5)Simply, the far-�eld approximation assumes that the �eld point r is far from theurrent soure (i.e. antenna). This ondition is easily satis�ed for many pratialantennas.2.2.1 Antennas ArraysThe most basi property of an array is that the relative displaements of the antennaelements with respet to eah other introdue relative phase shifts in the radiationvetors F (k), let an antenna translated by the vetor d (i.e. positioned at a distane
d from the origin i.e. d = dr̂), then the radiation vetor is the three-dimensionalFourier transform of the urrent density and is given by [Orf04℄:

Fd(k) = ejk·dF (k). (2.6)Consider a three dimensional array of N idential antennas loated at positions
dn,n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} with relative feed oe�ients ωn then the total radiation1The radiation vetor an be deomposed into a radial part and a transverse part, i.e. theradiation an be written as F = r̂Fr + F⊥ = r̂Fr + θ̂Fθ + φ̂Fφ. (Fr , Fθ, Fφ) are the spherialoordinates of the vetor F .2P = 1

2
R(E ×H∗), H is the magneti �eld vetor and × is the ross or url produt (see thede�nition in the list of notations).



18 CHAPTER 2. ADVANCED ANTENNAS TECHNIQUESvetor is given by:
Ftot(k) =

N−1∑

n=0

Fn(k) =

N−1∑

n=0

ωnejk·dnF (k) = F (k)

N−1∑

n=0

ωnejk·dn . (2.7)It implies that the total radiation vetor is simply the produt of the radiationvetor of a single antenna F (k) and the term A(d) =
∑N−1

n=0 ωnejk·dn alled thearray fator. Sine k = kr̂, is entirely de�ned by the angles (θ, φ) then the arrayfator an be denoted as A(θ, φ). De�ne the weight vetor ω as
ω = [ω0 . . . ωN−1]

H , (2.8)and the spatial signature (also alled steering vetor or spae vetor or array re-sponse vetor) a(θ, φ) as
a(θ, φ) = [ejk·d0 ejk·d1 . . . ejk·dN−1 ]T . (2.9)The spatial signature ontains the responses of all elements of the array to a narrow-band soure of unit power. Let de�ne the artesian oordinates of the distanevetor dn as dn = [xn yn zn]

T , the nth element of array fator an be simplyexpressed as:
ejk·dn = ejk(xn cos(φ) sin(θ)+yn sin(φ) sin(θ)+zn cos(θ)). (2.10)By ombining Equations (2.8) and (2.9), then the array fator is simply equalto:

A(θ, φ) = ωHa(θ, φ). (2.11)2.2.1.1 Array GeometryThe geometrial on�guration of the array an be linear, irular, planar, ylindri-al, spherial or any desired form. Most existing array antenna systems use linearor planar array antennas as radiators whih usually onsist of radiating elementsplaed in a regular grid to ahieve the desired radiation performane. This is themost ommon struture due to its low omplexity. The irular array struture isalso used in some appliations and has the advantage of performing narrow andomni-diretional beams in all azimuth angles. The antennas an be either loselyspaed (e.g. λ/2) to provide angle diversity or widely spaed (e.g. several λ) toprovide spatial diversity [Win98℄.Consider now a ULA of N antennas as it is shown in Figure 2.3(a). As itsname indiates the antennas are plaed uniformly along the x axis parallel to they-axis (i.e. φ is simply equal to zero) where the separation between the antennasis idential and equal to d. Hene the nth antenna position an be de�ned by thevetor dn = [nd 0 0]T , and the nth element of the array fator is simply equal
ejk·dn = ejknd sin(π/2−θ) = ejknd cos(θ). (2.12)



2.2. ANTENNAS: DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES 19A Uniform Cirular Array (UCA) is another type of array antennas that is widelyused. In a UCA the antennas are plaed uniformly on a irular ring. It is widelyused in air and spae navigation, underground propagation, radar, and sonar sys-tems. An example is shown in Figure 2.3(b) where eight antenna elements areplaed uniformly along a irle in the x-y plane parallel to the z-axis (i.e. φ issimply equal to π/2). The angle separation between two neighboring antennas issimply equal to 2π/8. Similarly to the ULA the array fator of a UCA omposedof N antennas an be easily derived. Let the vetor dn = [xn yn 0]
T be the po-sition of the nth antenna element. Then the array fator of this element is simplyequal to

ejk·dn = ejk(xn cos(φ)sin(θ)+yn sin(φ) sin(θ)

= ejknd(cos( 2πn

N
) cos(φ)sin(θ)+sin( 2πn

N
) sin(φ) sin(θ)

= ejknd sin(θ) cos(φ− 2πn

N
). (2.13)Note that the UCA su�ers from lower diretivity ompared to ULA for a givennumber of antenna elements however it has a lower mutual oupling between an-tenna elements hene reduing the alibration errors [TA04℄. It is interesting alsoto note that planar arrays an provide more symmetrial patterns with lower sidelobes [Bal87℄ ompared to a ULA or a UCA.2.2.1.2 Array Design MethodsThe geometry of the antenna arrays will impat the antenna array pattern or shape.In fat depending on the appliation it might be desirable that the antenna ar-ray pattern ful�l ertain requirements e.g. high diretivity, narrow half powerbeamwidth, sidelobe3 level. There are four ontrols that determines the overallantenna array pattern [Bal87℄:

• The geometrial on�guration of the array
• The antenna pattern of eah Antenna Element (AE)
• The relative displaement between the AEs
• The weight applied on eah AEIn pratie, the last ontrol is the easiest to hange although nowadays with theadvent of miro-eletronis, it is possible to use MEMS tehnology ([CJQ+04℄) tohange rapidly the antenna array apparatus.In �ne, given the four listed harateristis, the antenna array pattern anbe dedued. But in pratie, it is neessary to design (also alled synthesize) anantenna system that yield a desired radiation pattern as stated before.There are several methods that are widely used to design the antenna array,suh as [Orf04, Bal87℄:3A sidelobe is a lobe in any diretion other than the main lobe.
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• Shelkuno� method
• Fourier Transform method
• Woodward-Lawson method
• Binomial method
• Dolph-Chebyshev methodShelkuno� method produes nulls in the desired diretions. Fourier Transformmethod and Woodward-Lawson method produe a desired pattern distribution inthe entire visible region. Finally Binomial and Dolph-Chebyshev method produespatterns with narrow beams or low side lobes.In fat when d > λ (or equivalently when the largest spaing between the AE isgreater than one wavelength [Bal87℄), the values of the array fator A(θ, φ) are overspei�ed and repeated over the visible region [Orf04℄. Furthermore this will giverise to (multiple maxima other than the main maximum) whih are alled gratinglobes. Grating lobes are the spetral images generated by the spae sampling.To ompletely avoid repetition the sampling theorem yields 1/d ≥ 2/λ whih isequivalent to d ≤ λ/2.The impat of the AE weights hosen aording to one of the ited designmethods is shown in Figure 2.4. In Figure 2.4(a), the uniform method or arraymeans that the AE weights have idential magnitude. All beams were steeredtoward the broadside of the antenna (toward the angle 90 degrees). The uniformarray (whih is also the �rst beam generated by the FFT method) has the narrowestbeamwidth at the expanse of a high sidelobes. On the other hand the binomialmethod (see in Figure 2.4(b)) suppressed ompletely the side lobes at the expanseof wider beamwidth. Finally the Dolph-Chebyshev array provides an intermediateway by reduing the side lobes level for a slightly larger beamwidth.Finally an example of the FFT method is shown in Figure 2.5. It an be notiedthe FFT method helps the array to form several narrow beams towards di�erentdiretions in order to over the entire spae.2.3 Beamforming System or Antenna ArraysContrary to transmit diversity, where the transmit antenna elements are su�ientlyseparated to ensure independent fading, antenna arrays onsist of an array of an-tenna elements, that are losely spaed. Through the literature many terms areused to express exatly the same onept for instane the terms beamforming sys-tem, adaptive antennas, antenna arrays, phased arrays, spae-time proessing andsmart antennas are used interhangeably. A general tutorial on smart antennas sys-tem an be found in [God97a, Win98, LP99℄. For more signal proessing approahthe reader an be refered to [VB88, APP99, God97b℄.
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(a) Unit Amplitude Method.
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(b) Binomial Method.
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() Dolph-Chebyshev Method.Figure 2.4: Examples Of Array fator Patterns of 4 elements (N = 4, d = λ/2).The proess of ombining the signals from di�erent antenna elements is knownas beamforming. A beamformer an be regarded as a spatial �lter that separatesthe desired signal from interfering signals given that all the signals share the samefrequeny band and originate from di�erent spatial loations. It weights and sumsthe signals from the di�erent antenna elements to optimize the quality of the desiredsignal.Smart antennas an be lassi�ed into two ategories depending on the appliedbeamforming method: �xed multi-beams (also alled swith beams) and adaptivebeams (also alled steered beams). The former method uses a set a prede�ned(�xed) weights. In the latter the weights of the array are adapted (by hanging thephase and amplitude) to maximize a ertain number of desired riteria.
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Figure 2.5: Array fator Patterns of 4 elements (N = 4, d = λ/2) for the FFTMethod.Both onepts will be treated in the following subsetions. First the �xed multi-beams then the Steered beams. The advantages and disadvantages of eah will begiven. In the steered beams onept, the riteria for the weight optimization willbe presented and then the most widely used adaptive algorithms will be overed.Finally the onventional methods of the diretion of arrival will be summarized.2.3.1 Fixed-beams oneptFixed-Beams (FB) onept (also alled a non-oherent system) an be de�ned asa set of beams that over a spei� area and typially eah of these beams servesmore than one user.The FB weight vetors are generated by a Beam Forming Network (BFN) thatprodues generally N orthogonal beams using N antenna elements. Let us de�nethe N × N BFN Matrix (BFNM) as T = [ω0 ω1 ... ωN−2 ωN−1]. T omprises ofthe weight vetors of all the narrow �xed beams. For instane ωn is the weightvetor of the nth beam:
ωn = {ωn,0, . . . , ωn,N−1}, (2.14)



24 CHAPTER 2. ADVANCED ANTENNAS TECHNIQUESwhere ωn,k is the weight fator of the kth antenna element of the array.A onventional �xed multi-beams system must be alibrated in order to ensuresimilar amplitude di�erenes between uplink and downlink signal paths for eahbeam. This is due to the fat that, in a �xed-beams system, the uplink information(this is espeially true in a Frequeny Division Duplex (FDD) system) is used tohoose the proper beam for downlink transmission.The beamforming an be either done in RF frequeny (i.e. analog) using ananalog BFN or in base-band (i.e. digital) using a digital proessor.Figure 2.6 shows an example of an analog beamformer. The analog beamform-ing network onsists of phase shifters and power dividers. Traditionally Butler ma-trix [BL61℄ is the most ommonly used tehniques to implement a BFN. It onsistsof an array of asaded hybrid ouplers4 and �xed-phase shifters [In01, Wen02℄.An example of four antenna elements Butler matrix onsisting of four ouplers andtwo �xed phase shifters is shown in Figure 2.7. In fat it an be shown that theButler matrix is simply a realization of the Disrete Fourier Transform (DFT), sothe array weights of the mth beam are given by [Orf04℄:
ωk,m = e−j2πmk/N , k ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. (2.15)The BFNM is then equal to the unitary disrete Fourier transform matrix.
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a4Figure 2.6: Analog Beamforming NetworkDigital beamforming on the other hand is based on the onversion of the RFsignal at eah of the antenna into two streams of binary baseband signals repre-senting I and Q hannels [LL96℄. The proess of beamforming onsists of adjusting4A hybrid oupler is a reiproal passive four-port oupler. A signal applied to a port is equallydivided between the two orresponding ports, while the remaining reeives none.
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a4Figure 2.7: Butler Matrixthe amplitude and the phase of these signals suh that they form the desired beamwhen added together. A sketh of a digital beamformer is shown in Figure 2.8.In digital beamforming, the beamforming network an be implemented using FastFourier Transform. The drawbak of a digital beamforming is that ohereny hasto be ensured from digital beamformer up to the antenna element and inludingthe transeiver (e.g. power ampli�ers, A/D onverters, �lters)[Bau03℄. In the aseof analog beamforming, ohereny has to be done from the beamforming network,up to the antenna elements. On the other hand, the advantages of a digital beam-forming reside in the fat that the beam size an be adjusted in order to ope withunequal tra� distribution and also on possibility of sharing the transmit powerbetween beams.2.3.1.1 Advantages and disadvantagesA �xed multi-beams system is an attrative one sine it has a moderate interationwith BS reeiver, easy to implement and is widely available and heap.On the other hand suh a system is 1) unable to take advantage of the path di-versity by oherently ombining multi-path omponents and 2) unable to attenuateor eliminate interferers that arrive with DOA near to the desired signal.2.3.2 Steered BeamsWhen the weights of the antenna array are not pre-�xed as in the �xed beamsase, it will be alled steered beams. It derives from the fat that the beam issteered toward a ertain diretion in order to ahieve ertain quality objetive orriteria de�ned by an objetive funtion. A more ommonly used naming would
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a4Figure 2.8: Digital Beamforming Networkbe adaptive beamforming whih omes from the fat that the antenna weights areadapted (or adjusted) until a presribed objetive funtion is satis�ed. A simpleexample of the objetive funtion an be to maximize the reeived antenna gain orarray fator. Looking into Equation (2.11), this an be ahieved when the weightvetor is parallel to the steering vetor:
ω =

1

N
a(θ, φ), (2.16)where ω has unity response in the look diretion.Steered beams or adaptive beamforming has been employed traditionally insonar and radar systems. It started in the late �fties by Howelles when he pro-posed the side lobe aneler [LL96℄ for adaptive nulling. Later in 1965 Applebaumdeveloped a feedbak ontrol algorithm for maximizing the SNR at the array out-put.In �ne, in adaptive beamforming the objetive is to optimize the weight withrespet to a presribed riterion suh that the signal at the array output ontainsminimal ontribution from the noise or interferene. The most ommonly usedriteria are the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE), Maximum Signal to NoiseRatio (Max SNR) and Linearly Constrained Minimum Variane (LCMV). Whilethe MMSE attempts to minimize the di�erene between the array output and a



2.3. BEAMFORMING SYSTEM OR ANTENNA ARRAYS 27known referene signal, in the max SNR the weights are hosen suh as the SNR ismaximized. Finally the LCMV tries to minimize the output noise variane.Steered beams onept is implemented using digital beamformer, in suh a sys-tem and ontrary to a �xed beams system, it is ruial to estimate the relative phasedi�erenes and time delays between di�erent signal paths (i.e. beams feeder).An illustration of an adaptive algorithm is shown in Figure 2.9, where xn isthe reeived signal at the nth element of the array input, ωn is the orrespondingweight oe�ient and y is the array output signal. In a vetorized form let x =
[x1, x2, · · · , xN ]T = u + n, be the reeived data vetor at the array where u and
n are the desired signal and the noise omponent of the reeived data signal x,respetively5.2.3.2.1 Criteria for Optimum BeamformingMMSEIn the MMSE algorithm, the weights are hosen to minimize the Mean-SquareError (MSE) between the antenna array output and d(t) a known referene signal.The ost funtion is given by

J(ω) = E[|ωHx − d|2]. (2.17)It an be shown that the optimal MMSE solution is
ω = R−1p, (2.18)where R = E[xxH ] is the ovariane matrix of the input data vetor and p =E [xd∗] is the ross-orrelation between the input data and the referene signal.The main disadvantage of the MMSE algorithm is that it requires a generation ofa referene signal. But, on the other hand it does not require the knowledge theDiretion Of Arrival (DOA) of the desired signal.Max SNRThe Max SNR algorithm hooses the weights suh as the SNR of the reeivedsignal is maximized. In fat the Max SNR ost funtion is given by [LL96, LR99℄

J(ω) =
ωHRnω

ωHRuω
, (2.19)where Ru = E [uuH

] is the ovariane matrix of the desired signal and Rn =E [nnH
] is the ovariane matrix of the noise. It an be shown that the optimumweight vetor satis�es the following

Rn
−1Ru = λmaxω, (2.20)5 Note that the variables x, u and n are time dependent but for notation onveniene thetime variable is omitted.



28 CHAPTER 2. ADVANCED ANTENNAS TECHNIQUESwhere λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of Ru, in another word the optimumvalue of SNR [LR99℄.The major drawbak of the Max SNR algorithm is suh that it requires knowl-edge of the DOA of the desired signal and the statistis of the noise.Linearly Constrained Minimum VarianeThe idea behind LCMV is to onstrain the response of the beamformer so thedesired signal from the diretion of interest with spei�ed gain and phase. Theweights are hosen to minimize the output power subjet to the response onstraint
g :

J(ω) = ωHRω subjet to ωHa(θ, φ) = g. (2.21)The method of Lagrange multipliers an be used to solve Equation (2.21), yieldingthe optimal LCMV weights [VB88℄:
ω = g

R−1a(θ, φ)

aH(θ, φ)R−1aH(θ, φ)
. (2.22)Finally it is interesting to note that the optimum riteria are losely relatedto eah other [LL96℄. Therefore the hoie of a partiular riterion is of minorimportane in terms of a�eting the performane.2.3.2.2 Adaptive AlgorithmsKnowledge of seond order statistis is required in order to solve the optimumbeamformer weight vetor equations presented in setion 2.3.2.1 (see (2.18), (2.20)and (2.22)). These statistis are usually unknown but they an be estimated fromthe available data. Typially in a moving environment, they need to be updated.Also the data used to estimate the optimal weight an be noisy, hene it might bedesirable to use an update tehnique that an use previous optimal weight vetorsolutions to smooth the estimate. This an be solved by using adaptive algorithmthat determines the weights. Typially these algorithms have a per-step omplexitywhih is muh lower than the diret solution of the optimal weight (de�ned insetion 2.3.2.1). An adaptive algorithm updates the weight vetor at the (k + 1)thiteration (time) by using the weight vetor and the ost funtion of the previous(kth) iteration J(ωk) suh as

ωk+1 = ωk − 1

2
µ∇J(ωk), (2.23)where µ is the onvergene fator, ∇ is the gradient operator. Exat alulation of

∇J(ωk) is umbersome and involves matrix inversions. Hene the use of adaptivealgorithm will alleviate the alulation proess.The hoie of the adaptive algorithm to derive the optimal weight is highlyimportant sine it is desirable to have an algorithm that has a low omplexity (to



2.3. BEAMFORMING SYSTEM OR ANTENNA ARRAYS 29make hardware implementation feasible) and a high speed of onvergene (to beable to work on a real time sale).The adaptive algorithms are broadly lassi�ed as trained and blind algorithms.Trained algorithms use a sequene to adapt the weights of the array. While blindalgorithms do not require training signals to adapt their weights but attempt torestore some known property to the reeived hannel.The most ommonly used trained algorithms is the Least-Mean Squares (LMS)algorithm [Win84℄. The main advantage of the LMS algorithm is its simpliity. Ithas an aeptable performane in many appliations; however it onverges slowlywhen the eigenvalue of the ovariane matrix are widely spread. One way to speedup the onvergene is to employ the diret Sample Matrix Inversion (SMI). Al-though the SMI algorithm onverges more rapidly than the LMS algorithm it su�ersfrom inreased omputational omplexity and numerial instabilities. The reursiveleast-squares (RLS) algorithms overome those limitations and o�er good perfor-mane provided that the SNR is high.Many blind algorithms have been developed to derive the optimum weights ve-tor. Examples of the blind algorithms are Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA),Least Squares CMA (LS-CMA). A referene tutorial on adaptive beamforming al-gorithms an be found in [VB88℄.2.3.2.3 Diretion Of ArrivalMany of the adaptive beamforming algorithms require the knowledge of the di-retion of the emitter signal or more preisely the Diretion Of Arrival (DOA) ofthe emitter signals impinging on the reeiving antenna arrays6. The DOA estima-tion algorithms has been a �ourishing researh ativity. Broadly, the DOA esti-mation tehniques an be divided into two7 ategories [KV96℄, the spetral basedand parametri approahes. Spetral based methods an be further divided intobeamforming tehniques and subspae based tehniques. The most widely knownonventional beamforming methods are the onventional beamformer also knownas the delay and sum beamformer and the Capon's beamfomer. MUltiple SIgnalClassi�ation (MUSIC) [Sh79℄ is an example of spetral subspae based methods.Parametri based an be further be divided into subspae based and MaximumLikelihood (ML) methods. An example of the sub-spae methods is Estimation ofSignal Parameters via Rotational Invariane Tehniques (ESPRIT) [RPK86℄ algo-rithms.While Spetral based algorithms are simple, they do not o�er su�ient au-ray and perform poorly in low SNR onditions. On the other hand, parametritehniques perform better in orrelated signal onditions but require heavy om-6Note that the MMSE algorithms for adaptive beamforming do not require the knowledge ofthe DOA of the signals.7Some authors divide the estimation tehniques into three ategories [FTH+99℄: spetralbased, parametri subspae based, and deterministi parametri based. Further MUSIC is lassi-�ed under the �rst ategory
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ProcessorFigure 2.9: Adaptive Beamforming Algorithmputations. The most known used parametri tehniques is the ML. In fat MLtehniques were the �rst to be investigated for DOA but were unpopular om-pared to the suboptimal spetral tehniques. Among the ML algorithms is theExpetation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The SAGE (spae-alternating gener-alized EM) algorithm [FH94℄, whih is an extension of the EM algorithm, wasproposed [FDHT96℄ as a general approah. It provides ML estimation of the DOAat the expanse of a high omputational. In the following a quik desription ofthe spetral based onventional tehniques will be given, for the other tehniquesthe readers an be referred [LR99, KV96℄. Note that the onventional beamform-ing tehniques for DOA estimation steer eletronially beams in all diretions andsearh for the output power peaks.Delay and Sum methodIn delay and sum method, the beam is sanned over angular region in disretesteps and the output power is measured. It an be shown that the output power of



2.4. TRANSMIT DIVERSITY 31a lassial beamformer as funtion of Angle Of Arrival (AOA) is given by
P (θ) = ωHRω = aH(θ)Ra(θ). (2.24)Hene the output power as a funtion of the AOA an be estimated from theautoorrelation matrix R and the steering vetors a(θ).Capon's Beamformer MethodCapon's beamformer attempts to minimize the power ontribution of some in-terferes by forming nulls into those diretions, while maintaining a �xed gain in thedesired diretion θ. The output power of the array as a funtion of the AOA usingCapon's methods is given by [LR99℄

P (θ) =
1

aH(θ)R−1a(θ)
. (2.25)2.4 Transmit DiversityTransmit diversity [DGI+02, HTW03℄ an be subdivided into losed loop or openloop transmit diversity modes, depending on whether or not feedbak informationis transmitted from the reeiver bak to the transmitter.The 3rd Generation Partnership Projet (3GPP), Release 99, mandates that allmobile user equipment (UE) must support transmit diversity using two downlinktransmit antennas [3GP02b℄. One open loop and two losed loop modes that mustbe supported in Release 99 [3GP02b℄, for the downlink dediated physial hannels.WCDMA standard as proposed by the 3GPP, allows the following transmitdiversity modes with two transmit antennas:2.4.1 Closed loop transmit diversity:An illustration of the losed loop transmit diversity in WCDMA is shown in Fig-ure 2.10. On eah transmit antenna, the spread and srambled signal S is subjetto phase (in Mode I) or phase and amplitude (in Mode II) adjustments prior totransmission [3GP02b℄. The weights are determined by the reeiver mobile userand transmitted to the base station via the FeedBak Indiator(FBI).Let hi = [h1

i , h
1
i , · · · , hL

i ]T for i ∈ {1, 2}, the hannel impulse response (of length
L) at the UE from the ith antenna. hl

i is the hannel impulse responses of the lthtime-delay (i.e path) from the ith transmit antenna. Let w = [w1 w2]
T the transmitweight vetor, where w1 and w2 are the transmit weights of the �rst and seondtransmit antenna, respetively. The transmit weight vetor is hosen suh as the



32 CHAPTER 2. ADVANCED ANTENNAS TECHNIQUESreeived power at the UE is maximized [Pla01℄8:
Pmax = max

w
(

L∑

l=1

‖H lw‖2), (2.26)where H l = [hl
1 hl

2] is the hannel matrix orresponding to the lth path. Thehannel impulse response from eah antenna is estimated by the UE. This is simplypossible sine eah antenna transmits a spei� pilot on the Common PIlot Channel(CPICH), that are orthogonal among eah other.In Mode I transmit diversity, the mobile an instrut the Base-Station (BS) torotate the phase of the dediated hannels transmitted on the diversity antennaby multiples of 90 degrees. The feedbak message is ompleted in two slots. InMode II transmit diversity the BS an be instruted by the mobile to rotate thephase of the dediated hannels transmitted on the diversity antenna by a multipleof 45 degrees and in addition, the relative transmit powers between the transmitantennas an take 2 possible values - namely 20% on antenna 1 and 80% on antenna2, or vie versa. The feedbak message is ompleted in 4 slots. For instane, inMode I transmit diversity, ωi the transmit weight at the ith antenna takes Q = 4possible values given by
ωi ∈

{
1√
2

[
1

ejπ(2q+1)/Q

]
: q = 0, . . . , Q − 1

}
. (2.27)2.4.2 Open loop transmit diversity:The open loop transmit diversity employs a Spae Time blok oding TransmitDiversity (STTD) and is based on Alamouti ode [Ala98℄. The STTD enoding isapplied on bloks of four onseutive hannel bits. The mobile does not transmit anyfeedbak information bak to the transmitting diversity antennas. Two onseutivesymbol periods are required to deode the data. For example as illustrated inFigure 2.11, let sT = [s1 s2] the transmitted vetor where the symbols s1 and

s2 are transmitted on antenna 1 at time instane one and two respetively, thenaording to the STTD sheme the symbols transmitted on the diversity antennaare −s∗2 and s∗1. In order to keep the total transmit power onstant ompared toa single antenna transmission, the power is split evenly at eah transmit antennaafter spreading as shown in Figure 2.11. STTD is very attrative sheme sine1) STTD deoder is simply a mathed �lter and 2) it o�ers a substantial gain interms of SINR in a �at fading hannel. Let h
T = [h1 h2] where h1 and h2 are the8Although the summation in Equation 2.26 an be written in a more ompat form using theKroneker produt [LS03℄, the urrent representation is easier to interpret.
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Figure 2.10: Close Loop Transmit Diversity.hannel impulse responses from transmit antenna 1 and 2 to the UE respetively9.The reeived signal at the UE, y, for two onseutive symbols is equal to10:
yT =

[
y1 y2

]
= hT ×

[
s1 s∗2
s2 −s∗1

]
. (2.28)It an be then easily shown that the estimated transmitted vetor assuming linearmathed �lter detetion is given by [LS03℄:

ŝ =

[
ŝ1

ŝ2

]
=

1

|h|2
[

h1 h2

−h∗

2 h∗

1

]H

×
[

y1

y∗

2

]
. (2.29)However, in ase of frequeny seletive hannel, a spae time equalizer is requiredat the reeiver in order to ounterat the Inter Symbol Interferene (ISI). To reduethe reeiver omplexity, delay diversity may be used instead of STTD [MH04℄. Infat, the same equalizer algorithm may be used for delay diversity as for a singleantenna system but with a higher memory onstraint.2.5 Reeive DiversityReeive diversity is a spatial diversity where multiple reeive antennas are usedto ombine or selet the desired signal. The ombining an be done in several9Here it is assumed that the hannels are �at fading, for the frequeny seletive ase, thereader an be referred to [LS03℄.10By omitting the noise signal.
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Figure 2.11: Spae Time Transmit Diversity.ways whih vary in omplexity and overall performane. The separation betweenantennas is generally suh that the fading amplitudes orresponding to eah antennaare approximately independent (greater than the oherene distane). Beverageand Peterson were the �rst to install spae diversity stations in River-head, NewYork by the late twenties of the last entury. Their work was published in thethirties [BP31℄. In the �fties reeive diversity beome widely known and studied,a desription of the linear reeive diversity tehniques are given [Bre59℄ (and laterreprinted by IRE in 2003).Reeive ombining an be divided into three ategories:
• Seletion ombining whih onsists of seleting the reeived signal with largestreeived power or SNR.
• Swithed ombining whih onsists of sanning the reeived antennas in se-quential order and hoose the �rst signal with a SNR above a given threshold.
• Linear ombining whih onsists of weighting the reeived signal from eahantenna then summing linearly those signals.In the following the SNR expression for the various reeive ombining methodswill be given in ase of a �at fading hannel. For the frequeny seletive ase, theSNR expressions an be found in [LS03℄.Let xi = his + ni and ωi, denote the reeived signal and weighting fator atthe ith antenna, respetively. The reeive diversity operation is illustrated in Fig-ure 2.12. At eah reeive antenna a weight ωi, depending on the reeive ombiningmethod, is applied. Then the total reeived signal after ombining an be expressedas

y =

N∑

i=1

ωixi = s

N∑

i=1

ωihi +

N∑

i=1

ωini. (2.30)



2.5. RECEIVE DIVERSITY 35Assuming that the ombining oe�ients are onstant over a short time and theenergy of the transmitted symbol is equal to one then the reeived SNR is
SNR =

E[|∑N
i=1 ωihis|2]

E[|∑N
i=1 ωini|2]

=
|∑N

i=1 ωihi|2∑N
i=1 ω2

i σ2
i

, (2.31)where σi is the noise variane on the ith reeived antenna.In Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC), ωi are hosen suh as Equation (2.31)is maximized whih yields:
ωi =

h∗

i

σi
. (2.32)Assuming the noise variane is idential on all antennas and equal to σ then theSNR for MRC beomes

γMRC =
N∑

i=1

|hi|2
σ2

i

=
N∑

i=1

γi. (2.33)Thus, the SNR of the ombiner output is the sum of γi, the SNRs on eah antenna.Assuming unorrelated Rayleigh fading amplitudes between the antennas then itan be shown that E[γMRC] = NE[γi] = Nγ̃, where γ̃ is the mean SNR on eahreeive antenna.For Equal Gain Combining (EGC) the signals are o-phased:
ωi =

h∗

i

|hi|
. (2.34)Then the SNR for EGC is an be simply expressed as

γEGC =
(
∑N

i=1 |hi|)2∑N
i=1 σ2

i

=
(
∑N

i=1 |hi|)2
Mσ2

. (2.35)In seletion ombining (SC), the weight fator ωi is given by
ωi =

{
1 for γi = maxk{γk} , where k ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
0 otherwise. (2.36)The mean SNR of SC reeive diversity is simply equal to [Gol05℄

γ̃SC = γ̃

N∑

i=1

1

i
. (2.37)
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Figure 2.12: Reeive Diversity.2.6 Spatial MultiplexingIn rih sattering environments, independent data signals transmitted from di�erentantennas an be uniquely deoded to yield an inrease in hannel apaity. Thisinrease in apaity is referred to as spatial multiplexing gain. This gain is linearand at most equal to the minimum of the number of transmit and reeive antennas(rmax = min(NR, NT )) used in the MIMO system. It requires no additional poweror bandwidth. The maximum multiplexing gain rmax is obtained at the expenseof the diversity gain. In fat Zheng and Tse [ZT03℄ have shown that there is atradeo� between diversity and multiplexing. They have shown that the optimaltradeo� urve, d⋆(κ) is given by the linear pieewise-linear funtion onneting thepoints:
d⋆(κ) = (NR − κ)(NT − κ) for κ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , min(NR, NT )}. (2.38)In partiular when the maximum multiplexing order is ahieved (i.e. κ = rmax)then no diversity gain an be obtained (i.e. d⋆(κ) = 0). On the other hand whenthe multiplexing gain is nil (i.e. κ = 0), the maximum diversity d⋆

max = NRNTorder is ahieved.An illustration of the spatial multiplexing onept is shown in Figure 2.13 for
NT transmit and NR reeive antennas. The basi idea of spatial multiplexing is



2.6. SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING 37to send NT independent symbols per symbol period using the dimensions of spaeand time. The enoded bit stream {x1, x2, . . . , xNT } is transmitted over all NTtransmit antennas as shown in the same �gure. The reeiver, having knowledge ofthe hannel, di�erentiates between these streams and extrat eah of them.Several types of enoding an be used in onjuntion with spatial multiplexing,for instane horizontal enoding and vertial enoding. V-BLAST (Vertial BellLabs Layered Spae Time Arhiteture) [W+98℄) is an example of vertial enoding,while D-BLAST (Diagonal BLAST Referene) [Fos96℄ is a ombination of vertialand horizontal enoding strategies.
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Figure 2.13: Example of Spatial Multiplexing.Horizontal EnodingIn the Horizontal Enoding (HE), the bit stream to be transmitted is �rst de-multiplexed into separate data streams. Independent temporal enoding, symbolmapping and interleaving will be applied to eah stream before being transmittedfrom the orresponding antennas. At the reeiver eah data stream an be deodedseparately. The HE sheme an at most ahieve diversity order of NR [P+04b℄,sine for any given information bit is transmitted from only one antenna and re-eived by NT antennas. Maximum likelihood or suessive anelation are possibledetetion shemes.Vertial EnodingIn the Vertial Enoding (VE) arhiteture, the temporal enoding, symbol map-ping and interleaving is �rst applied to the bit stream then it is de-multiplexed



38 CHAPTER 2. ADVANCED ANTENNAS TECHNIQUESinto streams before being transmitted from eah antenna. The VE an ahieve full(of order NR × NT ) diversity gain sine eah information bit an be spread arossall the transmit antennas. However, VE requires joint deoding of the sub-streamswhih inreases substantially the reeiver omplexity ompared to HE.2.7 SummaryIn this hapter, a survey of the advaned antennas tehniques was exposed. Firsta generi de�nition of a MIMO system is given. This generi view allowed to har-aterize any known antenna transmission sheme under a uni�ed framework. TheMIMO term englobes the lassial known shemes suh as beamforming, reeive andtransmit diversity and newer ones suh as spatial multiplexing. After a reminder ofthe basi antenna eletromagneti properties, eah of these shemes were treated.The �rst tehnique, beamforming was presented. It was shown that beamformingan be divided into two ategories: �xed-beams and steered beams. While theantenna weights of the FB ategory are �xed, in the steered beams ategory theyare hosen suh as desired riteria de�ned by an objetive funtion are ahieved.Examples of these riteria suh as MMSE, Max SNR and LCMV were presented.Adaptive algorithms that allow to derive the optimal weight (based on the desiredriteria) were shown. Most of these algorithms required the knowledge of the DOA.Hene some of the onventional DOA estimation algorithms were summarized. Theseond desribed advaned antenna tehnique is transmit diversity where the openloop transmit diversity and losed loop of the 3G system were desribed. Thethird method is the well known reeive diversity was also treated. The variousreeive ombining methods and their respetive SNR were shown. Finally spatialmultiplexing together with vertial and horizontal enodings were presented. Thisoverview will hopefully allow the reader to grasp the basi of advaned antennatehniques thus allowing for a better understanding of the followings hapters ofthe thesis.



Chapter 3Summary of System Models andOverall ResultsIn the previous hapter, we presented an overview of advaned antennas tehniquesin order to introdue the reader to those tehniques. In this hapter we will give abasi desription of the system models used in the artiles inluded in the seondpart of the thesis. We will present �rst the tra�, propagation hannel modelsand the performane measure of system simulations. Afterward, we desribe aomplimentary desription of the SINR derivation for a MIMO CDMA system.For instane the impat of the phase mismath on the SINR expression is shown.Thereafter, the pratial aspet of AA deployment in WCDMA and HSDPA istreated, more spei�ally the interation of the RRM and beamforming is summa-rized. Finally a omprehensive summary of the performane of advaned antennasin WCDMA and HSDPA is given.3.1 Tra� ModelsTra� models are essential in order to estimate the system apaity of wirelessmultiple aess tehniques in dynami system level simulations. The de�nition ofreliable and preise tra� models is a omplex task requiring an aurate estimateand veri�ation, via real tra� measurements, of statistial parameters resultingfrom the user behavior for various data tra� senarios. Sine the goal of this thesisis to ompare various antennas tehniques, the fous will be on the relative and notthe absolute system apaity values. Hene in order to redue the omplexity ofthe used radio system simulators in the following hapters, simple tra� modelswill be adopted.The 3G networks must simultaneously ful�ll the requirements of several tra�types whih di�er signi�antly. Besides speeh, the dominant part of the arrieddata is expeted to be WWW tra�. Audio/video streaming appliations are also39



40 CHAPTER 3. SUMMARY OF SYSTEM MODELS & RESULTSlikely to be important. In the following hapters after, these three types of tra�servies, speeh, data and streaming, are modeled in the simulations.For the speeh users, a poisson distribution time of arrival is assumed. Further-more, the user session time is exponentially distributed.The best e�ort data (i.e. WWW tra�) is generated aording to the tra�model presented in [VBKE00℄, and is based on real measurements. Eah usersession has a Weibull distribution with an average of 50 seonds. During a session, auser downloads on the average 10 web pages with geometri distribution. The pagerequests are modeled as events with exponentially distributed inter-arrival timewith an average of 10 seonds. Eah web page onsists of embedded objets. Thenumber of embedded objets per web page is modeled as geometrially distributedwith an average of 7 objets. The objet requests are modeled as events withexponentially distributed inter-arrival time with an average of 1.5 seonds. Theobjet size has a trunated Pareto distribution with a mean of 10 Kbytes andtrunated at 100 Kbytes. The most relevant tra� parameters for the best e�ortmodel are summarized in Table 3.1.It is important to separate the impat of the tra� model and the impat of ad-vaned antenna shemes on system performane. One way to eliminate the impatof the data tra� model is to study the system performane under a ontinuousdata stream tra� senario. A 64 kbps radio bearer with neither bu�ering of datanor feedbak is the third servie that is assumed in many of the studies in thefollowing hapters.Tra� parameter Distribution Mean valueUser speed [km/h℄ Gaussian 3User aeleration [m/s2℄ Gaussian 0.2Session length [s℄ Weibull 50Page IAT [s℄ Exponential 10Objet IAT [s℄ Exponential 1.5Objet size [kB℄ Pareto 10Objet number/page Geometri 7Table 3.1: Tra� Parameters settings of the WWW model. IAT = Inter ArrivalTime.Note that mobile users are uniformly distributed in the ells whih are of hexag-onal shapes. The users are slowly moving in the ell plan with an average speed of3 m/s and a small aeleration.3.2 Channel Modeling for Advaned AntennasIn order to be able to evaluate the system performane of a multiple aess systemtehnique using multiple antennas at the BS and/or the UE, it is ruial to use



3.2. CHANNEL MODELING FOR ADVANCED ANTENNAS 41a hannel model that provides the right radio propagation harateristis. For in-stane it is important to apture the spatial aspet of the Angular Spread and theazimuthal DOA of the inoming waves at the BS. Consequently the diretion of de-parture from the BS should be taken into aount in the propagation model. Thesematters have been extensively studied, theoretially and to some extent veri�edwith measurements (See [Lee73, AFWP86, SW94, PMF98, Ker02℄).Channel modeling an be lassi�ed into two ategories, deterministi and sto-hastially based models [MLKB01, MAH+02℄.In the �rst ategory the hannel properties are derived from the positions of thesatterers by applying the eletromagneti laws of wave propagation (i.e. rays anbe traed to �nd the oupling paths [WW05b℄). While the deterministi modelsprovides a good agreement with physial harateristi of the propagation hannel,it has many drawbaks. For instane it requires large data bases, and is expensiveto produe. Moreover, it is omputationally demanding and is site spei�. Finally,the produed model depends on the used antenna on�gurations.In the seond ategory, the hannel is onsidered statistially stohasti, due tothe large variability in propagation. It is based on large measurement ampaigns,and aims at reproduing observed phenomena by statistial means. The stohastimodel is best suited for assessment of a radio network rather than a radio planning.Contrary to the deterministi based model, the stohasti based model may applyto a large number of sites and antenna on�gurations. The stohasti model an begeometri, orrelation or parametri based. COST 259 model [Cor01, MAH+02℄ andthe 3GPP SCM model [3GP03℄ are examples of stohasti geometri or parametribased model. In the stohasti model the delays, tap oe�ients, and number oftaps/lusters are modeled as random variables. The METRA model [Ker02℄ isan example of the stohasti orrelation based model. In this model, the spatialorrelation between the antennas is expliitly de�ned and generated by means ofa spatial orrelation matrix. The orrelation between the antenna arrays at thereeiver and at the transmitter is ondensed in two orrelation matries. Althoughthis model is simple it has a major drawbak. The orrelation matrix is related tothe employed antenna elements polarization and radiation pattern.Most of these models [Ker02℄ are designated for link level simulations, i.e. rep-resenting the hannel for a single onnetion between two antenna arrays at thetransmitter and the reeiver. On the other hand the COST 259 hannel model,whih is a spatial temporal radio propagation model that inludes the e�et of fastand slow fading is suited for link and system model1. The COST 259 model is usedto assess the performane of AA in the following hapters and is desribed brie�yin the following sub-setion.1The 3GPP SCM model [3GP03℄ is also designed for link and system simulations.



42 CHAPTER 3. SUMMARY OF SYSTEM MODELS & RESULTS3.2.1 COST 259The COST 259 system model used in this thesis have been simpli�ed in orderto redue the omputation omplexity of the system simulator. For instane thelustering has been disabled in the system model. In order to ompensate thehange the standard deviation of the lognormal delay and azimuth spreads havebeen inreased. Furthermore a orrelation matrix is introdued. The orrelationmatrix orrelates the fast fading between transmitting antennas.The COST 259 version yields an instantaneous delay spread τm, the Rie fator
κm, and the angular spread σm for the mth link in the system. The delay andangular spread are modeled as orrelated random variables. The Power DelayPro�le (PDP) pm haraterizes the delay spread. It is an exponentially dereasingfuntion. The Power Azimuth Spetrum (PAS) haraterizes the angular spread. Inan urban environment the PAS is aurately desribed by a Laplaian pdf [PMF00℄,that is:

f(φ|φm, σm) =
1√
2σm

exp

(
−
√

2
|φ − φm|

σm

)
, (3.1)where φm denotes the nominal diretion to the mobile. Given the PAS and thespatial signature a(φ) of the antenna array, the user dependent hannel orrelationmatrix is given by

R(φm, σm) =

∫ π

−π

a(φ)aH(φ)f(φ|φm, σm)dφ. (3.2)3.3 Performane MeasureThe most obvious hoie in assessing the performane of speeh servie is the blok-ing and dropping rate for a given desired QoS (Quality of Servie). The speeh QoSis diretly related to the BLok Error Rate (BLER). It is assumed that a BLERof 1.5% o�ers a satisfatory QoS for speeh users. The apaity for the speehservie is thus de�ned here as the load in kbps/ell (or served tra�) when themean BLER, the bloking (of new users) or the dropping (of on going alls) haveexeeded the thresholds set in Table 3.2.On the other hand, the QoS of the best e�ort and streaming data servies dependon the mean user bit rate and the total system throughput. The total systemthroughput is de�ned by the sum of orretly delivered bits to all data users duringthe simulation period divided by the simulation period and the number of simulatedells. The system apaity is de�ned at the point where the system throughput failsto inrease despite that the o�ered tra� inreases. The user bit rate is given bythe ratio of the total reeived bits over the length of the user's session time.



3.4. SINR MODEL FOR MIMO-CDMA 43BLER [%℄ Blok [%℄ Drop[%℄1.5 5 1Table 3.2: Aepted quality for speeh servie.3.4 SINR Model for MIMO-CDMAIn hapter 5, an SINR model for the MIMO CDMA is derived. The link model isused to alulate the SINR of eah link on the "�y" during the system simulationsteps. Subsequently the SINR of eah link is mapped to Frame Error Rate (FER)depending on the used oding and modulation sheme. The symbol SINR of the
mth link at the symbol instant k is given bySINRm[k] =

Nmγ2
m,m[k]pm[k]

I⊢m[k] + I0
m[k] + σ2

m[k]
, (3.3)where Nm denotes the spreading fator, σ2

m[k], the variane of the thermal noiseat the reeiver output, pm[k] the transmitted power to the mth user, and
I⊢m[k] =

M∑

n=1

αn,m[k]γ2
n,m[k]pn[k], (3.4)

I0

m[k] =
∑

n∈S0(m)

γ2
n,m[k]pn[k], (3.5)

αn,m[k] =

nF −1∑

l=−nH+1,l 6=0

|rn,m,l[k]|2/|rn,m,0[k]|2, (3.6)
γn,m[k] = |rn,m,0[k]|. (3.7)

αn,m[k] in (3.6) denotes the orthogonality fator [HW02℄. Note that the orthogo-nality fator an take values in the interval [0,∞). Clearly αn,m[k] = 0 if and onlyif2 nH = nF = 1, that is, the orthogonality fator is exatly zero when the hannelis �at fading. The orthogonality fator goes to in�nity in ase the apture signalat the entral tap is nil. Consequently the SINR tends toward the value zero. Inpratise this situation will rarely our sine a small fration of the power will bealways aptured at the entral tap by the Rake reeiver. Equation (3.7) denotesthe gain from the ombined e�et of the pre-�lter, hannel and the reeiver �lter.The �rst term in the denominator of Equation (3.3), I⊢m[k], is a measure of theMultiple Aess Interferene (MAI) originating from other users using the samesrambling ode as the user of interest (i.e. when m 6= n). On the other hand, when
m = n, it is a measure of the Inter-Chip Interferene (ICI) and the Inter-Symbol2nF is the number of post-�lter taps. nH is the sum of the radio hannel and the pre-�lterstaps.



44 CHAPTER 3. SUMMARY OF SYSTEM MODELS & RESULTSInterferene (ISI). The seond term in Equation (3.3), I0
m[k], is an additional MAIoriginating from non orthogonal users belonging to S0(m), the set of all links usingdi�erent srambling odes than the link m, and �nally the last term is a measureof the thermal noise.Note that the overall hannel and reeiver �lter gains γn,m[k] are real values.Thus the symbol SINR does not depend on the phase mismath between the hanneland the reeiver �lter.3.4.1 Phase mismath, raw BER and e�etive SINRIn order to measure the link quality, the symbol SINR derived above is onverted toraw BER or FER. The raw BER P̃b of QPSK modulation, under an AWGN noiseassumption, is related to the symbol SINR by the following well known formula

P̃b =
1

2
erf(√SINR

2

)
, (3.8)where erf() denotes the omplimentary error funtion.Under a perfet hannel estimation, the raw BER is simply alulated by sub-stituting the SINR of Equation (3.3) into Equation (3.8). In pratie, after thede-spreading operation, the output of the symbol estimate b̂m[k] is subjet to aphase rotation due to the possible mismath of the reeiver �lter and the han-nel. The aforementioned mismath auses "ross-talk" between the in-phase (I)and quadrature (Q) hannels at the QPSK demodulator. This phase mismath willlead to erroneous link quality if not taken into aount. Two ways an be used toinlude this mismath. The �rst way is to modify the SINR expression before it isonverted to raw BER or FER. The seond way is to inlude the phase mismathin the raw BER expression. The seond way implies that the link quality modelhas to be modi�ed. The modi�ation in not reommended sine it makes the linkquality more omplex.As stated above, the �rst way is to modify the SINR derivation by taking intoaount the ross-talk. A simple approah is to inorporate the interferene of theI (or Q) hannel into the denominator and to adjust the gain in the numerator ofthe modi�ed SINR as followsS̃INRm[k] =

NmR {rm,m,0[k]}2
pm[k]

NmI {rm,m,0[k]}2
pm[k] + I⊢m[k] + I0

m[k] + σ2
m[k]

, (3.9)where R(x) and I(x) denote the real part and the imaginary part of a omplexnumber x, respetively.The seond way is desribed in the following. Assuming that there is no phaseand amplitude imbalane in the QPSK transmitter, then the raw BER Pb(φ) of



3.4. SINR MODEL FOR MIMO-CDMA 45QPSK modulation for a given phase o�set (or equivalently, the hannel and reeiver�lter phase mismath) φ under AWGN is given by [Tso97℄ :
Pb(φ) =

1

4
erf(√SINR

2
[cosφ + sinφ]

)
+

1

4
erf(√SINR

2
[cosφ − sin φ]

)
, (3.10)where SINR denotes the symbol SINR of (3.3). Let Pb denote the average rawBER, that is

Pb = E {Pb(φ)} =

∫ π

−π

Pb(φ)f(φ)dφ, (3.11)where f(φ) denotes the probability density funtion of the phase mismath φ.The two methods are ompared in Figure 3.1. The Figure shows the raw biterror rates as a funtion of the phase mismath. In partiular, the measured (true)raw BER under an AWGN assumption, and the approximate raw BER are shown.The measured raw BER is obtained by substituting the SINR of Equation (3.3)into Equation (3.10). The approximate raw BER is simply derived by substitutingthe SINR of Equation (3.9) into Equation (3.8). As seen from the upper part ofFigure 3.1, where the symbol SINR is equal to 5.2 dB, the approximate and themeasured raw BER di�er in ertain regions when a large phase o�set ours. Thedisrepany is even more apparent in the lower part of Figure 3.1. In fat, theapproximate raw BER mathes the measured but for very few phase o�set values.Thus, it is lear that an aurate phase estimation is important for demodulation.Furthermore, the results in Figure 3.1 have demonstrated that an alternative SINR,introdued below, is required that will math the measured raw BER.E�etive SINR:Let SINR denote the SINR of an equivalent QPSK symbol, whih under anAWGN assumption and with nil phase o�set, yields the same raw BER as omputedby (3.11). Thus, for 0 ≤ Pb ≤ 1/2,SINR = 2
[erf−1(1 − 2Pb)

]2
. (3.12)The e�etive SINR, SINR, is shown in Figure 3.2 as a funtion of the phaseo�set. The approximate SINR of (3.9) is also presented. It an be observed thatthere is a signi�ant di�erene between the approximate and the e�etive SINR,speially for large phase o�sets.By obtaining an expression of the e�etive SINR, no modi�ations of the SINR-to-FER mapping is neessary.3.4.2 The SINR for nonlinear reeiverThe SINR expression for a MIMO CDMA presented in (3.3) is valid for any kindlinear MIMO sheme (at the transeiver). The generalization of this expressionto non-linear reeivers or transmitters is di�ult sine the SINR derivation willdepend on the transeiver type. For instane for ommonly proposed sheme in
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ApproximateFigure 3.1: Raw bit error rate of QPSK subjet to phase mismath.CDMA suh as STTD and Suessive Interferene Canelation (SIC), the readeran be referred to [MLS01, S+05℄ and [BS03℄. In [S+05℄, in addition of the SINRexpression for a multi-ell system, the orthogonality fator ontribution to the SINRexpression is also shown.3.5 Pratial Aspets of Smart Antennas for WCDMA andHSDPAThe deployment of smart antennas in a ellular system does not onsist of simplyinreasing the number of physial antennas at the BS. In fat it is required to �rst doa thorough analysis of the signalling (physial and higher layer) in order to ensurethe apability that the standard in question an provide the funtionality for smartantennas. RRM algorithms and higher layers may have to be modi�ed and adaptedif multiple antennas are implemented in the BS and/or the UE. This depends on
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Figure 3.2: Normalized symbol SINR subjet to phase mismath.
the strategy used to make suh an implementation. For instane, in WCDMA andHSDPA, several strategies an be onsidered to implement the FB onept. Forinstane, �xed-beams system an be used as a way to inrease the setorization ofa base station [PMM03, Bau03℄. In that ase a beam will at like a logial ell.This strategy an be alled �xed-beams as higher order setorization. Anotheralternative is to keep the ell struture as it is and to apply beamforming to thedata hannels and other related hannels (e.g. primary or seondary ommon pilothannel). For any hosen strategy, it is ruial to ensure an adequate radio resouremanagement that takes into aount the interation between AA and WCDMA.Hene, new RRM algorithms are proposed. Suh algorithms are admission ontrol,hannel estimation, SCO alloation, beam seletion, beam swithing, shedulingand power setting for ommon hannels. These algorithms are brie�y summarizedin the following sub-setions and treated in details in hapters 6, 7 and 8.



48 CHAPTER 3. SUMMARY OF SYSTEM MODELS & RESULTS3.5.1 Impat Of Channel Estimation: Common and DediatedChannel MismathIn WCDMA, several types of hannels are transmitted in a ell. One type onsistsof the Common CHannel (CCH) signalling (inluding the P-CPICH) and is trans-mitted through the wide beam using a single antenna element (to over the wholeell). Another type onsists of Dediated CHannel (DCH) whih arries all higherlayer information intended for a spei� user, and is transmitted over a narrowbeam.The P-CPICH is generally used by the UEs for hannel estimation in setorizedsystems, where eah setor is assoiated with its unique P-CPICH. In an FB system,the user data is transmitted using a narrow beam and the P-CPICH is transmittedon a setor overing wide beam. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3 where as an examplefour satterers are shown. Moreover, the narrow beam may enhane the signal fromsome satterers and attenuate from others. Consequently the hannel ImpulseResponse (IR) of the wide beam may di�er from the narrow beam hannel IR,experiened at the UE. The smaller the angular spread is, the higher the orrelationwill be (between the wide beam and narrow beam hannel IRs).Let hc,m(t; τ) and hm,m(t; τ) be the time-varying hannel IR at time instant t ofthe link m for the CCH and DCH, respetively. The UE will estimate the hannelon the P-CPICH. For the reeived signal on the P-CPICH, the data is mathed tothe P-CPICH estimate. As it is shown in Figure 3.4(a), the reeived CCH signal ismathed to the orret IR (i.e. fc(t; τ) = h∗

c,m(t;−τ), where fc(t; τ) is the mathed�lter IR for the CCH). Similarly the signal reeived from the DCH (transmitted onthe narrow beam) is mathed to the hannel IR estimated on the wide beam hannelas shown in Figure 3.4(b), (note that fm(t; τ) = fc(t; τ) = h∗

c,m(t;−τ), where
fm(t; τ) is the mathed �lter IR for the DCH3). This will result in a phase mismathbetween the DCH and CCH that impats the system performane in partiular forlarge AS as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The impat of the phase mismath on thesystem performane of a four FB system is treated thoroughly in hapter 8. Itis shown that in a typial urban hannel the degradation in terms of the systemapaity is in the order of 5%.3.5.2 Admission ControlThe most widely used admission ontrol strategy in the DL is based on DL transmitpower, i.e. the DL power is not allowed to exeed a pre-de�ned threshold. When thethreshold is reahed, new users are bloked. Two ases are onsidered: setor powerbased admission ontrol (SAC) and beam power based admission ontrol (BAC).The SAC heks the available power of the setor where a new user is requesting aonnetion, whereas BAC heks the available power of the beam where a new userwould be admitted. Note that in both ases the power of the new user needs to be3Ideally the DCH signal should be mathed to h∗

m,m(t;−τ).
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scattererFigure 3.3: Illustration of the wide and narrow beam radio hannels seen at theUE.estimated. A simple estimation is adopted. The predited power of the new useris equal to a fration of the maximum link power for the type of servie whih isrequested by the user. In �ne, a new user is admitted if the total DL needed powerper setor or beam does not exeed a pre-de�ned threshold Pth, thus
PDL

tot + ∆P ≤ Pth, (3.13)where
∆P = λPDL

max, (3.14)and
PDL

tot =
∑

i∈area

PDL
i . (3.15)

PDL
i is the DL power of the user i belonging to the area (e.g. a setor or a beam)and λ is the fration of the maximum link power. The BAC strategy requiresthe transmit power per beam to be known in the radio network ontroller. TheBAC strategy requires that the transmit power of eah beam needs to be known.Therefore, power measurements need to be signalled to the radio network ontroller.
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DCH (b) Dediated Channel.Figure 3.4: The reeived signal of the CCH and DCH at the UE.Also the measurement of the transmit power need to be �ltered in order to avoidhuge �utuation and also to avoid measurement errors. The power AC strategies,BAC and SAC, are presented in hapter 6 where it is shown that BAC an yieldup to 30% system apaity gain ompared to SAC.3.5.3 Beam Seletion and SwithingFor a FB system, the BS has to selet a beam for the DL transmission to a spei�UE. The beam seletion is based on the measurements available at the BS and alsoon the used transmission mode. For instane in a TDD system, the beam seletionan be aurately done at the BS based on the uplink. In an FDD system thebeam seletion an be either based on measurements reported by the UE or on theuplink.A fast mehanism has to ensure rapid beam swithing when a user is travellingfast in a irular fashion. In the ase of �xed-beams based on HOS, the beam swithis equivalent to a handover. A soft handover an be a solution in order to preventsome kind of a ping-pong e�et.3.5.4 Sheduling and CQIWhen deploying �xed-beam systems the interferene pattern will undoubtedly hangeand the required measurements (for instane CQI) must take this into aount. InHSDPA there is an inherent time delay between the instant the mobile user reportsthe CQI and the instant the BS shedules a user. The interferene may hangeduring this period. As a onsequene, if the disrepany between the reported CQIof a user and the CQI for the same user after sheduling is large, then the seleted



3.5. PRACTICAL ASPECT OF SMART ANTENNAS 51MCS may not be robust enough to ensure error free transmission. If the data is inerror, then the BS will retransmit the data (or part of the data) using the HARQ.The disrepany between the reported CQI and the atual CQI after sheduling iseven more apparent when multiple transmit antenna systems are used, sine theinterferene hanges in spae and time depending on the transmit antenna weightsand the sheduling sheme. The spatial variation of the interferene is ommonlyknown as the "�ashlight e�et" and is desribed in hapter 7. A new method thatounters suh a phenomena in proposed in hapter 7. This method insures thatintra-ell (and onsequently inter-ell) interferene appears white in spae. This isahieved by transmitting HS-DSCH to many users at the same time. Neverthe-less, there is a trade o� between how many simultaneous HS-DSCH users an besheduled and the overall system throughput. Thus, it is ruial to alloate thesystem resoures (e.g. power, odes, oding and modulation shemes) in an opti-mal way. One possibility is to use multiple srambling odes (or a di�erent odetree for eah ative HS-DSCH user). Using multiple srambling odes inreases theintra-ell interferene, but at the same time stable spatial and temporal interfer-ene patterns are ensured without degrading the system throughput. As it turnsout, the "�ashlight" e�et is mitigated and the system performane is onsiderablyimproved. Sheduling more than one user on a di�erent srambling ode reduesthe disrepany between the sheduled and reported SINR (see hapter 7).3.5.5 Srambling Code AlloationIn WCDMA, multiple aess is performed in two steps. First the data is spread (i.e.hannelized) with a hannelization ode belonging to the OVSF ode family. Theseond step onsists of srambling the data with a srambling ode belonging to theGold ode family. Eah user is assoiated with a unique srambling ode and everyBS is assoiated with one or more unique srambling odes. The hannelizationode tree has a limited number of OVSF odes. Hene when the tree is oupiedeither new users are bloked or a new srambling ode should be opened. Sine FBsystems are designed to inrease the load, the number of required srambling odesrequired to serve the mobile users may be greater than one. Thus strategies formultiple SCO alloation for FB systems are needed. Most studies have foused onOVSF ode re-assignment (or alloation) in order to redue the bloked users dueto hannelization ode shortages and to avoid additional loss in the orthogonalitybetween the users. Reently, [RH06℄ studied the impat of opening a seondarysrambling ode in WCDMA systems equipped with a single antenna. The methodis not suited for FB systems. It onsisted simply of alloating new users to theseondary srambling ode when the ode tree of the primary srambling ode wasfully oupied.Two SCO alloation strategies are proposed in hapter 8. The �rst method -and the most straightforward one - onsists of alloating eah beam with a uniqueSCO (referred to as the "one Per Beam" (1PB) method). This solution has thedrawbak of utilizing more than one SCOs irrespetive of the tra� onditions. An



52 CHAPTER 3. SUMMARY OF SYSTEM MODELS & RESULTSalternative solution onsists of opening a new SCO when there is a need to do so. Inthis sheme the users requiring high downlink transmit power are assigned the �rstSC. This is simply derived from the fat the P-CPICH and other ommon hannelsare transmitted on the �rst SC. Thus, a user alloated to another SCO will su�erfrom higher interferene power. This strategy is alled the "power based" (PB)srambling ode alloation and an be summarized as follows:1. Sort the users in a dereasing order aording to their downlink transmitpower.2. Alloate users beginning from the top of the list to the �rst SCO until allhannelization odes are assigned.3. Use seondary SCOs and assign the required hannelization odes for theremaining users. Use as few seondary SCOs as possible as long as all theusers on the list have been alloated the desired hannelization odes.4. Periodially monitor the downlink power of the users and goto Step 1.The two SCO alloation strategies are ompared in an FB system in hapter 8.As it will be shown in that hapter, the power based ode alloation o�ers roughly25% system throughput gain ompared to the 1PB strategy when two FB are usedper setor. The gain dereases slightly for the ase when four FB are used persetor. This is not surprising sine in a WCDMA radio network equipped with twoFB, one SCO is su�ient in most ases. Thus alloating one SC per beam willinrease the intra-ell interferene hene dereasing the system apaity.3.5.6 Power Setting Common ChannelsThe perentage of the power alloated to the ommon hannels in WCDMA im-pats the interferene level [NL04℄ and onsequently the DL system apaity. Infat [BB02℄ showed how the system apaity related to the power used for ommonhannels in a FB system. A proper seletion an help to improve the air interfaeperformane. Hene it is ruial to ensure a good quality of the reeived om-mon hannel signal without neessarily setting its value for the worst ase as it islassially done in radio planning tools.A tuning algorithm for the power of the P-CPCIH and S-CPICH is proposedand evaluated in hapter 7. The proposed algorithms apply power ontrol to thetransmitted P-CPICH and S-CPICH signals from all the BSs suh that 95% of theusers have their CIR greater than −18 dB and −21 dB, respetively. In fat atarget of −18 dB [Bau03℄ is onsidered more than adequate to detet the ell andperform measurements on the P-CPICH. The 3GGP reommends that the CIR ofthe ommon hannels (suh that BCH and the P-CPICH) at the UE is greater than
−20 dB [Thi05℄.The implemented adaptive P-CPICH tuning algorithm will ompensate thoseusers with unsatisfatory P-CPICH and S-CPICH (in ase it exists) quality, and



3.6. AA PERFORMANCE IN WCDMA AND HSDPA 53will ensure a fair omparison between all FB onepts. The impat of the P-CPICHand S-CPICH tunings on the system apaity is shown in hapter 7. Adapting theP-CPICH and S-CPICH power, yields up to a 22% and 14% relative system apaitygain for the 2FB and 4FB ases, respetively.3.6 AA performane in WCDMA and HSDPAIn this setion the performane of beamforming, HOS, TXDiv Cl1, STTD andRXDiv in WCDMA and HSDPA is summarized. The results are analyzed andpresented thoroughly in hapters 6, 7 and 8.The relative system throughput gain ompared to 3-setor sites equipped withsingle antenna, for HOS, FB with P-CPICH and S-CPICH respetively are summa-rized in Table 3.3. The seond olumn and third olumn of the table indiates thenumber of FB used per setor and the name of the ommon hannel used as a phasereferene (P=PCPICH, S=S-CPICH), respetively. The 12-setor sites yielded thebest system downlink apaity, 2.6 times ompared to a 3-Setor site, roughly 20%more than to a 3-Setor site equipped with 4FB eah. The 6-Setor sites equippedwith 2FB eah redued the gap to 10%.Setors FB/setor Phase Ref. Relative Gain6 1 P 1.523 2 S 1.573 2 P 1.583 4 P 2.113 4 S 2.216 2 P 2.3612 1 P 2.61Table 3.3: Relative system gain of HOS and FB to a single antenna in WCDMA.The performane of reeive diversity, transmit diversity (i.e. CL1 and STTD)and SB are shown in Table 3.4 for PedA and TU hannels. In �at fading han-nels, transmit diversity shemes suh as STTD and CL1 o�er a substantial systemapaity gain ompared to a single setorized antenna system irrespetive of thetra� servie (data/speeh). In fat, CL1 demonstrates up to 3.7-times downlinksystem improvement as it is shown in hapter 7.In frequeny seletive fading hannels, the additional diversity gain introduedby the transmit diversity shemes is negligible ompared to the inherent diversitythat is already present in the Typial Urban radio propagation hannel. In suhradio environments the system gain of the �xed beam system is satisfatory (ap-proximately 40%). The SB onept has a similar gain to a 4 FB onept, around200% regardless of the radio hannel environment. It should be noted that 2 RX



54 CHAPTER 3. SUMMARY OF SYSTEM MODELS & RESULTSdiversity o�ers 4 substantial gain for both examined radio hannels. Eah RX on-sisted of a RAKE reeiver, higher apaity gain may be obtained for more advanedreeiver [VTR03℄.Channel Conept Relative Gain Info.SB 3TU STTD 1.1CL1 1.12-RX 2.1 to 2.4 from [RMPM02℄[VTR03℄SB 3PedA STTD 2.5CL1 3.72-RX 1.8 to 2.7 from [RMPM02, VTR03℄Table 3.4: System gain relative to a single antenna in WCDMA.The performane of advaned antennas in HSDPA are shown in Table 3.5. TheFB ase is ompared to an ordinary 3 setor ase. The results show that regardless ofthe studied radio hannel (Pedestrian A and Typial Urban) and senarios (tra�models plus sheduler types), the �xed beam antennas network systems for HS-DSCH WCDMA system o�ers an impressive apaity gain (in terms of systemthroughput), up to 200%, relative to the single setor antenna.On the other hand TXDiv gains depend on the radio environment. For instane,in the 3GPP TU hannel model, a signi�ant loss in the system throughput relativeto the setor antenna, is observed. This degradation is present despite that transmitdiversity o�ers greater gains on the link level. The loss in system throughput ismainly due to random spatial interferene patterns (the so alled Flashlight E�et),that are present in the HS-DSCH setting when a single user per ell is sheduledat eah time instant. The �ashlight e�et an be mitigated, yielding a 70% systemthroughput gain for CL1 ompared to a single antenna in a Pedestrian A hannel,while 10% gain was observed in the TU hannel.In HSDPA, a BS equipped with an FB system provides a gain up to 200%irrespetive of how seletive the hannel is. While TXDiv o�ers some gain inPedestrian A hannels it indues loss in a seletive hannel for STTD. On theother hand RX diversity is more robust and o�ers diversity gain for both hannels.In [MGKE03℄, a 4x4 MIMO system using spatial multiplexing provided 3 timesmore gain in omparison to a single antenna. It would be more ost e�ient toombine beamforming and RX diversity for an HSDPA system sine 4 FB systemprovides almost the same apaity gain as 4x4 MIMO system. In fat the gain ofbeamforming and RX diversity is additive sine beamforming improves the antenna4These results are taken from other publiations.1The gains of STTD and RXDiv are taken from the external publiations (mentioned in theinfo olumn) and are inluded for omparison purposes.2Higher gain an be obtained for advaned reeive like LMMSE hip equalizer [NKLR05℄.



3.7. IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS OF ADVANCED ANTENNAS 55Channel Conept Relative Gain Info.4FB 3TU CL1 1.1STTD1 .85 from [RM+03b, RM03a℄2-RX 1.35 to 1.61,2 from [RM+03b, NKLR05℄4FB 2.7PedA CL1 1.7STTD1 .93 from [RM+03b℄2-RX 1,2 1.2 to 1.3 from [PH04, NKLR05℄Table 3.5: System gain relative to a single antenna in HSDPA.gain while RX diversity ombats fast fading. For instane for a Ped A hannelombining 4FB and 2 RX diversity would give more gain than a 4x4 MIMO whilerequires 2 less antenna.3.7 Implementation Aspets of Advaned AntennasIn the previous setion, lassial advaned antennas shemes were evaluated forCDMA using a dynami radio network simulator. That approah indiates thegain of suh shemes in an ideal environment without aounting for the hardwarelimitations. In fat the hardware may add additional onstraints on the deploymentof any sheme, for example in terms of memory limitation and proessor speed.Besides, hardware impairments (e.g. A/D, frequeny synhronization, et...) maya�et the performane greatly. Hene it is important to test any sheme that isintended to be ommerially produed. As an example STTD with reeive diversitywas implemented in a real-time DSP test-bed in hapter 10.The test-beds hardware [Zet04℄ onsists of up to four radio nodes: two transmit-ters and two reeivers. All nodes have two antennas, one TI C6701 DSP proessoron an EVM board, and a host PC. The test-bed enables implementation, testingand demonstration of MIMO systems inluding multi-user and multi-ell aspets.It is worth mentioning that reently there has been a �ourishing work on the eval-uation of MIMO system through test-beds [WJJ04, WPX04, DSCY04, C+06℄, ina real or non-real time systems, whih are either software-de�ned, DSP-based orASIC-based test-beds.The experiment was performed for a narrow band hannel in the 1.8 GHz fre-queny range. An adverse inter symbol interferene and a severe CFO was observedat the reeiver due to transmit and reeive �lter impairments. Thus a new pilotstruture for joint CFO and hannel estimation in the frequeny domain using anon-parametri one dimensional interpolation method is proposed in hapter 10.The new pilot sheme results in signi�ant redution of the required overhead sig-nalling ompared to previous shemes, and provided satisfatory BER and BLER



56 CHAPTER 3. SUMMARY OF SYSTEM MODELS & RESULTSperformane for modulations up to 64-QAM without any hannel oding.The proposed hannel estimation method an be easily generalized to a 2-Dinterpolation method that an be used for an OFDM system.3.7.1 Non Parametri 2-D Channel EstimationChannel estimation is normally done using known sequenes, so alled pilots. Pilotsignals are transmitted on spei� (and known to the reeiver) time and frequenyslots. The hannel at these time/frequeny slots an be estimated using lassialpilot-assisted hannel estimation tehniques, suh as zero-foring, MMSE, et. Thehannel estimation for the data slots is done by various predition methods, suh aslinear interpolation and MMSE interpolation tehniques. The proposed 2-D hannelestimation method is performed in the frequeny domain using a non-parametriinterpolation method. It an be summarized by the following steps:
• Insert zeros at loations where there are no pilots.
• Take the Two-Dimensional Inverse Fourier Transform.
• Repeated opies of the hannel impulse response are observed. Only one opyshould be kept using a two-dimensional low pass �lter.
• Take the Two-Dimensional Fourier Transform to obtain the hannel estimatesin the time-frequeny domain.Note that the main di�erene ompared to the 1-D method presented in hap-ter 10 is that the data used to estimate the hannel has a 2-D (matrix) shapeinstead of a vetor, and a 2-D FFT is applied instead of a lassial 1-D FFT, afterinserting zeros in the pilot symbols loations.3.8 Distributed AntennasIn hapter 11, �rst a novel method is introdued, alled Relaying Cyli DelayDiversity (RCDD), that provides frequeny and spatial diversity for a multihopsystem while requiring a lower overhead than existing methods in the literature.Shemes suh as RCDD o�er transmit diversity in the form of inreased frequenyseletivity. RCDD is modeled and evaluated in a radio network system simulationtool. It yields an impressive 15 dB SINR gain whih translates into 2.1 to 2.4times ell throughput gain ompared to a single hop system. Conventional 2-hopssystem requires two transmission phases whih redues the data rate e�ieny ina system. A new method is here proposed, alled two dimensional yli pre�x,that introdues arti�ial frequeny, time and spatial diversity and requires onlya single transmission phase for eah diretion in a ooperative relaying wirelessommuniation system.RCDD like CDD o�ers transmit diversity in the form of inreased frequenyseletivity without a�eting the hannel in the time domain. In fat additional



3.8. DISTRIBUTED ANTENNAS 57diversity an be obtained by inreasing the time seletivity of the hannel whihan be exploited by the interleaving, Forward Error Corretion (FEC) and spreadingto improve the system performane. A method that generates time seletivity anbe used on top of the frequeny seletivity hene the hannel an be exploited bothin the temporal and frequeny domain. The generation of the time seletivity anpreede the frequeny seletivity generation indued by yli shift for instane.This method an be seen as a generalization of the 2-D yli pre�x proposed inhapter 11. Similarly to the 2-D yli pre�x method, the data at the reeiver issubjet to a 2D-FFT before it is equalized. This method will allow to enable thefollowing:
• Adjusting the seletivity of the hannel in the frequeny domain.
• Adjusting the seletivity of the hannel in the time domain.
• Trading time seletivity for frequeny seletivity and vie versa.
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4.1 ConlusionsInreasing the number of o-loated antennas at the BS and/or mobile, or thenumber of distributed antennas by installing relays nodes, an boost the systemapaity in wireless network systems to a great deal. The quanti�ation of suhgain was mainly performed, evaluated and analyzed in dynami system simulatorswith an aurate intra- and inter-ell interferene modeling. Suh modeling inludeda omprehensive hannel modeling that grasp the spatial aspet (suh COST 259and the Spatial Channel Model). Moreover the e�etiveness of an antenna systemwas evaluated in a real MIMO-test bed.The estimation of Signal to Interferene Noise Ratio (SINR) is the bedrok of aradio network simulator. A generalized SINR estimation for a MIMO DS-CDMAsystem was derived and presented. For eah link, the downlink SINR was derivedanalytially, and as a by-produt an exat losed-form solution of the orthogonalityfator was obtained. The orthogonality fator was derived for any linear reeiverfor a large lass of ombining tehniques, and for any number of transmit and/orreeive antennas. The equivalent Single Input Single Output (SISO) hannel at thereeiver was derived using a �lter representation, and extended to a vetor/matrixformulation that permits a systemati and e�ient way of omputing the SINR.0Ali Ben Abi Taleb, Dar El Fikr El-Arabi, Beirut 199859



60 CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORKS4.1.1 Transmit DiversityTransmit diversity was evaluated in WCDMA systems for �at fading and frequenyseletive hannels. In �at fading hannels, transmit diversity shemes suh as SpaeTime Transmit Diversity (STTD) and Closed Loop Mode I (CL1) o�er a substantialsystem apaity gain ompared to a single setorized antenna system. In fat, CL1has demonstrated up to 3.8 times downlink system improvement as ompared to asingle antenna. In frequeny seletive fading hannels, the additional diversity gainintrodued by the transmit diversity shemes is negligible ompared to the inherentdiversity that is already present in the Typial Urban (TU) radio propagationhannel.Similarly transmit diversity was evaluated in HSDPA systems. The obtained re-sults showed that in the Pedestrian A hannel model similar system apaity gainsrelative to the setor antenna, are expeted. In the 3GPP TU hannel model, asigni�ant loss in the system throughput relative to the setor antenna, was ob-served. This degradation is present despite that transmit diversity o�ers greatergains on the link level. The loss in system throughput is mainly due to randomspatial interferene patterns (the so alled Flashlight E�et), that are present in theHS-DSCH setting when a single user per ell is sheduled at eah time instant. Asimple sheme that makes the interferene spatially white, was also presented. The�ashlight e�et is mitigated, yielding a 70% system throughput gain for CL1 om-pared to a single antenna in a Pedestrian A hannel, while 10% gain was observedin the TU hannel.4.1.2 BeamformingThe introdution of beamforming in Radio Network WCDMA System leads to asubstantial system apaity and overage gain. Three di�erent implementationswere evaluated and analyzed: Higher order setorization, Fixed Beams (FB) withS-CPICH as a phase referene and �nally FB as P-CPICH as a phase referene.Further, the impat of angular spread, the interation and impat of RRM aspower tuning of the ommon hannel, Srambling COde (SCO) alloation tehnique,admission ontrol, handovers and various antenna on�guration were analyzed. Thefollowing observations were made:
• The 12-setor sites yielded the best system downlink apaity, 2.6 times om-pared to 3-setor sites equipped with a single antenna, roughly 20%more om-pared to 3-setor sites equipped with 4FB eah. The 6-setor sites equippedwith 2FB eah redued the gap to 10%.
• The relative gain of 6- and 12-setor sites ompared to 3-setor sites allequipped with a single antenna is approximately 1.5 and 2.6 respetively.
• Besides ensuring a good quality for 95% of the users, the tuning of the P-CPICH and S-CPICH powers, o�ered 14% and 7% system throughput gain



4.1. CONCLUSIONS 61for 3-setor sites equipped with 2FB and 4FB respetively when P-CPICH isused as a phase referene. Higher gains were obtained when S-CPICH is usedas phase referene.
• The power based SCO alloation method o�ered up to 25% system throughputgain ompared to alloating eah beam with its one SCO.
• Admission ontrol based on a beam level (BAC) was ompared to the ad-mission ontrol strategy based on a setor level (SAC). BAC improved theperformane in terms of the DL apaity and guaranteed the system stability,whih SAC did not. While in a power limited one, BAC only performed 10%better in terms of the DL system apaity than the SAC, it o�ered a downlinkapaity gain of 30% in an interferene limited with a high tra� variationsenario.
• The ratio of users in soft and softer handover per ell is independent of thenumber of beams used in a setor, whih implies that the handover signallingover the Iub interfae remain unhanged. But inreasing the number of setorsper site to 12 led to 20% soft/softer handover inrease ompared to 3-setorsites equipped with 4FB.
• The system degradation due to spatial dispersion of the hannel is minorin terms of system apaity for most antenna on�guration but notieable,around 10% for 12-setor site or for 3-setor sites equipped with 4FB eah.The FB system was also evaluated in HS-DSCH systems and ompared to anordinary 3-setor site. The results showed that regardless of the studied radiohannel (Pedestrian A and TU) and senarios (tra� models plus sheduler types),the FB system for HS-DSCH WCDMA system o�ers an impressive apaity gain(in terms of system throughput), up to 200% for a 4 FB system.The shape of the beam patterns was shown to impat the system performaneof beamforming. A method for shaping the beam pattern was proposed. SimulatedAnnealing is used for designing a �xed multi-beam antenna linear array. The obje-tive is to minimize the total BS power required to guarantee an aeptable qualityof servie to all users within a ell. The advantages of the proposed method maybe summarized as follows:
• Straddling Loss Mitigation: by optimizing the number of �xed beams andtheir patterns.
• Interferene Management: sine side-lobes are suppressed and the nulls aresteered towards the ross over regions.
• Resoure Optimization: the BS power was redued substantially whih trans-lates to system apaity inrease or higher system throughput or lower hard-ware ost.



62 CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORKSSystem simulations showed that the proposed method yields up to 50% redu-tion in the transmitted BS power ompared to a onventional Butler beamformingnetwork matrix.4.1.3 MIMO Test-bedA real-time DSP MIMO test-bed employing STTD with single arrier transmis-sion and frequeny domain equalization, was evaluated. Although, the experimentwas performed for a narrow band hannel in the 1.8 GHz frequeny range, an ad-verse inter symbol interferene and a severe Carrier Frequeny O�set (CFO) wasobserved at the reeiver due to transmit and reeive �lter impairments. A timeand CFO estimation together with hannel estimation based on Kalman �lteringprovided satisfatory BER and BLER performane for modulations up to QAM64without any hannel oding. A pilot struture, that takes into aount a numberof design riteria was presented and evaluated. The pilots were hosen, suh thateah antenna was assoiated with a unique pilot sequene that is about �at in thefrequeny domain and orthogonal to other pilots transmitted on di�erent anten-nas. The proposed sheme o�ered a higher system throughput due the signi�antredution in the pilot overhead.4.1.4 Distributed AntennasTwo novel methods that provide frequeny and spatial diversity were proposed.The �rst one alled Relay Cyli Delay Diversity (RCDD), provides frequeny andspatial diversity for a multihop system while requiring a lower overhead that themethods proposed in the literature. RCDD was modeled and evaluated in a radionetwork system. It yields an impressive 15 dB SINR gain whih translates into 2.1to 2.4 times ell throughput gain ompared to a single hop system. Finally someinteresting observations an be mentioned:
• Retransmitting the data sequene by the BS in the seond transmission phaseled to a degradation (around 25%) in terms of the ell throughput due to asubstantial interferene inrease.
• Maximum ratio ombining relaying (whih onsists of estimating the hannelimpulse response from eah relay node and applying MRC at the reeivedsignal at the UE) yields no additional ell throughput gain while requiringadditional overheard and higher omplexity.
• Coherent ombining ooperative relaying method gives marginal gain om-pared to RCDD in the order of 10% at the expense of higher overhead, feed-bak signalling and omplexity.Shemes suh RCDD o�ers transmit diversity in the form of inreased frequenyseletivity, nevertheless it requires two transmission phases for a 2-hops system. The



4.2. FUTURE WORKS 63seond method alled two dimensional yli pre�x (2D-CP), introdues arti�ialfrequeny, time and spatial diversity and requires only a single transmission phasefor eah diretion in a ooperative relaying wireless ommuniation system. Thearti�ial seletivity is exploited in onjuntion with forward error orretion odingto provide oding diversity gain. The BS transmits to the RNs and to the UEduring a prede�ned period. The relay forwards the information reeived from anBS a UE with one symbol delayed. Besides not requiring an antenna spei� pilots,the 2D-CP provides a substantial Data Rate inrease in the order of 90% for ahunk of length of 15 OFDM symbols.4.2 Future WorksAlthough in this thesis a generalized SINR expression for MIMO CDMA linearreeiver was derived, it remains a hangeling task to extend this expression to overany kind of reeiver.Many aspets and issues related to the methods developed and evaluated hereinhave not been addressed. Some of these ideas that are interesting to be investigatedin the future are listed below:
• Steered beams onept o�ered a negligible gain ompared to an FB systemin WCDMA as shown herein. SB with interferene suppression methods ornulling the signals of major interferes may be able to lift the negligible gain.
• It was assumed an error free feedbak for lose loop TXDiv methods presentedin this work. Hene it would be natural in a future study to investigate theimpat of feedbak errors on the performane of lose loop TXDiv in WCDMAand HSDPA.
• In the thesis, it was assumed that the MS are moving slowly. An interestingwork for future studies is to investigate the impat of the Doppler frequenyon the performane of TXDiv shemes.
• A new SCO alloation power based tehnique was proposed and evaluated inthis work. New srambling ode alloation tehniques for advaned antennasin WCDMA based on di�erent metris suh as interferene and/or SINR maybe more e�etive and able to o�er better performane.
• A new algorithm to ounter the �ashlight e�et was proposed herein. Itwould be interesting to ompare it to already know sheduling tehniques inthe literature suh as opportunisti sheduling.
• In this thesis, it was assumed 2-D antenna patterns. Hene it is interestingto model more realisti (3-D) antenna patterns and investigate its impat onthe system apaity.



64 CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORKS
• A simple rake reeiver was onsidered when evaluating WCDMA and HS-DPA. More advaned reeivers suh G-RAKE, or advaned equalizers suh aship rate equalizer may be able to improve further the system performanesummarized in this thesis.
• In this work, it was assumed a simple RAKE reeiver for TXDiv in WCDMA.It would be interesting to ompare it to single arrier frequeny domain equal-ization systems equipped with TXDiv.
• In this thesis, a novel method, RCDD was proposed. The yli shifts appliedat the relays were randomly hosen. Another alternative would be to oor-dinate these yli shifts in order to optimize the users' fairness and overallsystem throughput.
• The optimization of the relay nodes loations in an RCDD system is also ahangeling issue.
• The evaluation of the 2-D CP method proposed herein.
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Chapter 5SINR estimation and orthogonalityfator alulation of DS-CDMAsignals in MIMO hannels employinglinear transeiver �ltersAndrew Logothetis and A�f Osseiran, in Wiley Journal Of Wireless Communia-tions And Mobile Computing, to appear (aepted in 2004).AbstratA disrete-time model of DS-CDMA signaling using multiple transmit and reeiveantennas employing linear transeiver �lters is derived. For eah link, onnetinga base-station to a wireless mobile user, the downlink signal to interferene plusnoise ratio (SINR) after despreading is derived analytially, and as a by-produt anexat losed-form solution of the orthogonality fator is obtained. The orthogonalityfator is derived for any linear reeiver struture that is implemented by a bankof orrelators and for any linear ombining tehniques (suh as MRC and MMSE),and for any number of transmit and/or reeive antennas that utilize transmit (pre-RAKE) and reeive (post-RAKE) �ltering. The MIMO DS-CDMA model is derivedusing a �lter representation, and is extended to a vetor/matrix formulation thatpermits a systemati and e�ient way of omputing the SINR in a radio networksimulator.
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SINR estimation and orthogonality factor calculation
of DS-CDMA signals in MIMO channels employing linear
transceiver filters

Andrew Logothetis and Afif Osseiran*,y

Ericsson Research, Ericsson AB, SE-164 80 Stockholm, Sweden

Summary

A discrete-time model of DS-CDMA signaling using multiple transmit and receive antennas employing linear

transceiver filters is derived. For each link, connecting a base-station to a wireless mobile user, the downlink signal

to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) after despreading is derived analytically, and as a by-product an exact

closed-form solution of the orthogonality factor is obtained. The orthogonality factor is derived for any linear

receiver structure that is implemented by a bank of correlators and for any linear combining techniques (such as

MRC and MMSE), and for any number of transmit and/or receive antennas that utilize transmit (pre-RAKE) and

receive (post-RAKE) filtering. The MIMO DS-CDMA model is derived using a filter representation, and is

extended to a vector/matrix formulation that permits a systematic and efficient way of computing the SINR in a

radio network simulator. Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

KEY WORDS: multiple input multiple output; DS-CDMA; pre-RAKE; post-RAKE; SINR; orthogonality factor;

BER; radio network simulation

1. Introduction

In direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-

CDMA) systems, such as WCDMA, where the chan-

nelization codes are chosen to be orthogonal under the

same scrambling code, the own or intra-cell interfer-

ence is non-existent when the wireless channel is flat

fading. On the other hand, when multiple copies of the

same signal arrive at different time instances, the

orthogonality properties of the signal are partially

(and at times quite significantly) destroyed depending

on the nature of the delay spread. Moreover, if another

scrambling code is used in the same cell, the intra-cell

interference is increased even further. A convenient

way to measure the increase in interference is the

introduction of the orthogonality factor (OF), which

can be seen as an indicator of orthogonality loss in the

own user cell.

Conflicting definitions of the OF are given in the

literature. The most widely used defines the OF

equal to one when the orthogonality is fully main-

tained and to nil when the intra-cell interference is

heavily dominant [1–3]. The other definition [4–6]

can be seen as the complement of the first one

(i.e., OF is equal to nil for perfectly preserved ortho-

gonality and equal to one or as some have defined

OF� 1 for considerable levels of downlink intra-cell

interference).

*Correspondence to: Afif Osseiran, Ericsson Research, Ericsson AB, SE-164 80 Stockholm, Sweden.
yE-mail: afif.osseiran@ericsson.com

Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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As stated previously, the OF is an indicator of the

intra-cell interference hence, the OF will directly

appear in the expression of the signal to interference

plus noise ratio (SINR). In fact, the derivation of the

SINR in a CDMA system was the subject of wide

interest in the past decade. In Reference [7], the intra-

cell interference was derived by averaging over the

channelization codes and the phases of the multi-path

components. Also, Reference [8] obtained the SINR

expression by averaging of the multi-path phases and

fractional chip delays between multi-paths. Finally,

Reference [9] derived elegantly and methodically the

SINR after RAKE receiver by averaging over the

channelization and spreading sequences.

Deriving accurately the SINR is a tedious exercise.

A number of detours were suggested to facilitate the

OF representation in the SINR expression. In fact, it

was proved through measurement that a certain cor-

relation existed between delay spread and the ortho-

gonality factor [1]. Also, Reference [2] simply

expressed the OF as inversely proportional to the

number of resolvable paths. Furthermore, the large

scale statistics of OF was investigated in Reference [3]

and the correlation was established with the shadow

fading and the distance to the base-station (BS). More

recently, Reference [10] characterized the OF in terms

of the diversity factor which reflects the relative time

delays and average power of the channel multi-paths.

The drawback of many approaches is that the

solution heavily depends on the type of antenna

systems used at the BS and the receivers implemented

at the mobile users. In fact, all the above-mentioned

studies assumed a single antenna at the BS and at the

mobile user. In many cases, the calculation of the OF

is overly simplified or based on long-term statistics.

Either way, the exact SINR derivation in case of

multiple input multiple output (MIMO) DS-CDMA

is of utmost importance since the instantaneous and

accurate SINRs are required during the link to system

interface when comprehensive dynamic system eva-

luations of advance antenna schemes are required.

The expected SINR per symbol for the mth linky

after despreading is generally modeled as follows

SINRm ¼
Nmgmpm

�mgmpb þ Im þ �2m
ð1Þ

where Nm; gm, pm, and �
2
m denote the spreading factor,

the path gain, the transmitted power to the mth link,

and the variance of the thermal noise, respectively. pb
is the total BS power allocated to signals using the

same scrambling code as m. These signals are mu-

tually orthogonal since orthogonal variable spreading

factor (OVSF) channelization codes are assumed. Im is

the interference from the non-orthogonal signals ori-

ginating from the own and other cells. Finally, �m is

the downlink orthogonality factor, which represents

the fraction of the wide band received power of the

orthogonal signals causing interference to link m.

Contribution of this work: The purpose of the study

is to

� Accurately model the orthogonality factor and as a

by-product derive a precise estimate of the SINR.

� Explicitly model the multiple scrambling codes

from the own cell and other cells in the derivation

of the SINR.

� Consider multiple transmit (TX) and multiple re-

ceive (RX) antennas that utilize finite impulse

response (FIR) filters.

� Present an efficient way to compute the SINR on a

wireless network simulator.

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed

theoretical model, a comparison between the simu-

lated (i.e., the true SIR derived using single link

simulations), the theoretical (proposed in this paper),

and the SINR estimation method suggested in

References [1,3], was carried and is summarized in

Figures 1 and 2. Closed loop mode I transmit diversity

in a 3GPP typical urban and Pedestrian A radio

channel model was considered. The transmit filters

are chosen according to the recommendations of the

3GPP WCDMA standard, where each user instructs

the BS to use one of a fixed number of transmit filter

weights such that the received SNR is maximized. The

mobile user utilizes a RAKE receiver and the receiver

filter coefficients are matched to the combined trans-

mit filter and channel impulse response. In order to

highlight the effects of inter-symbol interference, the

spreading factor was set to 4 and no other source of

interference (i.e., inter-cell, intra-cell, and thermal

noise) was considered. The discrepancy between the

method in Reference [3] and the simulated signal to

interference ratio (SIR) is apparent and necessitated

the need to derive more accurate SIR estimates. As

seen in Figures 1 and 2, the theoretical SIR estimation

presented here, matches accurately the simulated

(true) SIR.

yLink is a connection between a BS and a mobile user
characterized by a unique scrambling and channelization
code.

A. LOGOTHETIS AND A. OSSEIRAN

Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (in press)
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Notation: Let m and n denote the mth and the nth

active downlink link, respectively. Let x½k� denote the
kth sample of an analog signal xðtÞ, sampled at time

t ¼ kT , where T is the sampling period. ð�Þ�, ð�ÞT, and
ð�ÞH represent, complex conjugation, transpose, and

the complex transpose operator, respectively. Scalar

variables are written as plain letters. Vectors are

represented as bold-faced and lower-case letters, and

matrices as bold-faced and upper-case letters. Further-

more, to distinguish between scalar/vector/matrix

variables, and scalar/vector/matrix operators, italic

letters are used for the former and non-italic letters

for the latter. Let Ir, and 0r;t respectively denote the

identity matrix of size r � r, and a r � t matrix of

zeros. fXgi;j, denotes the element of matrix X corre-

sponding to the ith row and jth column. Variables and

constants widely used in this paper are summarized in

Table I.

2. System Model

The continuous time version of the transmitted DS-

CDMA signal dmðtÞ for the mth link at time instant t,

after modulation and spreading, can be expressed as:

dmðtÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pmðtÞ

p

2

X1

k¼�1

bm½bk=Nmc�sm½k�cm½k�qðt � kTcÞ

ð2Þ

where pmðtÞ denotes the transmitted power of the mth

link at time instant t. qðtÞ denotes the pulse shaping

filter, and Tc is the chip period. bxc rounds a real

number x to the nearest integers towards minus

infinity.

QPSK modulation is considered here, that

is bm½k� 2 f�1� jg. cm½k� 2 f�1g denotes the peri-

odic OVSF sequence, with period Nm, that is

cm½k þ Nm� ¼ cm½k�. Nm denotes the number of chips

per symbol for the mth link (Nm is known as the

spreading factor). Finally, sm½k� 2 f�1� jg denotes

the mth link’s scrambling sequence. For example, in

WCDMA, sm½k� is periodic with period Ns ¼ 2560

(chips per frame).
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Fig. 1. The cdf of SIR for the simulated (true SIR), theo-
retical (proposed in this paper), and the one presented in
Reference [3], for close loop mode I transmit diversity in the
3GPP typical urban radio channel with spreading factor of 4.
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Fig. 2. The cdf of SIR for the simulated (true SIR), theo-
retical (proposed in this paper), and the one presented in
Reference [3], for close loop mode I transmit diversity in the
3GPP Pedestrian A radio channel with spreading factor of 4.

Table I. National.

nR The number of receive antennas
nT The number of transmit antennas
nW The number of pre-filter taps
nG Upper-bound on the channel order
nF The number of post-filter taps
M The number of active downlink links
B The number of base-stations
IUðmÞ ID number of the mobile user associated with link m

IBðmÞ ID number of the base-station associated with link m

ISðmÞ The scrambling code index for link m

SBðmÞ Set of Node Bs that the mobile user IUðmÞ is connected to
SUðmÞ The mobile users that are connected to base-station IBðmÞ
SLðbÞ The set of links that originate from base-station b

S‘ðmÞ Set of all links using the same scrambling code as link m

S6‘ðmÞ Set of all links using different scrambling codes than the
link m

SINR ESTIMATION FOR MIMO DS-CDMA

Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (in press)
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Assumption: Here, a chip sampled system is as-

sumed. The extension to the oversampled case is

straightforward. Let nR denote the number of receive

antennas. If the received signal is oversampled by a

factor x, then the total number of ‘effective’ parallel

channels becomes nRx.

Given the stated assumptions above, the discrete-

time version of the spread signal is given by§

dm½k� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pm½k�

p

2
bm½bk=Nmc�sm½k�cm½k� ð3Þ

The discrete-time model of the MIMO DS-CDMA

system investigated in this paper is shown in Figure 3.

Pre-filters: At each transmit antenna the signal is,

prior to transmission, subject to a user-specific pre-

filtering. Assuming nT transmit antennas, the linear

time-varying pre-filter wmðz; kÞ for link m can be

written as

wmðz; kÞ ¼
XnW�1

l¼0

wm;l½k�z
�l ð4Þ

where nW denotes the number of filter taps and

wm;l½k� 2 C
nT�1 : l ¼ 0; . . . ; nW � 1

� �
is a set of

time-varying, user-dependent, filter weights.

wmðz; kÞ is the equivalent of a wideband beamfor-

mer—applied to the transmit antennas rather than at

the receive antennas—that combine spatial transmit

filtering with temporal transmit filtering. Such tech-

niques have been proposed for the time division

duplex (TDD) CDMA systems, which are commonly

known as pre-RAKE filtering [11–13]. Extensions of

pre-RAKE filtering to frequency division duplex

(FDD) CDMA systems can be found in Reference

[14]. In the most simplified case when the number of

temporal filter taps is equal to one, that is nW ¼ 1,

wmðz; kÞ reduces to wm;0½k�, which is the steering

vector of a beamforming network.

MIMO channels: Let Gn;m½z; k� denote the equiva-
lent baseband channel impulse response from the

transmit antennas of BS with index IBðnÞ to the

receive antennas of the mobile user with ID number

IUðmÞ. Assuming that nG is an upper-bound on the

channel order, then the channel impulse response can

be expressed as follows

Gn;m½z; k� ¼
XnG�1

l¼0

Gn;m;l½k�z
�l ð5Þ

where Gn;m;l½k� 2 C
nR�nT denotes the complex channel

taps of the lth path.

Received Signal: Let the equivalent, discrete-time,

base-band signal be denoted by ym½k�. Here, the rth

element of ym½k� corresponds to the rth receive an-

tenna. ym½k� comprises terms involving the signal of

interest, the signals using the same scrambling code,

signals using different scrambling codes, and other

noise terms. The received signal is simply given by

ym½k� ¼
XM

n¼1

hn;mðz; kÞdn½k� þ vvm½k� ð6Þ

where M denotes the number of active downlink links

and the time-varying impulse response filters are

defined as

hn;mðz; kÞ ¼ Gn;m½z; k�wn½z; k� ¼
XnH�1

l¼0

hn;m;l½k�z
�l ð7Þ

where nH ¼ nG þ nW � 1 and hn;m;l½k� 2 C
nR�1 :

�

l ¼ 0; . . . ; nH � 1g is a set of complex channel taps

that combine the effect of the radio channel and the

pre-filters. Note that hn;mðz; kÞ, for n 6¼ m, denotes the

spread

w1(z;k)

w2(z;k)

wn(z;k)
T

f1(z;k)

f2(z;k)

fn(z;k)
R

despread
[ ]kb̂

m
[ ]kb

m

Fig. 3. MIMO DS-CDMA system utilizing multiple transmit and receive antennas with pre-RAKE and post-RAKE filtering.

§The effects of the pulse-shaping transmit and receive filters,
which are usually implemented as root-raised cosine filters,
are assumed to be included in the channel impulse response.
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single input multiple output (SIMO) impulse response

experienced by user IUðmÞwhen the transmit pre-filter

is set by user IUðnÞ.
The statistics of the noise vvm½k� 2 C

nR�1 are given

by

E vvm½k�f g ¼ 0nR�1 ð8Þ

E vvm½k�vv
H
m½l�

� �
¼ Qm½k; l� ð9Þ

The noise covariance matrix Qm½k; l� 2 C
nR�nR is

general enough to model both spatial and temporal

correlations. If, for example, vvm½k� represents the

ambient additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with

power N0 per antenna and if the noise is uncorrelated

between the antennas, then for all k: Qm½k; l� ¼
N0InR�nR for l ¼ k, and Qm½k; l� ¼ 0nR�nR , otherwise.

Receiver filters:{ The discrete-time samples ym½k�
pass through the linear receiver filter (see Figure 4) to

yield a scalar estimate of the transmitted spread signal

as follows

xm½k� ¼ fHmðz; kÞym½k� ð10Þ

where

fHmðz; kÞ ¼
X0

l¼�nFþ1

fHm;l½k�z
�l ð11Þ

and ffm;l½k� 2 C
nR�1 : l ¼ �nF þ 1; . . . ; 0g is a set of

time-varying, user-dependent, receiver filter weights.

Substituting Equation (6) into Equation (10), the

following signal is obtained prior to despreading and

de-scrambling

xm½k� ¼
X

n

rn;mðz; kÞdn½k� þ fHmðz; kÞvvm½k� ð12Þ

where the combined effect of the pre-filter, MIMO

channel, and the receiver filter is given by

rn;mðz; kÞ ¼ fHmðz; kÞhn;mðz; kÞ ¼
XnH�1

l¼�nFþ1

rn;m;l½k�z
�l

ð13Þ

Note that the impact of the receiver filters fmðz; kÞ is to
extend the channel impulse response as seen by the

correlator from nH taps to nH þ nF � 1.

3. Data Detection and SINR Estimation

The output xm½k� of the receiver filter in Equation (10)
is de-spread/de-scrambled by the sequence sm½k�cm½k�
to yield the symbol estimate b̂bm½��, where � ¼bk=Nmc.

The mean and variance of the symbol estimates

b̂bm½�� are derived in Appendix A, where the calcula-

tions are based on the well-known Gaussian approx-

imation methods for computing the SINR after

despreading.

The symbol SINR of the mth link at the symbol

instant � is then given by

SINRm½��

¼
Nm�

2
m;m½k�pm½k�PM

n¼1 �n;m½k��2n;m½k�pn½k� þ
P

n2S 6‘ðmÞ �
2
n;m½k�pn½k� þ �2m½k�

ð14Þ

{Receiver filters are essentially a bank of linear FIR equal-
izers and are not to be confused with the pulse-shaping
receive filters.

z

]k[f 0,m
[k]fm 1,−

]k[f
Fn2,m −

]k[f
Fn1,m −

Σ

× × × ×

][kxm

]k[my z z

Fig. 4. Linear receiver filter.
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where �2m½k�, which is defined in Appendix A, denotes

the variance of the thermal noise at the receiver

output, and

�n;m½k� ¼
XnF�1

l¼�nHþ1;l6¼0

jrn;m;l½k�j
2

jrn;m;0½k�j
2

ð15Þ

�n;m½k� ¼ jrn;m;0½k�j ð16Þ

�n;m½k� in Equation (15) denotes the orthogonality

factor [4]. Note that the orthogonality factor can

take values in the interval ½0;1Þ. Clearly �n;m½k� ¼ 0

if and only if nH ¼ nF ¼ 1, that is, the orthogonality

factor is exactly zero when the channel is flat fading.

Equation (16) denotes the gain from the combined

effect of the pre-filter, channel, and the receiver filter.

The first term in the denominator of Equation (14)

is a measure of the multiple access interference (MAI)

originating from other users using the same scram-

bling code as the user of interest (i.e., when m 6¼ n),

on the other hand, when m ¼ n, it is a measure of the

inter-chip interference (ICI) and the inter-symbol

interference (ISI). The second term in Equation (14)

is an additional MAI originating from non-orthogonal

users belonging to the set S 6‘ðmÞ, and finally the last

term is a measure of the thermal noise.

Note that the overall channel and receiver filter

gains �n;m½k� are real valued and thus, the symbol

SINR does not depend on the phase mismatch be-

tween the channel and the receiver filter.

3.1. An Efficient Method for Computing
the SINRs for a Radio Network Simulator

In a network wireless system simulator, the SINR

must be computed for all links, and updated regularly.

The update rate of the SINR values depends on how

often the channel or the TX/RX filter tap coefficients

change, that is, there is no need to recompute the

SINR when the channel and filter coefficients are

static. Furthermore, the computational complexity

grows exponentially with the number of simulated

users, since the TX weights for link n impact the

equivalent single input single output (SISO) channels

for all other links. In this section, an efficient method

to reduce the computational cost of the SINR, is

presented. Appendix A transforms the filter represen-

tation of the MIMO DS-CDMA system into an equi-

valent vector/matrix notation, that makes it possible to

factorize common terms. A similar approach was

applied to the WCDMA closed loop mode I transmit

diversity for high speed downlink data packet access

(HSDPA) in Reference [15]. The results are extended

in this paper to address an arbitrary number of TX and

RX antennas employing linear transceiver filters.

For notation convenience, the sampling instant k is

dropped. It can be shown (see Appendix A) that the

equivalent SISO impulse response vector rn;m is given

by

rn;m ¼
rn;m;�nFþ1

. . .

rn;m;nG�1

2
4

3
5 ¼ FmGn;mwn ð17Þ

where Fm, Gn;m, and wn denote the receiver matrix

(defined in Equation (34)), the channel transfer

matrix (defined in Equation (29)), and the stacked

transmit weight coefficients (defined in Equation (24)),

respectively.

An alternative formulation of the symbol SINR (see

Appendix A) is as follows

SINRm ¼
Nmw

H
mC

‘
mwmpm

Tr
PB

b¼1 CmðbÞPðbÞ
� �

� Tr C
‘
mP

‘
m

� �
þ �2m

ð18Þ

where B denotes the number of BSs, and

Cn;m ¼ GH
n;mF

H
mFmGn;m ð19Þ

CmðbÞ
�
Cn;m; 8n : b ¼ IBðmÞ ¼ IBðnÞ ð20Þ

PðbÞ ¼
X

n2SLðbÞ

pnwnw
H
n ð21Þ

C
‘
m ¼ GH

m;mF
H
menFe

H
nF
FmGm;m ð22Þ

P
‘
m ¼

X

n2S‘ðmÞ

pnwnw
H
n ð23Þ

and en denotes a vector of zeros except for the nth

position, where ½en�n ¼ 1. Note that Cn;m are identical

for all downlink links n that originate from the same

BS as m. Thus, the number of terms in the summation
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in Equation (14) is drastically reduced from M to B.

Consequently, the calculation of the SINR for each

link can be computed efficiently since PðbÞ needs to
be calculated once per BS and is a common term for

every link.

To summarize, at each time slot the SINR of every

link is computed using the following two steps:

I For each BS b ¼ 1; . . . ;B compute:

� PðbÞ, using Equation (21).

II For each link m compute:

� Cmð1Þ; . . . ;CmðBÞ, using Equation (20).

� C
‘
m, using Equation (22).

� P
‘
m, using Equation (23).

� SINRm, using Equation (18).

4. Conclusion

A discrete-time time-varying representation of a

MIMO DS-CDMA system, was presented. For each

link, the downlink SINR after de-spreading was de-

rived analytically, and as a by-product an exact

closed-form solution of the orthogonality factor was

obtained. The orthogonality factor was derived for:

� Any linear receiver implemented by a bank of

correlators and for a large class of combining

techniques (such as maximum ratio combining

(MRC), G-RAKE, minimum mean square error

(MMSE), etc.), and

� For any number of transmit and/or receive antennas

that utilize transmit (pre-RAKE) and receive (post-

RAKE) filtering, as long as the signal passes

through an equivalent single input single output

(SISO) channel.

The equivalent SISO channel at the receiver was

derived using a filter representation, and extended to a

vector/matrix formulation that permits a systematic

and efficient way of computing the SINR in a radio

network simulator.
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For notational convenience, we define the following

vectors and matrices:

wm½k� ¼ vec ½wm;0½k�;wm;1½k�; . . . ;wm;nW�1½k��
T

� �

ð24Þ

fm½k� ¼ vec ½ fm;�nFþ1½k�; . . . ; fm;�1½k�; fm;0½k��
T

� �

ð25Þ

effm½k� ¼ vec ½ fm;�nFþ1½k�; . . . ; fm;1½k�; fm;0½k��
� �

ð26Þ

�m½k� ¼ vecð½�m½k;�nF þ 1�; . . . ; �m½k;�1�; . . . ;

�m½k; 0��
TÞ ð27Þ

fGn;m;r;t½k�gi; j ¼
fGn;m;i�j½k�gr;t i 	 j

0; otherwise

�
ð28Þ

fGn;m;½k�gr;t ¼ Gn;m;r;t½k� ð29Þ

fWn;m;r½k�gq;i ¼  �
n;m½k; i� q� ð30Þ

fWn;m½k�gr;r0 ¼
Wn;m;r½k�; r ¼ r0

0nF�nH ; otherwise

�
ð31Þ

for r; r02f1; . . . ; nRg; t2f1; . . . ; nTg; i 2f1; . . . ; nHg;
j 2 f1; . . . ; nWg and q; q0 2 f1; . . . ; nFg.

wm½k� 2 C
nTnW�1 and fm½k� 2 C

nRnF�1 denote the

stacked finite impulse response filter coefficients for

the transmitter and receiver filters, respectively.

�m½k� 2 C
nRnF�1 is the stacked vector of the correla-

tion between the noise and the scrambling/channeli-

zation codes. Gn;m½k� 2 C
nRnH�nTnW is the channel

transfer matrix, andGn;m;r;t½k� 2 C
nH�nW is the channel

convolution matrix from transmit antenna t to receive

antenna r of user m.Wn;m½k� 2 C
nRnF�nRnH is the signal

correlation matrix.

It can be shown that the decission statistic for

symbol by symbol estimation on the mth link is given

by [16]

b̂bm½k� ¼
X

n

fHm½k�Wn;m½k�Gn;m½k�wn½k� þ fHm½k��m½k�

ð32Þ

Contrary to Reference [16], the derivation of

Equation (32) explicitly models the spatial-temporal

observation noise. Let

fFm;r½k�gi0; j0 ¼
f f �m;i0�j0�nFþ1½k�gr; i 	 j

0; otherwise

�
ð33Þ

Fm½k� ¼ Fm;1½k�;Fm;2½k�; . . . ;Fm;nR ½k�
	 


ð34Þ

 n;m½k� ¼  n;m½k;�nF þ 1�; . . . ;  n;m½k; 0�; . . . ;
	

 n;m½k; nH � 1��T ð35Þ

for i02f1; . . . ; nH þ nF � 1g; j02f1; . . . ; nHg.Fm½k� 2
C

ðnHþnF�1Þ�nRnH . It can be shown that  H
n;m½k�Fm½k� ¼

fHm½k�Wn;m½k�, thus Equation (32) can be rewritten as

follows

b̂bm½k� ¼
X

n

 H
n;m½k�Fm½k�Gn;m½k�wn½k� þ fHm½k��m½k�

ð36Þ

Note that the vector Fm½k�Gn;m½k�wn½k� yields the

equivalent SISO impulse response vector, that is

rn;m½k� ¼
rn;m;�nFþ1½k�

. . .

rn;m;nG�1½k�

2
4

3
5 ¼ Fm½k�Gn;m½k�wn½k� ð37Þ

b̂bm½k� ¼
X

n

 H
n;m½k�rn;m½k� þ fHm½k��m½k� ð38Þ

The SINR is given by

SINR ¼
E b̂bm½k�
� ��� ��2

Var b̂bm½k�
� � ð39Þ

where the expectation is with respect to the random

noise and the the channelization and scrambling

codes. Based on the assumptions in Appendix B, the

expected value of E b̂bm½k�
� �

is non-zero only for

m ¼ n, thus

E b̂bm½k�
� �

¼ Nmrm;m;0½k�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pm½k�

p
bm½bk=Nmc� ð40Þ
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Var b̂bm½k�

� �
¼ Nm

X

n

krn;m½k�k
2
pn½k� � Nm

�
X

n2S‘ðmÞ

jrn;m;0½k�j
2
pn½k� þ �2m½k� ð41Þ

where the noise at the output of the receiver is given

by

�2m½k� ¼
eff H

m½k�Rm½k�effm½k� ð42Þ

Rm½k� is the spatial-temporal correlation matrix of the

observation noise and is given by

Rm½k�f gq;q0¼
eQQm½k; q� nF; q

0 � nF � ð43Þ

Using the definition of the orthogonality factor in

Equation (15) and the channel/filter gain in Equation

(16), the symbol SINR is given by Equation (14).

Alternative SINR formulation: Substituting

Equation (37) into Equations (40) and (41), and rear-

ranging the terms, then the signal energy and inter-

ference can be computed as follows:

E b̂bm
� ��� ��2¼ N2

mTr C
‘
mwmw

H
mpm

� �
ð44Þ

Var b̂bm
� �

¼ NmTr
XB

b¼1

CmðbÞPðbÞ

( )

� NmTr C
‘
mP

‘
m

� �
þ Nm�

2
m ð45Þ

where B denotes the number of BSS, and

Cn;m ¼ GH
n;mF

H
mFmGn;m ð46Þ

CmðbÞ
4
¼ Cn;m; 8n : b ¼ IBðmÞ ¼ IBðnÞ ð47Þ

PðbÞ ¼
X

n2SLðbÞ

pnwnw
H
n ð48Þ

C
‘
m ¼ GH

m;mF
H
menFe

H
nF
FmGm;m ð49Þ

P
‘
m ¼

X

n2 S‘ðmÞ

pnwnw
H
n ð50Þ

Appendix B: First-and Second-Order
Statistics of wn,m[k,l ] and um[k,l ]

Let  n;m½k; l� denote the cross-correlation between the

transmitted signal dn½k� of link n and the product

of the scrambling and channelization code sm½k�cm½k�
of the mth link, that is

 n;m½k; l� ¼
XkþNm�1

k0¼ k

dn½k
0 � l�s�m½k

0�cm½k
0� ð51Þ

The following statistical assumptions hold (confirmed

also by simulations)

E  n;m½k; l� j jMm

� �
¼

NmMm; n ¼ m; l ¼ 0

0; otherwise ð52Þ

�

E  n;m½k; l� 
�
n0;m½k; l

0� jMng
n

¼

NmjMnj
2; n ¼ n0; ISðmÞ 6¼ ISðnÞ; l ¼ l0

NmjMnj
2; n ¼ n0; ISðmÞ ¼ ISðnÞ; l ¼ l0 6¼ 0

N2
mjMnj

2; n ¼ n0; n ¼ m; l ¼ l0 ¼ 0

0; otherwise ð53Þ

8
>>><
>>>:

where Mm ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pm½k�

p
bm½bk=Nmc�. Equation (52),

merely represents the common assumption that the

cross-correlation on average (averaging over the chan-

nelization and scrambling codes) is zero. The var-

iance, on the other hand, is non-zero, unless the

same scrambling codes are used and the time offset

is nil.

Let �m½k; l� denote the correlation between the

noise and the scrambling/channelization code of the

mth link, that is

�m½k; l� ¼
XkþNm�1

k0¼k

vvm½k
0 � l�s�m½k

0�cm½k
0� ð54Þ

The following statistical assumptions are assumed

E �m½k; l�gf ¼ 0nR�1 ð55Þ

Ef�m½k; l��
H
m½k; l

0�g ¼ eQQm½k; l; l
0�

¼
2

Nm

XkþNm�1

k0¼k

Qm½k
0 � l; k0 � l0�

ð56Þ
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If the noise vm½k� is AWGN but not necessarily uncor-

related between the antennas and assuming that the

first-and second-order statistics are non-time-varying

(i.e., Efvm½k�v
H
m½k�g ¼ Qm), then Equation (56) redu-

ces to

E �m½k; l��
H
m½k; l

0�g
�

¼
2Qm; for l ¼ l0

0nR�nR ; otherwise ð57Þ

�
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WCDMA System
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Abstract—The capacity of WCDMA Systems in which base stations are
equipped with adaptive antenna (AA) is investigated in mixed service sce-
narios. The simulations show that generally, a threefold downlink (DL)
capacity increase can be gained by employing a fixed or steered beam an-
tenna system. For some scenarios DL capacity gains of 4 to 6 times can
be achieved. Further, a DL capacity comparison between the steered beam
concept and the fixed (multi) beam AA concept is presented.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Adaptive or smart antenna systems have generated a great in-
terest in recent years [1–4] and is an important step in the sys-
tem evolution of 2G systems, such as GSM. It is also expected
to be an important feature in third generation WCDMA sys-
tems. Even though WCDMA systems will have high capacity,
the limits may be reached in certain heavily loaded cells. For
instance this could be due to the large growth in the number of
subscribers that can be expected to use high data rate services.
One way to cope with this expected volume of traffic is to imple-
ment AA at the base stations. Further, macro cells in rural areas
will benefit from the increased coverage of advanced antenna
array systems.

Work as in [5] has hitherto investigated the benefits of using
an AA system in a single cell WCDMA (UMTS-FDD) system.
Simulation results of different uplink (UL) and DL algorithms
based on typical user scenarios were presented. In [6], both link
and system level results were presented for a scenario with uni-
formly distributed speech users. In addition to these contribu-
tions, [7] contains results on the interference distribution in a
mixed service environment based on similar scenarios as in [5].
The current study can be viewed as a continuation of these ear-
lier studies and especially to the results obtained in [6]. The
focus is on the DL capacity since the UL capacity is not the lim-
iting factor due to the asymmetric traffic [6]. Whereas in [8] the
fixed beam DL capacity was estimated, this contribution focuses
on the DL capacity comparison between fixed and steered beam
antenna concepts for a WCDMA system while emphasizing the
inhomogeneity of the traffic distribution.
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II. F IXED AND STEEREDBEAM ANTENNA CONCEPTS

This paper includes a DL capacity comparison between fixed
and steered beam antenna concepts . We assume WCDMA base
stations equipped with an antenna array of 4 elements covering a
sector width of 120◦. Fixed and steered beam antenna concepts
(AA concepts) are studied [2]. The fixed beam antenna system
consists ofe.g. four beams with predefined beam patterns and
fix pointing directions. In UL the antenna elements are used to
collect all incoming energy resulting in increased diversity gain,
while in DL the beam with the largest UL power received from
the mobile of interest will be used for transmission. The second
type of antenna system considered in this paper is the more ad-
vanced steered beam solution. That is, the shape of the beams
are fixed and the pointing directions are steered towards the mo-
bile of interest both in UL and DL directions within the cell.
As a consequence, the pointing errors of the fixed beam solution
can be eliminated. The two concepts require different system ar-
chitecture, usually the requirements on hardware are more strict
for a steered beam system due to coherency requirements of the
RF chains.

III. S IMULATION ENVIRONMENT

A. General Description

The deployment model is a homogeneous hexagon cell pat-
tern with wrap-around to eliminate border effects. In each it-
eration of the main loop the simulator time is increased by the
duration of one frame and all radio network algorithms are ex-
ecuted. However, the power control is executed for each slot.
Table I summarizes the system parameters used in the simula-
tions. Note that in the following, the word cell and sector are
used interchangeably.

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

Parameter Value Unit

Number of sites 7 -
Number of cells per site 3 -
Frame duration 10 ms
Slots per frame 15 -
Chip rate 3.84 Mchip/s
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Fig. 1. A sector, 4 element fixed beam antenna diagram and two steered beam’s
examples.

B. Antenna Diagrams

Typical antenna diagrams of a sector, a four element fixed
beam and steered antenna systems are depicted in Fig. 1. Simi-
lar beam patterns are used both in the fixed and the steered beam
case. In the later the beam points toward the user, see example
1 in Fig. 1, where a single beam is directed toe.g. a high data
rate user spatially separated from the other four users. Example
2 shows a case of many uniformly distributed users over a cell.

C. Propagation Model

The propagation model is based on the COST259 model [9]
for a typical urban environment and can be written as in (1).

G = Ga + Gd + Gslow + Gfast [dB], (1)

whereGa is the antenna gain,Gd is the distance dependent gain,
Gslow is the log-normal (slow fading) gain andGfast is the fast
fading gain. The COST259 also models the spatial behavior
of the channel. The channel characteristics depend on the dis-
tance between the transmitter and receiver. Also, the DL code
orthogonality is calculated individually for each link based on
the channel properties. Detailed description on the implemented
COST259 model can be found in [9].

D. Radio Network Algorithms

Compared to previous system simulations [6], the models in
this study are based on more realistic radio network algorithms
working on a frame level basis. When a new user is created
by the traffic generation and is assigned an initial position by
the mobility model, the gain is calculated according to (1). Cell
selection and re-selection occurs for mobiles without a channel
(i.e. for packet users that do not currently have a channel) in
every radio frame. The cell with the highest sector antenna gain
is selected. The soft handover algorithm is evaluated in every
frame. It compares the path gain of the connected cell with the
path gain for neighboring cells. If the difference is within a

threshold, the neighboring cell is added as a new soft handover
leg (connection). On the other hand, for existing multiple leg
connections, if the threshold is outside the valid range, the leg
will be deleted. The power control consists of the inner loop,
outer loop and initial power settings. For each link there are
upper and lower power limits. The inner loop power control
and the fast fading act on slot level. After the slot loop, the C/I
for each block is converted to block error probability (BLEP).
Each block is then classified as erroneous or not, which gives
the block error rate (BLER) estimates. The BLER estimates are
used by the outer loop algorithm in order to decide if the SIR
target should be increased or decreased. Some of the relevant
radio network parameters are given in Table II.

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF RADIO NETWORK ALGORITHM PARAMETERS. THE BASE

STATION MAXIMUM POWER IS 20 W FOR THREE SECTOR SYSTEMS AND80

W FOR AA CONCEPTS.

Parameter Value Unit

Common Channel Power 4 W
Base Station Maximum power 20/80 W
Admission Control Limit Infinity -
Inner Loop Power Control step 1 dB
Outer Loop Power Control yes -
Max. of links in Active Set 3 -
SHO Add threshold 2 dB
SHO Delete threshold 4 dB

E. Traffic Models

WCDMA networks must simultaneously fulfill the require-
ments of several traffic types which differ significantly. Beside
speech, the dominant part of the carried data in radio access net-
works is expected to be www traffic. Audio/video streaming ap-
plications are also likely to be important in WCDMA networks.
These traffic types are modelled in the simulations. The speech
model used in our simulations is a Poisson distributed model.
Based on modem-pool measurements a four-layer model is used
for simulating the behavior of www (high data rate) users. A
detailed description of the model and the performed measure-
ments can be found in [10]. For simplicity, the traffic generated
by users of streaming applications is modelled as a continuous
stream of 64 kbps data with retransmission of erroneous frames.
Table III summarizes the parameters of the investigated user sce-
narios.

TABLE III

SUMMARY OF USER SCENARIO PARAMETERS.

Parameter Speech Streaming High data rate

Max. data rate [kbps] 12.2 64 384
Spreading factor 128 16 8
Max. DL power [W] 1 4 10
BLER target 0.01 0.1 0.1
RLC Retransmission No Yes Yes
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IV. SIMULATION CASES

The capacity of the steered beam is compared to the fixed
beam and three sector antenna concepts. The antenna patterns
of these concepts are depicted in Fig. 1. Excluding the anten-
nas, the only difference between the sector, the fixed beam and
the steered beam cases is the maximum base station transmit
power, which is 20 W for the three sector case and 80 W for AA
concepts. The pilot power setting is important and affects the
system capacity. The power of the common channels is mod-
elled so that the mobiles experience the same common channel
power for all cases in order to achieve a fair comparison. Two
different types of traffic are used for each case: speech only and
a mixed traffic scenario consisting of 60% speech users, 20%
streaming users and 20% high data rate users.

V. RESULTS

In this section the DL capacity results for the different cases
are shown. The results focus on the relative DL capacity gain
and not the absolute figures. Note that, when the cell radius is
not specified, it is assumed to be 1000 m.

A. Evaluation Criteria

There is no stricto sensu definition for the system capacity. In
this paper, it is defined as the load in kbps/cell (or served traf-
fic) when either the 95 percentile of the DL BLEP or the mean
BLEP has reached the accepted quality for each service defined
in Table IV. The DL capacity can also be defined as the load
when the 95 percentile of the total base station power in the sys-
tem reaches a predefined threshold (for instance, in a sector case
this value is 20 W, see [11]). The capacity for each service is

TABLE IV

ACCEPTED QUALITY FOR THE DIFFERENT SERVICES.

Service BLER Target Accepted Quality

Speech 1% 2%
Streaming 10% 15%

High Data Rate 10% 20%

found by running simulations with different traffic load. There-
after the mean BLEP as a function of the load for each service
can be determined. In the next subsections, the results of speech
and mixed traffic cases are shown.

B. Speech only Traffic Scenario

Fig. 2 shows the DL mean BLEP as a function of the served
speech traffic for the sector, and AA concepts. It can be deduced
that the relative capacity gain for the steered beam is about 3.5
times compared to the three sector case. Moreover, the capacity
of steered beam outperforms slightly the fixed beam by a few
percentage. Fig. 3 depicts the 95 percentile of the BLEP. It can
be noticed the resemblance behavior between the two figures.
Henceforth the mean BLEP can also be used for the capacity
gain comparison between antenna concepts.
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Fig. 2. Mean DL BLEP as the function of the served traffic for the sector and
AA concepts in a speech traffic scenario.
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Fig. 3. The 95 percentile speech capacity for the sector and AA concepts in a
speech traffic scenario.

C. Mixed Traffic Scenario

Fig. 4, 5 and 6 show the mean BLEP as a function of the
served traffic for the speech, the high data rate and the stream-
ing services, respectively. The relative capacity gain at each ser-
vice (assuming accepted quality level, see Table IV) is about 3.5,
3.6 and 3.6 times for the speech, high data rate and the stream-
ing, respectively. Fig.7 depicts the mean BLEP for all services
and cases as a function of total served traffic for all services in
kbps/cell. Assuming the accepted quality as in Table IV, the
high data rate traffic is clearly limiting the capacity for both sec-
tor and fixed beam case. One way of dealing with this problem
is by utilizing radio resource management algorithms [12, 13]
such as admission control.

D. DL Capacity Gain as a Function of Cell Radius

Table V summarizes the relative DL capacity gains of AA
concepts compared to the sector case for different cell radius.
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Fig. 4. Speech capacity for the sector and AA concepts. Traffic scenario is
mixed traffic and cell radius 1000 m.
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Fig. 5. High data rate capacity for the sector and AA concepts. Traffic scenario
is mixed traffic and cell radius 1000 m.

For a cell radius of 500 m and 1000 m, the relative DL capac-
ity gain for AA concepts compared to the sector case is about 3
times. This gain is even higher for cell radius of 2000 m, about
4 times or higher, see Table V. This is due to the fact that the
system is more power limited for 2000 m than for 1000 m and
500 m, and the fixed and the steered beam benefit from having a
better antenna gain compared to the sector concept.
Whereas the DL capacity gain of the steered beam compared to
the fixed beam for 500 and 1000 m cell radius is negligible, see
Table V; it ranges from 7% to 25% depending on the service for
the 2000 m cell radius, see Fig. 7 and 8. The negligible DL ca-
pacity gain of steered compared to fixed beam for 500 and 1000
m cell radius is due to the fact that the system is interference
limited.
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Fig. 6. Streaming capacity for sector, fixed and steered beam cases. Traffic
scenario is mixed traffic and cell radius 1000 m.
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Fig. 7. Capacity of all services for sector and fixed beam case.
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TABLE V

SUMMARY OF DL CAPACITY AA CONCEPTS GAINS(COMPARED TO THE

SECTOR) FOR DIFFERENT CELL RADIUS.

Cell Radius Concept Service Relative Gain [kbps/cell]

Speech 1
Sector Data 1

Streaming 1
Speech 3.4

500 m. Fixed Data 3.4
Streaming 3.4

Speech 3.0
Steered Data 2.7

Streaming 3.4
Speech 1

Sector Data 1
Streaming 1

Speech 3.5
1000 m. Fixed Data 3.7

Streaming 3.2
Speech 3.5

Steered Data 3.6
Streaming 3.3
Speech1 1

Sector Data 1
Streaming 1
Speech1 5.7

2000 m. Fixed Data 6.8
Streaming 4.2
Speech1 7.0

Steered Data 7.3
Streaming 4.7

E. Base Station Power Consumption

In Fig. 9 the total mean power consumption of a base station is
depicted for the sector and AA concepts. The output power was
limited to 20 W in order to have a fair comparison for the three
cases. At 14 W level, the fixed and the steered beam can handle
2.5 times more traffic compared to the sector case. The gain is
even more impressive at 18 W, where the fixed and the steered
beam can handle 2.8 and 3.1 times more traffic, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we compare the sector, and AA concepts in a
WCDMA system. The results are shown for different user sce-
narios in a typical urban area. In a interference limited system,
AA concepts provide around 3 times more DL capacity com-
pared to a sector system. However, for power limited systems,
AA concepts have a 4-6 times capacity gain. The obtained DL
capacity gain can be traded for better coverage.
Comparison between the steered and the fixed beam in an inter-
ference limited system, yields almost exact DL capacity perfor-
mance for both concepts. However, in a power limited system,
the gain of the steered beam concept will prevail up to the order
of 25 %.

1Mean BLEP taken at 5%
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Fig. 9. Total mean base station power consumption for sector, fixed and steered
beam case, where the power limitation is 20 W.
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Abstract—Fixed multi-beam base stations can significantly increase the
capacity of WCDMA systems. Previous capacity studies have not included
important Radio Network Algorithms (RNA) such as Admission Control
(AC) which are essential to guarantee an acceptable Quality Of Service
(QoS). Some of these RNA may have to be changed to secure the full gains
of fixed multi-beam antennas. In this paper two downlink AC strategies,
beam AC and cell AC, are investigated by means of dynamic system simu-
lations. Beam AC takes the spatial dimension into account by considering
the load in each beam, whereas cell AC does not. The performance of the
two AC strategies is compared in different user scenarios for a fixed multi
beam smart antenna concept. It is shown that beam AC ensures system
stability and gives up to 30% more capacity than cell AC, when the traffic
distribution is non uniform.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In previous work [1, 2] the downlink (DL) performance of
fixed multi-beams antennas systems has been investigated in
a uniform traffic distribution. These capacity evaluations did
not include important Radio Network Algorithms (RNA) such
as admission and congestion Control. A natural question that
may arose afterwards was to consider alternative RNA that could
fully exploit the capacity gains from a fixed multi-beam system.
The current study tackles this issue and can be viewed as a nat-
ural continuation of these earlier studies. This paper focuses on
the comparison between admission control based on cell level
and admission control based on a beam level for a different sce-
narios such as hot spots.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives
an overview of the admission control strategies. Section III de-
scribes the simulation models and setup. Results are presented
in section IV. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. A DMISSION CONTROL STRATEGIES

Admission control is necessary in a CDMA system in order
to maintain system stability and an acceptable QoS for existing
users. If too many users are admitted to a cell, the so-called
party effect may occur, e.g. due to the SIR based closed loop
power control. This will lead to an extensive dropping of users
in the cell. Furthermore, neighboring cell may also be affected
if the inter cell interference is high. It is also known that a new
user may increase the average base station transmit power in an
almost exponential way[3]. Thus, a single new user may cause
a critical interference situation for the already existing users. In
general it can be said that all admission control (AC) algorithms
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decrease the need for congestion control actions at the expense
of the increasing (intentional) blocking rate.

AC algorithms can be artificially divided into two types. The
first is called interactive AC and allows new users to interact
with the system before the admission control decision is taken.
Although improvement for FDMA and TDMA systems were
shown in [4], the slow convergence of the AC algorithm renders
this type impractical.

The second type is instantaneous and characterized by a de-
cision based on a heuristic approach. Common for this type of
algorithms is that they set a threshold for the usage of a scarce
resource. The scarce resource can be an estimate of the power
(link or total base station transmit, or received) [5–7], codes,
number of users, throughput, SIR based (e.g. the sum of all
users’ SIR) and interference level or a combination of these. The
estimate can be local (only considers estimates from own cell)
or consider estimates from neighboring cells [8, 9]. Moreover,
the so-called noise rise or the load factor can be used as estimate
for AC [10, 11].

When a new user enters the system an estimate of the resource
needed for the new user may be done. This resource estimate for
a new user is added to the estimate of the resource currently uti-
lized by the system. The algorithm then admits users as long
as the total estimate of the scarce resource is not exceeding the
threshold. The most widely studied AC algorithm in the litera-
ture is the SIR based AC. In [12], two types of AC algorithms
for the uplink CDMA systems, were suggested. The impact of
adjacent cell interference on the AC performance was studied.
In [13], further improvement of the algorithm, by considering
most interfering cells (calculated by the so-called residual ca-
pacity), was proposed. Note that these techniques (also called
threshold model) require a threshold optimization [14].

The interest in AC for mixed service scenarios (e.g. speech
and data service) became more trendy when CDMA was
adopted as the mobile standard for the third generation. Con-
sequently, many researchers investigated AC in a mixed service
[15–17]. A numerical evaluation of UL AC using Markovian
models was done in [15][16]. Also, an analytical cell model
that integrates important elements affecting QoS e.g. other cell
interference (reflected by the virtual bandwidth that character-
ized the consumption of the network resources) was suggested
in [17]. Power based DL AC through dynamic simulations for
various propagation model was done in [18].

Very few studies have treated AC for WCDMA with antenna
arrays [19–21]. In [21], the SIR based AC for the uplink where
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the correlation matrix of the total received power was taken
into account, was investigated. A similar approach was done
in [20] where the covariance matrix of the interference was de-
rived from an antenna array receiver. More recently, DL AC was
investigated in [19] where a directional power increase estimator
takes the coupling between different beams into account.

A. Power Based

The only admission control strategy used in this report is
based on DL transmit power,i.e. the DL power is not al-
lowed to exceed a pre-defined threshold. When the threshold
is reached, new users are blocked. Two cases were considered:
sector power based admission control (SAC) and beam power
based admission control (BAC). The SAC checks the available
power of the sector where a new user is requesting a connection,
whereas BAC checks the available power of the beam where a
new user would be admitted. Note that in both cases the power
of the new user needs to be estimated. A simple estimation was
adopted. The predicted power of the new user is equal to a frac-
tion of the maximum link power for the type of service which
is requested by the user. In fine, a new user is admitted if the
total DL needed power per sector or beam does not exceed a
pre-defined thresholdPth, thus

PDL
tot + ∆P ≤ Pth, (1)

where
∆P = λPDL

max (2)

and

PDL
tot =

∑

i∈Area

PDL
i . (3)

PDL
i is the DL power of the useri belonging to theArea (e.g.

a sector or a beam) andλ is the fraction of the maximum link
power. The BAC strategy requires the transmit power per beam
to be known in the radio network controller. The BAC strat-
egy requires that the transmit power of each beam needs to be
known”. Therefore, power measurments need to be signalled to
the radio network controller. Also the measurement of the trans-
mit power need to be filtered in order to avoid huge fluctuation
and also to avoid measurement errors. Note that terms cell and
sector are used interchangeably in the paper.

III. S IMULATION SETUP

The simulated network topology is shown in Figure 1. It con-
sists of seven sites, each composed of three cells. The cells have
an ideal hexagonal form with a cell radius of 500m. The cor-
ner excited cell planning is considered. The points in Figure 1
represent the center of each hexagon. In the center site, one hot
spot was placed in each cell of the site. In Figure 2, only the
center site is depicted. Each cell is covered by four fixed beams
of the same shape. A hot spot was placed in one of the beams
for each of the three cells. The hot spot area offers much higher
traffic load than the other areas. The offered number of users
of the surrounding sites is constant. The traffic models used
in our simulations all have a Poisson distribution for the birth-
death process. The mobile velocity is 10-20 km/h. However,
the hot spots are thought to represent a mall or a sports event
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where users move slowly, and therefore the velocity for hot spot
users are set to around 1 km/h. All cells have a sector cover-
ing antenna. A primary common pilot channel is transmitted on
the sector antenna. Cell selection and soft handover are based
on highest gain the UE measures on the sector antenna. A sec-
ondary common pilot channel is transmitted on each beam with
power

PSCPICH
b =

PPCPICH

N
, ∀b ∈ {1, . . . , N}, (4)

whereN is the number of beams covering a sector. The beam
with highest gain is selected. Note that there are no delays for
neither soft handover nor beam selections. If the power exceeds
the maximum BS transmit power, a simple congestion control
lowers the power just below the limit. Users with bad quality
over several consecutive frames are dropped. Both inner and
outer power control are included.

The propagation model is based on the COST259 model for
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typical urban environment and can be written as in (5).

G = Ga + Gd + Gslow + Gfast [dB], (5)

whereGa is the antenna gain,Gd is the distance dependent gain,
Gslow is the log-normal (slow fading) gain andGfast is the fast
fading gain. The COST259 also models the spatial behavior
of the channel. The channel characteristics depend on the dis-
tance between the transmitter and receiver. The delay spread is
achieved by interpolating in a Log-normal map and then scale
with distance. Each tap is individually modelled. The aver-
age powers of the taps in the channel is modelled by using the
delay spread and an exponentially decaying channel. DL code
orthogonality is calculated individually for each link based on
the channel properties. Detailed description on the implemented
COST259 model can be found in [22].

IV. RESULTS

The comparison between beam admission control and cell ad-
mission control is done for two different scenarios. In the first
scenario the service is 64 kbps streaming and the BS power is
limited to 20W. Also, the hot spot areas are close to the BSs
(roughly at one third of the cell radius). The second scenario is
a more interference limited scenario, and the BS power is lim-
ited to 80W. Also, in the second scenario only speech users with
12.2 kbps are present .

In all simulations the total load is high, in order to test the sys-
tem stability. To compare the beam and cell AC cases, the AC
threshold is varied and the offered load is kept constant. This
will allow for an easy comparison between the beam and cell
AC cases for several different quality thresholds. The simula-
tion time is several hundred of seconds (longer for the 64 kbps
scenario) in order to ensure high statistical accuracy of the data.
Data were collected from the center site where the hot spots are
located.

A. Scenario I

Scenario I can be divided into two cases, the first case is when
the hot spots are moderately loaded. It can be seen from Fig-
ure 31 that the system throughput at the 95 percentile BLEP and
mean BLEP [1] is almost identical for both BAC and SAC. The
BAC does not offer any improvement compared to SAC (even
though the traffic is non uniform).

In the second case of Scenario I which corresponds to heavily
loaded hot spots, the BAC provides a slight capacity gain. In
Figure 4 it can be noticed that BAC offers approximately 10%
gain for the mean and 95% BLEP (at 2% level), respectively
at the top and the bottom of Figure 4. The CDF of the beam
power is depicted at the top of Figure 5. The bottom of Figure 5
indicates that the additional 2W power for the median value that
was required by the SAC, harmed the system stability. In fact,
the benefit of the fixed multi-beam system was hindered by the
non spatial user distribution. Figure 6 shows that for a dropping
rate of 1%, the BAC is able to handle roughly 10% more system
throughput, thus we have a capacity gain of 10%.

Scenario I represents a more power limited case than an in-
terference limited one. It is obvious from Figure 5, the system

1The value at each point is the transmit power thresholdPth.

throughput could not be increased due to the lack of base station
power.
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Fig. 3. 95% and mean BLEP percentage versus the system throughput through-
put when the hot spot has medium load (Scenario I(a)).
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Fig. 4. 95% and mean BLEP percentage versus the system throughput when the
hot spot has high load (Scenario I(b)).

B. Scenario II

By increasing the maximum BS power to 80W per cell we
will achieve a more interference limited system. The scenario
is once again the hot spot scenario, but now with speech users
only.

Figure 7 shows the dropping rate as a function of served traffic
for BAC and SAC respectively. There is a clear capacity gain by
utilizing BAC compared to SAC. At 2% dropping rate the BAC
gives a capacity gain of about 30%. For a higher dropping rate,
e.g. 6%, the gain is reduced slightly to 25%.
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The capacity can also be found by investigating the BLEP
directly. Figure 8 and 9 show the 95% BLEP and the mean
BLEP respectively.

The 95% BLEP in Figure 8 shows that the quality for the
worst users is fairly acceptable for both BAC and SAC. This is
because the worst users are already dropped. The mean BLEP
in Figure 9 shows that the capacity gain for BAC is in line with
the dropping results in Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Fraction of dropped users for beam and cell admission control (Scenario
II).
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C. Summary

The absolute capacity values are of minor interest. Generally
such a measure is scenario depend and one ought to consider the
relative gain instead. Thus, the gain of BAC relative to SAC is
studied here. The results of the two scenarios can be summa-
rized in Table I. This is done for two different capacity defini-
tions, 2% mean BLEP and 1% dropping for scenario I and 2%
dropping for scenario II. Scenario I(a) and I(b) represents the
moderately and high load respectively of scenario I.

Normalized Capacity gain in terms of:
Scenario mean BLEP dropping

I(a) 1.0 N/A
I(b) 1.1 1.1
II 1.25 1.3

TABLE I

NORMALIZED CAPACITY GAIN FOR BAC OVER SAC ALGORITHM

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the admission control based on a beam level
(BAC) was compared to the admission control strategy based on
a sector level (SAC) for a FDD-WCDMA system equipped with
four fixed multi-beams antennas system. The scenario included
hot spots in some cells. The BAC improved the performance
in terms of the DL capacity (i.e. system throughput for a given
quality threshold). This is due to the fact that SAC does not act
properly in a non uniform traffic scenario, leading to acceptance
of user to a beam which was already overloaded (because of the
hot spot scenario). Therefore, SAC causes a quality deteriora-
tion for users already active in that area.

Two relevant scenarios were investigated. The first scenario
was a power limited one. Although the BAC only performed
10% better in terms of the DL system capacity than the SAC, it
guaranteed the system stability, which SAC did not. The ineffi-
ciency of a cell based admission control algorithm became more
evident in the second scenario which represents an interference
limited case with a high traffic variation. Here, the BAC offered
a downlink capacity gain of 30% .
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Abstract— This paper summarizes the results for system per-
formance of the WCDMA high speed downlink shared channel
(HS-DSCH), where base stations are equipped with multi-beam
antennas employing four fixed beams (FB) per sector. The
implemented version assumes that each beam has its own HS-
DSCH channel. In the FB cases the power is equally divided
between the beams belonging to the same sector. Each beam
employs a scrambling code, thus in total four scrambling codes
per cell, compared to one scrambling code for the sector case.
A secondary common pilot channel (S-CPICH) on which the UE
measures theCIR is assumed to be available for the FB system.
In order to investigate thoroughly the interaction between FB
and HS-DSCH (analyze the effect of antenna technique), on one
hand a WWW traffic model and max-CIR scheduler, and on the
other hand, a continuous data stream with infinite packet size
in conjunction with proportional fair scheduler, were examined.
Two channel models are also investigated: the 3GPP Typical
Urban and the Pedestrian A.

The results show that for four fixed beam antennas in the
Pedestrian A channel model and the highly dispersive channels,
significant capacity gains are obtained, threefold compared to a
single sector antenna.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Extensive evaluation of advanced antennas in wireless net-
work for WCDMA, release 99, has been performed in previous
work [1], [2]. With the introduction of a new transport, HS-
DSCH (High Speed Downlink Shared Channel), a major step
forward to increase the user data rate is achieved. While
beamforming techniques are largely analyzed in the literature
at the link level, very few studies address the system level [1],
[2]. Hitherto, the interaction between the HS-DSCH channel
and advanced antenna systems, on network level, has been
addressed in very few studies [3].

In this paper the system performance of HS-DSCH in
WCDMA systems, where base stations are equipped with
four fixed beam antennas is presented. Two scenarios are
examined. The first consists of proportional fair scheduler[4]
in conjunction with a continuous data stream in the downlink
with infinite packet size and zero second read time. The second
scenario assumes a max-CIR scheduler and WWW traffic
model. Two channel models are investigated here: the 3GPP
Typical Urban and the Pedestrian A channel models.

II. HS-DSCH

High Speed Downlink Shared Channel (HS-DSCH) [5],
[6], [7] is a downlink transport channel that offers significant
higher peak rates, reduced round trip delays and higher ca-
pacity than other transport channel specified in the WCDMA
specifications. This is achieved since the HS-DSCH supports

• Higher-Order Modulation and Coding Scheme,which
implies that higher user and system throughput can be
achieved.

• Fast Link Adaptation, that takes into account the instan-
taneous quality of the radio propagation environment and
adapts the coding and modulation scheme accordingly.

• Hybrid ARQ with Soft Combining, which is designed
to decrease the number of retransmissions and thus reduce
the round trip delays.

All HS-DSCH mobile users periodically report the instan-
taneous Channel Quality Indicator (CQI), which is a measure
of the instantaneous radio-channel condition. The Node B or
base station (BS), which is responsible for handling the HS-
DSCH, uses the CQI to assign the appropriate coding and
modulation scheme. Furthermore, the base station may also
use the CQI to decide which of the users should be scheduled.
Example of well known scheduling strategies [8] are Round
Robin, Maximum Carrier to Interference and Proportionally
Fair (PF). A comprehensive summary of scheduling techniques
for HS-DSCH can be found in [9].

III. F IXED BEAM ANTENNA CONCEPT & COMMON

CHANNELS

This paper deals only with fixed multi-beam (FB) concept.
It is assumed that WCDMA base stations are equipped with an
antenna array of four elements covering a sector width of120◦.
The fixed beam antenna concept consists of e.g. four beams
with predefined beam pattern and fix pointing directions. In
the uplink all antenna elements are used to collect incoming
energy resulting in increased diversity gain, while in the
downlink the beam receiving the largest uplink power, from
the mobile of interest, will be used for transmission. Figure 1
shows the fixed beams diagram and the overlayed sector
antenna diagram employed for the this study.

Each high speed downlink shared channel is associated with
a dedicated channel. Furthermore, 15 percent of the total BS
power is equally divided between the primary common pilot
channel (P-CPICH) and four secondary common pilot channel.
The primary common pilot channel is transmitted on the sector
antenna. The secondary channels are transmitted per beam
(each secondary account of7.5

4 percent of the total BS power)
with power

PSCPICH
b =

PPCPICH

N
, ∀b ∈ {1, . . . , N}, (1)

wherePPCPICH is the total power per cell allocated to the
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P-CPICH channel, andN is the number of beams covering a
sector. The beam with highest gain is selected.

All other overhead channels account for 11 percent of the
total BS power. All common channels (except the secondary
common pilot channels) are transmitted by the sector antenna.
For the single antenna case, the total overhead channels (in-
cluding 10% for P-CPICH) accounts for 21% of the maximum
BS power and 26% for the FB case.

IV. CIR CALCULATION

In case of FB, the common channels (CCH) are transmitted
on sector antenna and dedicated channels (DCH) on the
beams antenna systems. When the BS employs more than one
scrambling code, the orthogonality is therefore affected.The
CIR at usersu connected to beamb of BS c is calculated
according to the equation (2).

(
C

I

)

u,b,c

=
pu,b,cgu,b,c

I0 + I1 + N0
(2)

WhereI1 is the inter-cell interference from DCH, HS-DSCH
& CCH and given by :

I1 =

Nc∑

i=1,

i6=c

Nbi∑

j=1

(PCCHgsec

u,i +

Mj,k∑

k=1

pk,j,igu,j,i) (3)

and I0 is the intra-cell interference from DCH, HS-DSCH &
CCH and given by :

I0 = (PSCH + αu,cP̂CCH)gsec

u,c
+

Nbc∑

j=1,

j 6=b

PSCCHgu,j,c

+

Nbc∑

j=1,

j 6=b

Mj,c∑

k=1

pk,j,cgk,j,c + αu,c

Mb,c∑

k=1

pk,b,cgk,b,c (4)

Where

• Nc is the total number of BSs.
• Nbi

is the total number of beams in the BSi.
• Mj,k is the total number of users served by the beamj

of BS k.

• pu,b,c is the transmitted DCH or HS-DSCH power from
beamb of BS c to MS u.

• gu,b,c is the path gain from beamb of BS c to MS u.
• gsec

u,c is the path gain from BSc to MS u including sector
antenna gain.

• αc,u is the DL orthogonality factor for useru connected
to cell c.

• PCCH is the power of common channel transmitted per
cell.

• PSCCH is the power of secondary pilot common channel
transmitted per beam.

• PSCH is the power of synchronization channel transmit-
ted per cell.

• P̂CCH = PCCH − PSCH ; is the orthogonal power of
common channels per cell.

• N0 is the receiver, i.e. the mobile station, noise floor.
Note that the derivation of the orthogonality factor can be
found in [10].

V. SYSTEM SETUP

The simulated network topology consists of seven sites,
each composed of three cells. The cells have an ideal hexag-
onal form with a cell radius of 500m. The corner excited cell
planning is considered. Each cell is either covered by four
fixed beams of the same shape or by a single antenna (SA).
The cell plan is repeated through a wrap-around technique to
avoid border effects. The maximum BS power is limited to
20W.

Two channel models are investigated : The 3GPP TU
(Typical Urban) and the Pedestrian A (PedA) channel models.
The former has 10 chips based taps with slowly decaying
power and the latter has three taps of which the first tap is
dominant and the subsequent taps are weak. Highly correlated
fast fading between the antennas is assumed (correlation factor
is equal to 1).

The average user speed is 3 km/h. Each mobile is assumed
to have one receive antenna. Furthermore, perfect channel
estimation is assumed in the terminals. The terminals employ
a standard receiver i.e. the RAKE receiver with 10 and 3
taps for the 3GPP TU and the Pedestrian A channel model,
respectively.

The system performance is evaluated by considering trans-
missions of packets from a server located in the Internet to
a mobile terminal using an HS-DSCH channel. The Internet
and Core network are modelled together by a fixed delay of
50 ms and without Internet losses. Two traffic scenarios are
investigated. In the first scenario the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) is not applied, and the traffic model used
generates a continuous data stream in the downlink with
infinite packet size and zero second read time. In the second
scenario, WWW traffic model, the TCP is applied and the
traffic model used generates packets on the downlink with
fixed size of 50 kbyte. A packet is generated at a random time
after the previous packet has been delivered. The read time
is modelled as having an exponential distribution, where the
mean is 5s. All these models have a Poisson distribution for
the birth-death process.

For channels other than HS-DSCH, note that cell selection
and soft handover are based on highest gain the UE measures
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on the sector antenna. Also both inner and outer power control
are included. No delays were assumed for soft handover and
beam selection algorithms.

A. Codes

On downlink WCDMA, orthogonal variable spreading fac-
tor (OVSF) codes are used to spread the data to the chip rate.
In this study, a code tree (i.e. one OVSF code) is allocated per
beam. For the HS-DSCH, 12 codes (of spreading factor 16)
are allocated for each beam, thus in total 48 codes per cell.

B. Scheduling & MCS

A proportional fair (PF) scheduler is employed for the first
scenario. And the max-CIR scheduler is used in conjunction
with WWW traffic for the second scenario. While max-CIR
more often schedules the users close to the BS, the PF, on
the other hand, ensures that users with poorCIR will receive
some data. The scheduling and link adaptation are based on
the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) measured at the terminals.
The reported CQI measurements are assumed to be error-free.
In this study the CQI is identical to the received S-CPICH
CIR . The scheduling is done per beam, in fact the standard
specifies that the S-CPICH may be used for CQI in each beam.
Note that the HS-DSCHCIR prediction is important, because
it will decide which MCS (modulation and coding scheme)
will be used.

C. Performance Measure

The network load is measured by the system throughput,
which is defined by the sum of correctly delivered bits to all
users during the simulation period divided by the simulation
period and the number of simulated cells. The system capacity
is defined at the point where the system throughput fails to
increase despite that the offered traffic increases. Note that
the data user average session time was limited to 10 seconds.
These settings ensure that reasonably sufficient number of
radio propagation conditions are encountered and considered
during the simulation period. Note that the used criterion for
the system performance measure stresses the cell capacity
throughput and may lead to unfair throughput for some users.

D. Simulation tools

The simulation tool [2] is based on a WCDMA simulator
which includes additional modules (such as the fixed multi-
beams) and the HS-DSCH, i.e higher order modulation, fast
link adaptation, scheduling and hyprid ARQ. HS-DSCH fea-
tures are applied on each transmission time interval (TTI),
i.e. every 2ms. While the fast fading, power control andC/I
are calculated on a slot by slot basis (i.e. every 0.66ms).
Others functions (e.g. radio resources management algorithms,
mobility, traffic generation etc. . . ) are done on a frame basis
(i.e. every 15ms).

E. Disclaimer

The absolute capacity values are of minor interest. Generally
such a measure is scenario dependent and one ought to
consider the relative gain instead.

VI. RECEIVED POWER ANDINTERFERENCEANALYSIS

Note that the results of the second scenario (defined in sec-
tion V) will be only shown in the system results (Section VIII).
The following definition are used thereafter :

• RPib is the DL intra-beam (or inside beam) received
power.

• RPic is the DL intra-cell (or inside cell) received power.
• Iib is the DL intra-beam interference.
• Iic is the DL intra-cell interference.
• Ioc is the DL inter-cell interference.
• Iob is the DL inter-beam (or outside beam) interference.

The single antenna (SA) case and FB (for both channel
types) have an identical orthogonality factor (OF) distribution
(see Figure 2). In fact, as mentioned previously, a complete
correlation of fast fading between the beams of the same
sector was assumed, consequently yielding an identical OF
(i.e. the 4FB and Sec plots, irrespective of the channel model,
superpose on each other). In the PedA channel where one
ray is dominant, the orthogonality is mostly preserved (see
cdf of OF in Figure 2). An interesting aspect to analyze is the
system behavior of the ratio between the inter- and intra-cell
interference. Thecdf of the ratio is shown in Figure 3 for
both SA and FB in respectively TU and PedA. For SA in a
TU channel, the inter- and intra-cell interference are equally
dominant. This is expected since in a TU channel the intra-cell
interference is mainly due to the loss of orthogonality caused
by high scattering environment. Whereas for FB, the reduction
of the intra-cell interference due to the spatial separation is
noticeable (in 70% of the cases the inter-cell interferenceis
dominant).
In the PedA channel, the orthogonality factor is low which
means that the inter-cell interference is the main source of
disturbance for both SA and FB. Note a further reduction
of the intra-cell interference in the case of FB for the same
reason stated above (in almost 99% of the cases the inter-cell
interference is dominant).

The interference is also analyzed on an beam level in
Figure 4. The ratio between the received power from own
cell (e.g. connected to ) and own beam. For both channels,
and for more than 60% of the users, the own beam received
power is greater than the received power from the other beams
of the same cell due to the spatial separation. Finally, the
cdf of the ratio between the intra- and inter-beam interference
are depicted in the bottom of Figure 4. For the TU channel,
the UE experiences equal interference from other beams and
own beam. On the other hand, for PedA channel, the inter-
beam interference is more dominant (similar reasons as stated
previously).

VII. R ESOURCES: MCS & POWER

The modulation and coding scheme (MCS) are shown for
the various channel and transmit schemes in Figures 5. Note
that for the PedA channel model the highest MCSs are used
very often (see Figure 5). We are thus MCS limited in this
scenario for both SA and FB. It is interesting to notice that
FB is less MCS limited than SA and is due to the power
restriction of the HS-DSCH channel on the beam level. Finally,
the transmitted downlink power of the HS-DSCH is shown in
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Figure 6. It can be noticed that for the FB case, the maximum
power per beam allocated to the HS-DSCH channel is slightly
greater than 3W. Whereas in the SA case up to 15W (per
cell) were allocated to the HS-DSCH channel. The remaining
power was allocated to the common channel or secondary (in
the FB case) and associated dedicated channels.

VIII. S YSTEM RESULTS

In the following, the performance of a SA WCDMA system
(assuming HS-DSCH) is compared with a system equipped
with 4 FB antennas.

Figure 7(a) shows the mean user bit rate as a function of
the served system throughput. For a user bit rate of 200 kbps
(also for 500 kbps), the FB compared to the SA case exhibits
200% gain in terms of system throughput for TU and PedA
channels. Similar behavior is also observed for the 10 and 90
percentiles user bit rate, see Figure 7(b) for details. Notethat
the system throughput decreases after reaching its peak and
this due to the retransmission experienced by the users when
their number increases beyond the system capacity, hence
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causing more interference, and consequently an increase in
the retransmissions.

The relative gain of FB to SA case, and absolute system
throughput for both TU and PedA are summarized respectively
in tables I and II for the first scenario. Table III shows the
relative gain of FB to SA case for TU channel for the second
scenario (i.e WWW traffic and max-CIR scheduler). It is
important to notice that the relative gain of FB compared to
SA is not traffic scenario nor channel model dependent.

Criteria Case Throughput[Mbps] Relative Gain

10 percentile @ 100 kbps Sector 4.58 1
4FB 11.70 2.55
Sector 4.53 1

90 percentile @ 500 kbps 4FB 12.22 2.70

TABLE I

RELATIVE CAPACITY GAIN OF FB & SECTORHSDPA SETUP FORPEDA
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Criteria Case Throughput[Mbps] Relative Gain

10 percentile @ 100 kbps Sector 2.46 1
4FB 6.62 2.69
Sector 2.30 1

90 percentile @ 500 kbps 4FB 6.78 2.95

TABLE II

RELATIVE CAPACITY GAIN OF FB & SECTORHSDPA SETUP FORTU

IX. CONCLUSIONS

This paper studies the performance of HS-DSCH over a
system where each cell is equipped with four fixed beams
(FB). The FB case is compared to an ordinary 3 sector case.
The results presented in this paper have shown that regardless
of the studied radio channel (Pedestrian A and Typical Urban)
and scenarios (traffic models plus scheduler types), the fixed
beam antennas network systems for HS-DSCH WCDMA
system offers an impressive capacity gain (in terms of system
throughput), up to 200%, relative to the single sector antenna.

It is worthwhile mentioning that in a WCDMA system
(e.g. release 99), four fixed beams also provided a relative
gain (compared to a single sector antenna) of the same order
gain [2].
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Abstract. Downlink transmit diversity modes for WCDMA together with a two fixed-beam antenna array system

are compared relative to the single antenna sectorized system in a radio network simulator. The transmit diversity

methods investigated are: space-time transmit diversity and closed-loop mode I transmit diversity. Frequency

selective (COST 259) and flat fading channels are considered and their impact to speech-only and data-only

services is evaluated. A third service, which highlights the system performance of the various advanced antennas,

is also investigated.

The results in this investigation point out that the diversity gain in flat fading channels is substantial. In frequency-

selective fading, the benefits of fixed beam systems is encouraging, whereas transmit diversity methods (especially

Space-Time Transmit Diversity) is unsatisfactory.

Keywords: single antenna, closed loop mode I transmit diversity, space time transmit diversity, 2 fixed-beam,

system performance

1. Introduction

Time-varying multipath fading seriously degrades the quality of the received signals in many

wireless communication environments. One method that mitigates the effects of deep fades

and provides reliable communications is the introduction of redundancy (diversity) in the

transmitted signals. The added redundancy can take place in the temporal or the spatial do-

main. Temporal diversity is implemented using channel coding and interleaving, while spatial

diversity is achieved by transmitting the signals on spatially separated antennas.

Transmit diversity [1, 2] can be subdivided into closed- or open-loop transmit diversity

modes, depending on whether or not feedback information is transmitted from the receiver

back to the transmitter.

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), Release 99, mandates that all mobile user

equipment (UE) must support transmit diversity using two downlink transmit antennas [3]. One

open loop and two closed loop modes must be supported in Release 99 [3], for the downlink

dedicated physical channels.

In contrast to transmit diversity, where the transmit antenna elements are sufficiently sep-

arated to ensure independent fading characteristics, adaptive antennas consists of an array of

antennas elements, that are closely spaced. Under some assumptions, for example a uniform

linear array where the antenna elements are separated by a half wavelength, there is a one-to-

one correspondence between a certain direction-of-arrival (DOA) of an incoming wave front

and the phase shift of the signals at the output of the antenna elements. Thus, appropriately
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shifting the signals prior to transmission (or reception), an adaptive antenna system is capa-

ble of steering the radiated energy toward (or from) the desired user, while at the same time

minimize the interference to other users [4].

It is very important to highlight, that very few studies [5] have tackled the system aspects

of transmit diversity in an exact and accurate fashion. The link to system interface presented

in the open literature are typically overly simplified and may lead to invalid conclusions. This

paper attempts to give an accurate account on the complex behavior of transmit diversity

methods in wireless networks, by correctly modelling the instantaneous orthogonality factors.

The derivation of the orthogonality factor for the single antenna case is presented in [6]. Note,

that the methodology employed in [6] has been extended to the advanced antenna systems

investigated here [7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next two sub-sections transmit diver-

sity and multi-beam antenna systems are introduced. The system setup e.g. antenna models,

mobility models, traffic models, propagation environment, receiver structure and simulator pa-

rameters are described in Section 2. The simulation results are presented in Section 3. Finally,

some concluding remarks are summarized in Section 4.

1.1. TR ANSM IT D IVER SITY IN WCDMA SYSTEM S

WCDMA standard as proposed by the 3GPP, allows the following transmit diversity modes

with two transmit antennas:

– Closed-loop transmit diversity. The spread and scrambled signal is subject to phase (in

Mode I) or phase and amplitude (in Mode II) adjustments prior to transmission on antennas

1 and 2. The weights are determined by the receiver mobile user and transmitted to the base

station via the Feedback Information Indicator (FBI). In Mode I transmit diversity, the UE

can instruct the Node B to rotate the phase of the dedicated channels transmitted on the

diversity antenna by multiples of 90 degrees. The feedback message is completed in two

slots. In Mode II transmit diversity the Node B can be instructed by the UE to rotate the

phase of the dedicated channels transmitted on the diversity antenna by a multiple of 45

degrees and in addition, the relative transmit powers between the transmit antennas can take

two possible values. The feedback message is completed in four slots. For instance in a case

of Mode I, the transmit weights take Q = 4 possible values given by

w ∈
{

1
√

2

[

1

e jπ(2q+1)/Q

]

: q = 0, . . . , Q − 1

}

(1)

– Open loop transmit diversity. The open loop transmit diversity [8] employs a Space Time

block coding Transmit Diversity (STTD). The STTD encoding is applied on blocks of four

consecutive channel bits. The UE does not transmit any feedback information back to the

transmitting diversity antennas. Two consecutive symbol periods are required to decode the

data.

1.2. MULTI -BEAM ANTEN NA SYSTEM

Adaptive antenna arrays have been used successfully in GSM and TDMA systems [4]. The

aim in an adaptive antenna array system is to replace the conventional sector antenna by

two or more closely spaced antenna elements. Such strategies have been shown in GSM and
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TDMA systems to yield an improved performance, in terms of increased system capacity

and/or increased coverage [4]. In [9], results show that the performance gain obtained by an

advanced antenna system could be substantial compared to an ordinary three sectors system.

Broadly speaking, adaptive antenna systems are grouped into two categories:

(a) fixed-beam systems, where radiated energies are directed to a number of fixed directions,

and

(b) steerable-beam systems, where the radiated energy is directed toward any desired location.

Fixed-beams can be generated in baseband or in Radio Frequency (RF). The former ap-

proach requires a calibration unit that estimates and compensates for any signal distortion from

baseband up to the output of each and every antenna element in the array. The later method

generates the fixed-beams using for an example a Butler matrix [10, 11] and thus does not

require uplink or downlink phase coherency.

1.3. OB J EC TIVES

To the best of our knowledge, no system level results for closed-loop modes transmit diversity

for FDD WCDMA systems have appeared in the open literature, nor accurate interference

modeling of transmit diversity methods for various services have been investigated. The aim

of this paper is to compare the two fixed-beam (2FB) antenna-system with a sectorized single

antenna (SA) system, space-time transmit diversity (STTD) and closed-loop mode I (CL1)

transmit diversity. A WCDMA system simulator is used to conduct the comparative study.

Why do we investigate the two fixed beam system and not another fixed multi-beam antenna

system with more than two beams? The answer is quite clear: Antenna array with two antenna

elements results in similar radio base-station (RBS) complexity as TX diversity.

The various downlink transmit schemes investigated here offer spatial diversity, antenna

array gain or both as illustrated in Table 1. It is generally believed – and has been demonstrated

using link level simulations [12] that transmit diversity yields significantly much higher gains

than a single antenna system. Consequently, one would expect to see the performance of the

various schemes to be ordered from best to worst as follows: (1) CL1, (2) STTD, (3) 2FB, and

(4) SA. Thus the purpose of this study is to confirm if the SN R gain on the link level can be

translated into system throughput gain.

It is important to note that Closed-loop mode II (CL2) transmit diversity is not supported

in future releases of the WCDMA standard. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the

performance of CL2 is similar to CL1 in low Doppler frequencies and degrades substantially

for higher Doppler frequencies [1]. For these reasons, CL2 will not be considered here.

Table 1. Spatial and antenna array gains possibilities of the

various investigated schemes

Spatial diversity Antenna

TX mode gain array gain

Closed loop mode I � �

STTD � ×
Two fixed-beam × �
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Table 2. System parameters

System parameter Value

Number of sites 7

Site type 3-sector

Number of cells 21

Cell radius [m] 1000

Number of beams/sector 2 for 2FB, 1 otherwise

Channel model COST259

Number of RAKE fingers 1 for flat-fading channel & 10 for TU channel

SF of the 64 kbps service 32

2. System Setup

A system level simulator is used to evaluate the performance of the various downlink transmit

schemes. The simulated area consists of seven sites and each site comprises of three cells.

The site-to-site distance is 3 km, i.e. the cell radius is 1 km. Important system parameters are

summarized in Table 2. Note that the simulation tool is similar to the one used in [9]. The

deployment model of the simulator is a homogeneous hexagon cell pattern with wrap-around

to eliminate border effects. In each iteration of the main loop, the simulator time is increased

by the duration of one frame and all radio network algorithms are executed, except for the

power control which is executed on a slot level.

2.1. OR THOGONA LITY FAC TOR

As shown in [6, 7], the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) is a function of the or-

thogonality factor. The expected SINR for the mth user after despreading is generally modelled

as follows

SINRm =
NmGm Pm

αmGm Po + Im + No

(2)

where Nm, Gm , Pm and N0 denote the spreading factor, the path gain, the transmitted power to

the mth user, and the thermal noise respectively. Po is the total base station power allocated to

signals using the same scrambling code as m. Im is the interference from the non-orthogonal

signals originating from the own and other cells. Finally αm is the downlink orthogonality

factor, which represents the fraction of the wide band received power of the orthogonal signals

causing interference to user m. It can be shown (see [7]) that the orthogonality factor may be

written as follows:

αm[k]=
nF −1
∑

l=−nH +1,l �=0

|rm,l[k]|2/|rm,0[k]|2 (3)

where {rm,l[k] : l = −nH + 1, . . . , nF − 1} is the impulse response of the combined effect of

the transmit weights, radio channel and the receiver filter at time instance k. nH and nF are

the channel length and number of receiver filter taps, respectively.
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Figure 1. Single antenna and two fixed beams antenna patterns.

2.2. ANTENNA MOD ELS

In the simulations studies, it is assumed that antenna 1 and 2 are separated by a distance of 20λ

and have identical antenna element patterns. The same antenna pattern is assumed for the single

antenna (SA) system. The antenna gain of SA, which is based on real measurements, is shown

in Figure 1 marked with the plus sign and thick line. The fixed beam system investigated here is

implemented using a Butler matrix forming two orthogonal beams. The two fixed-beams used

in this study are depicted in Figure 1 (two antenna elements separated by half λ is assumed). It

is well known that the antenna weights of the Buttler matrix are derived using the Fast Fourier

Transform [13].

Finally, note that the beam selection in the downlink is based on the uplink information i.e.

the beam with highest uplink received power is selected for transmission in the downlink.

2.3. MOB ILITY AND TR AFFIC MOD ELS

The mobile users are uniformly distributed in the cells. The average user speed is 3 km/h with

small variations around the mean value. Two types of services are investigated: speech and

data.

A poisson distribution time of arrival is assumed for the speech users. Furthermore, the

user session time is exponentially distributed.
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Table 3. Traffic parameters settings of the Budapest

WWW model. IAT = inter arrival time

Traffic parameter Distribution Mean value

User speed (km/h) Gaussian 3

User acceleration (m/s2) Gaussian 0.2

Session length (s) Weibull 50

Page IAT (s) Exponential 10

Object IAT (s) Exponential 1.5

Object size (kB) Pareto 10

Object number/page Geometric 7

The best-effort data (i.e. WWW traffic) is generated according to the traffic model presented

in [14], and is based on real measurements. Each user session has a Weibull distribution with

an average of 50 s. A user during its session, downloads on the average 10 web pages with

geometric distribution. The page requests are modeled as events with exponentially distributed

inter-arrival time with an average of 10 s. Each web page consists of embedded objects. The

number of embedded objects per web page is modeled as geometrically distributed with

an average of seven objects. The objects requests are modeled as events with exponentially

distributed inter-arrival time with an average of 1.5 s. The object size has a truncated Pareto

distribution with a mean of 10 Kb and truncated at 100 Kb. Traffic parameters used in this

paper are summarized in Table 3.

A third traffic model is also considered. In this scenario the data are transmitted in a

continuous stream using a 64 kbps RAB (Radio Access Bearer).

2.4. PR OPAGATION ENVIR ONM ENT

The propagation model used is the COST 259 channel model [15]. The COST 259 is a spatial–

temporal radio propagation model that includes the effect of fast and slow fading. Note that

the elevation dimension is not considered in the propagation model.

Two channel models were investigated: (1) the frequency selective typical urban (TU)

macro-cell, and (2) a modified version that was characterized by a single tap.

2.5. REC EIVER STR UC TUR E

Each mobile is assumed to have one receive antenna. Furthermore, perfect channel estimation

is assumed in the terminals. The terminals employ a conventional Maximum Ratio Combining

(MRC) receiver i.e. a RAKE receiver with 10 and 1 fingers for the TU and the single tap

channel model, respectively. Power control (PC) is also implemented and consists of the inner

and outer loop [16]. The inner loop power control and the fast fading act on slot level. The

inner loop PC assumes ideal C/I estimation (i.e. no measurement error is considered). After the

slot loop, the instantaneous C/I for each block is mapped to block error probability (BLEP).

Each block is then classified as erroneous or not, which gives the BLER estimates. The BLER

estimates are used by the outer-loop algorithm to decide if the SI R target should be increased

or decreased.
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Table 4. Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Max BS output power (W) 20

Admission control threshold (W) 20

Power of common channels (W) 5 for STTD, CL1, 2FB; 4 for SA

Downlink BLER target (%) 10 for data; 0.7 for speech

Inner loop power control step (dB) 1

Maximum links per active set 3

Soft handover add threshold (dB) 2

Soft handover delete threshold (dB) 4

Spreading factor of data user 32

Spreading factor of speech user 128

Channel setup time (s) 0

Channel release time (s) 1

Simulation time (s) 300

2.6. S IM ULATOR PAR AM ETER S

Some important simulation parameters that have been used are listed in Table 4.

2.7. PER FOR M A NC E MEASUR E

The most obvious choice in assessing the performance of speech service is the blocking

and dropping rate for a given desired QoS (Quality of Service). The speech QoS is directly

related to the BLER. It is assumed that a BLER of 1.5% offers a satisfactory QoS for speech

users. The capacity for speech service is defined as the load in kbps/cell (or served traffic)

when the mean BLEP, or the blocking or the dropping have exceeded the thresholds set in

Table 5.

On the other hand, the QoS of the best-effort and streaming data services depend on the

mean user bit rate and the total system throughput. The total system throughput is defined by

the sum of correctly delivered bits to all data users during the simulation period divided by

the simulation period and the number of simulated cells. The system capacity is defined at the

point where the system throughput fails to increase despite that the offered traffic increases.

The user bit rate is given by the ratio of the total received bits over the length of the user’s

session time. This performance measure for the data services can be referred as the maximum

system throughput criterion.

Table 5. Accepted quality for speech

service

BLER (%) Block (%) Drop(%)

1.5 5 1
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3. Results

Closed-Loop Mode I, STTD, two fixed beams antenna array and a single sectorized antenna

system have been compared for both speech and data services in frequency selective (TU) and

flat fading (single tap) channels. The results are analyzed depending on the radio environment

and the user service type. Note that absolute throughput and capacity numbers are of minor

interest, and one ought to consider relative gains instead.

3.1. FLAT -FAD IN G CHA NNEL

When the channel is frequency non-selective, the multiple access interference originating

from the same cell (intra-cell interference) is non existent. Thus, in this case the interference

originates from adjacent cells.

3.1.1. Speech

From Figure 2, we note that the dropping rate is acceptable for all transmit modes. Thus,

the system performance is determined by the blocking rate (Figure 3) and the mean BLEP

(Figure 4). Given the acceptable QoS threshold levels set in Table 5, it can be concluded that

the transmit diversity methods outperform the sector and the fixed-beam systems. This is not
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Figure 2. Dropping rate versus the system throughput of speech service for flat-fading channels.
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Figure 3. Blocking rate versus the system throughput of speech service for flat-fading channels.

surprising because in a flat fading channel the diversity schemes will protect the data against

fading by duplicating and transmitting the same (or similar in the STTD case) information

from an alternative antenna. The likelihood that a deep fade occurs simultaneously from both

antennas is significantly reduced compared to the SA system.

Comparing the two fixed-beam with the sector antenna case, it can be observed that the

capacity almost doubles as one would expect. On the other hand, comparing CL1 with STTD,

it can be noticed that there is a gain of approximately 50% in utilizing the feedback information

from the mobiles. This gain is expected to reduce and possibly turn into a loss for high velocity

mobiles.

3.1.2. Best Effort (WWW traffic)

It is interesting to note that the performance of the data-only user scenario, when applying the

maximum system throughput criterion (see Section 2.7), is different to the speech-only user

scenario for flat fading channels (see Figure 5). Note that, the numbers appearing on the top of

each point of Figure 5 represent the value of the mean offered traffic in the simulations. While

CL1 nearly doubled the system throughput compared to the single antenna case, the perfor-

mance of STTD is rather disappointing, yielding only 10% improvement (see Table 6). The

improvement of the fixed beam system compared to the single antenna case is approximately

33%. The considerable reduction of the diversity gain in general, and especially for STTD,
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Figure 4. Mean BLEP versus the system throughput of speech service for flat-fading channels.

is probably due to the so called multi-user diversity [17] which is present in best-effort data

scenarios. One way to verify such a claim is to study the impact of scheduling for transmit

diversity schemes in a best-effort scenario. Furthermore, CLI gain was still substantial due to

the feedback information obtained from the UEs that helped the system exploit the antenna

array gain and to some degree spatial transmit diversity compared to the open-loop transmit

diversity scheme (i.e. STTD). For the 2FB case, the reduction of the gain for data services

compared to the speech service is mainly due to the intra-beam interference increase. In fact,

for a data service, users have a lower spreading factor and higher transmit power (compared to

speech users) and in case they are not spatially separated, the gain provided by a fixed-beams

system will be reduced [18].

3.1.3. Continuous Data Traffic

To comprehend the performance of the various schemes in the best-effort scenario, it is impor-

tant to separate the impact of the traffic model and the impact of advanced antenna schemes

on the system performance. One way to eliminate the impact of the data traffic model is to

study the system performance under a continuous data stream traffic scenario. A 64 kbps radio

bearer with neither buffering of data nor feedback was assumed.

The system performance is captured in Figure 6, where the mean user throughput versus

the system throughput of the studied schemes is depicted. Note that the performances are very
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Figure 5. Mean user bit rate versus the system throughput of best-effort service for flat-fading channels.

similar to the best-effort case. The absolute and relative capacity gain relative to the single

antenna are summarized in Table 7. In this scenario, STTD now clearly shows a gain of 30%

compared to a single antenna. This figure (30%) was obtained by applying the criterion defined

in Section 2.7.

An alternative performance measure was also investigated. Rather than measuring the

maximum system throughput, the alternative criterion consisted of comparing the system

throughput of all schemes at the same mean user throughput. In other words, the quality is

ensured on a user level, i.e. all users will on the average be guaranteed a certain bit rate. If the

target average user bit rate is 56 kbps then the relative gain of STTD compared to the SA case

is 40%.

Table 6. System throughput for speech and best-effort service in flat-fading

channels

System throughput

TX Mode Service (Mbps/cell) Relative gain

Single antenna Speech 0.290 1.0

Closed loop mode I 1.085 3.7

STTD 0.735 2.5

Two fixed-beam 0.530 1.8

Single antenna Best effort 0.990 1.0

Closed loop mode I 1.650 1.7

STTD 1.050 1.1

Two fixed-beam 1.335 1.34
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Figure 6. Mean user bit rate versus the system throughput for flat-fading channels in a continuous data traffic

scenario.

3.2. FR EQUENCY -SELEC TIVE CHA NNEL

Frequency selective channels introduce inter-chip and inter-symbol interference, whereas at

the same time provide multipath diversity. The former tends to degrade the link gain because

interference is increased, the latter can be exploited by the Rake receiver to combat deep fast

fading.

Table 7. System throughput for continuous data service in flat-fading channels

System throughput Relative

TX Mode Criterion (Mbps/cell) gain

Single antenna Maximum system 0.95 1.0

Closed loop mode I throughput 1.63 1.7

STTD 1.21 1.3

Two fixed-beam 1.22 1.3

Single antenna User throughput 0.85 1.0

Closed loop mode I at 56 kbps 1.6 1.9

STTD 1.2 1.4

Two fixed-beam 1.1 1.3
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Table 8. System throughput for speech and best-effort service in

frequency-selective channels

System throughput Relative

TX Mode Service (Mbps/cell) gain

Single antenna Speech 0.810 1.0

Closed loop mode I 0.895 1.1

STTD 0.865 1.1

Two fixed-beam 1.110 1.4

Single antenna Best effort 1.120 1.0

Closed loop mode I 1.470 1.3

STTD 1.125 1.0

Two fixed-beam 1.560 1.4

3.2.1. Speech

The results of speech service for all the studied schemes are presented in Table 8. The gains for

the speech service were obtained by applying the capacity definition presented in Section 2.7

to Figures 7, 8 and 9. It can be noted that the mean BLEP, in Figure 7, and dropping rate,

in Figure 9, fulfil the QoS criterion, for all transmit modes. Thus, the system performance is

determined by the blocking rate shown in Figure 8. Introducing diversity in a rich scattering

environment does not yield the anticipated gains. In fact, frequency-selective channels already
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Figure 7. Mean BLEP versus the system throughput of speech service for frequency-selective fading channels.
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contain sufficient diversity (i.e. delay diversity). On the other hand, in the two fixed-beam case,

where an additional antenna gain is introduced, the system throughput is boosted by 40%. The

relative gain compared to the SA is much lower than the one obtained in a flat fading channel.

The cause of this loss is due to the significant increase of the intra-cell interference originating

from the side-lobes of the second beam, see Figure 1. In fact the presence of sides-lobes was

less critical in case of flat fading channel where the orthogonality factor is almost zero (i.e.

very low intra-cell interference and the channelization codes under the same code tree remain

orthogonal in the downlink).

3.2.2. Best Effort

The performances of data-only service in frequency selective channel are approximately the

same as the performance of the speech only scenario. The results which are shown in Table 8,

are obtained by applying the maximum system throughput criterion to Figure 10.

3.3. COM PAR ISO N TO PR IOR WOR K ON SYSTEM LEVEL RESULTS

FOR TR ANSM IT D IVER SITY

From the results presented here, it was to show that STTD outperforms the two fixed-beam case

in slow flat fading channels, irrespective of the traffic service being employed. This result is in
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Figure 9. Dropping rate versus the system throughput of speech service for frequency-selective fading channels.

line with [19], where in a single link level analysis (point-to-point), it was shown that in slow

fading channels, space-time block codes (i.e. STTD in our study) outperforms beam-forming

(i.e. two fixed beams in our study). Only for high velocities where sufficient diversity is ensured

from forward error control, beam-forming prevails over STTD. System performance of STTD

was also presented in [20] which claimed a 30% gain (the channel model used was not speci-

fied). In fact, the assumptions made in [20] were overly simplified, since the gain was derived

from the Eb/N0 improvement in the transmitted link level and the intra-cell interference intro-

duced by the diversity scheme was identical to the intra-cell interference of the single antenna

system. A similar approach was also presented in [5]. Finally, in [21], numerical expressions

were derived to compare beam-forming with open loop transmit diversity. The comparison be-

tween these techniques was carried out in high SNR range (around 17dB) which is unrealistic for

a WCDMA system where the power control outer target is usually assumed to be around 5 dB

[16].

4. Conclusion

From the extended simulation studies, many key comments on the behavior of the various

downlink transmit schemes have been identified. In particular,
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channels.

– In flat-fading channels, transmit diversity schemes such as STTD and CL1 offer a substantial

system capacity gain (measured in system throughput) compared to a single sectorized

antenna system irrespective of the traffic service (data/speech). In fact, CL1 has demonstrated

up to 3.7-times downlink system improvement. Although beamforming offers an improved

gain of 80% (relative to the single antenna case) it failed to match the promising benefits of

diversity methods. In fact, the gain provided by the antenna array is not sufficient to combat

fading in the case of single tap channels.

– In frequency-selective fading channels, the additional diversity gain introduced by the trans-

mit diversity schemes is negligible compared to the inherent diversity that is already present

in the Typical Urban radio propagation channel. In such radio environments the system

gain of the fixed beam system is satisfactory (approximately 40%). For the two fixed-beam

system, the gain decrease of the speech service from 80% in flat fading channels to 40%

in frequency-selective channels, is mainly due to the introduction of additional intra-cell

interference originating from the side lobes of the antenna array system. Additional gains

are anticipated when the:

1. number of beams and the beam patterns are optimized.

2. power setting on the common channels, in particular the secondary common pilot chan-

nels, are also optimized.
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Abstract— This paper summarizes the system performance of
the high speed downlink shared channel (HS-DSCH) in WCDMA
using closed loop mode 1 transmit diversity. The results show
that, scheduling one user at a time in the Pedestrian A channel
model, transmit diversity will yield similar capacity gains as
the sector antenna. On the other hand, in highly dispersive
channels, a loss in the system throughput relative to the sector
antenna, is observed. This loss is mainly due to random spatial
interference patterns (the so calledFlashlight Effect), that are
present in the HS-DSCH setting when a single user is scheduled
with the maximum available resources (power/codes) at each
time instant. In order to mitigate the flashlight effect, a simple
scheme is proposed in which multiple users are simultaneously
scheduled using different scrambling codes. Scheduling multiple
users makes the interference almost spatially white resulting in
a system throughput gain.

I. I NTRODUCTION

High Speed Downlink Shared CHannel HS-DSCH [6], [7],
[8] is a downlink transport channel that offers significant
higher peak rates, reduced round trip delays and higher ca-
pacity than other transport channel specified in the WCDMA
specifications. This is achieved since the HS-DSCH supports
Higher-Order Modulation and Coding Scheme, Fast Link
Adaptation and finally Hybrid ARQ with Soft Combining.

All HS-DSCH mobile users periodically report the instan-
taneous Channel Quality Indicator (CQI), which is a measure
of the instantaneous radio-channel condition. The Base Station
(BS), which is responsible for handling the HS-DSCH, uses
the CQI to assign the appropriate Modulation and Coding
Scheme (MCS). Furthermore, the BS may also use the CQI
to decide which of the users should be scheduled.

Few studies in the open literature have evaluated the system
performance of HS-DSCH using transmit diversity in general
and closed loop transmit diversity, in particular. In [1] itwas
shown that STTD led to no gain compared to a single antenna
in a Pedestrian A channel model. In fact, even on the link
level, open loop transmit diversity yields only marginal gain
[2], and this is due to other sources of diversity such as H-
ARQ which are available in a HS-DSCH environment. In [3],
[4], the 3GPP Closed Loop mode 1 (CL1) transmit diversity
was evaluated in a quasi static system simulator assuming a
simplified intra-cell interference modelling using a SINR trace
simulator. Recently, [5] suggested an improved model of the
inter-cell interference that takes into account the partial HS-
DSCH inactivity due to power on/off switching and concluded
that their impact is negligible in the system performance using
quasi static system simulator.

In this paper, CL1 is evaluated in a dynamic system sim-
ulation with an accurate intra-cell and inter-cell interference
modelling, involving instantaneous (”on-the-fly”) SINR calcu-
lations using time varying channel impulse responses.

II. SYSTEM SETUP

The system consists of 7 sites, each of 500 m radius. A site
is equipped with three sectors, each with two sector-covering
transmit antennas. Two channel models were investigated:
The 3GPP Typical Urban (TU) and the Pedestrian A (PedA)
channel model. The former has 10 chips spaced taps with
slowly decaying power and the latter has three taps of which
the first tap is dominant and the subsequent taps are weak.
Independent fast fading between the transmit antennas is
assumed.
Codes:Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes
are used to spread the data to the chip rate. For the HS-DSCH,
12 codes (spreading factor = 16) are allocated for each cell.
Downlink Channels:Each user using the HS-DSCH has an
associated dedicated channel. Furthermore, 10 percent of the
total BS power is used for the primary common pilot chan-
nel (P-CPICH). All other overhead channels account for 12
percent of the total BS power.
Scheduling & Traffic Model:The system performance is eval-
uated by considering transmissions of packets from a server
located in the Internet to a mobile terminal using an HS-DSCH
channel. The Proportional Fair (PF) scheduler in conjunction
with a continuous data stream in the downlink with infinite
packet size and zero second read time is used.
Performance Measure:The network load is measured by the
system throughput, which is defined by the sum of correctly
delivered bits to all users during the simulation period divided
by the simulation period and the number of simulated cells.
The system capacity is defined at the point where the system
throughput fails to increase despite that the offered traffic
increases. For completeness, the system throughput of the
Single Antenna (SA) sectorized system, is also evaluated.

III. I NTERFERENCE MODELLING ANDSINR
CALCULATIONS

The own-cell (or intra-cell) and the other-cell (or inter-cell)
interference are treated separately. The aim is to reduce the
complexity of the system simulator without sacrificing the
accuracy of the results.
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A. Inter-Cell Interference Modelling

The received (inter-cell interfering) signals from cellc to a
specific mobile userm are modelled as the superposition of
many planar waves. Assumingm is equipped with an omni-
directional antenna, then similarly to [9], it can be shown that
the average received power atm from c is given by

Pm,c(L) =
gm,c

L

L∑

l=1

Nc∑

n=1

pn

∣∣∣a(θl)
(
wn,1e

j2π d

λ
cos θl + wn,2

)∣∣∣
2

wheregm,c, θl, a(θ), d, Nc, pn, wn,1 and wn,2, respectively
denote the distance and shadow fading gain fromc to m, the
angle of departure of thelth propagation path, the antenna
element gain at angleθ, the distance between the two diversity
antennas onc, the number of mobiles connected toc, the
transmitted power of thenth user, the transmit antenna weight
for the nth mobile on diversity antenna 1 and 2.

As the number of planar waves goes to infinity (L →
∞), then the average received inter-cell interference power
becomes

Pm,c(θ̄, σ) = lim
L→∞

Pm,c(L) = gm,c×
∑Nc

n=1 pn

∫
∞

−∞

∣∣∣a(θ)
(
wn,1e

j2π d

λ
cos θ + wn,2

)∣∣∣
2

f(θ|θ̄, σ)dθ

where f(θ|θ̄, σ) is the probability density functions of the
Power Azimuth Spectrum (PAS).̄θ represents the mean angle
of arrival andσ the standard deviation of the PAS, which is
commonly referred to as the angular spread.

From Fig. 1, where the inter-cell interference is shown as
a function of the angle of departure for all possible transmit
antenna weights in CL1, we conclude that the inter-cell inter-
ference patterns of CL1 and SA is similar in most directions.
System level simulations were carried to verify the difference
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Fig. 1. Closed loop mode I transmit diversity. Inter-cell interference power
for Laplacian azimuth spread.

(measured in system throughput) between modelling the inter-
cell interference as the product of the total transmitted power
of other-cells times the sector antenna gain and explicitly
modelling the other-cell CL1 antenna patterns. Simulations
revealed that the difference is approximately1.5% in both
Pedestrian A and Typical Urban channels.

B. Intra-Cell Interference Modelling

Let Pm denote the total base station power allocated to
signals using the same scrambling code as userm. The intra-
cell interference is computed ”on-the-fly”, which means that
the instantaneous channel impulse responses are taken into
account on a slot by slot basis. As shown in [10], the intra-
cell interference is the product of the orthogonality factor
αm, the path gaingm and the orthogonal code powerPm.
The statistical behavior of the orthogonality factor for the two
channels models considered can be summarized as follows:
Typical Urban:As seen from Fig. 2, the orthogonality factor
of CL1 and the orthogonality factor of SA are identical
(statistically speaking).
Pedestrian A:The orthogonality factor of CL1 is considerably
reduced, compared to the orthogonality factor of SA (see
Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. cdf of the orthogonality factor.

C. On-the-fly SINR Calculations

The SINR is calculated for each user on a slot by slot basis,
using the instantaneous intra-cell interference. As shownin
[10], the expected SINR for themth user after despreading is
given by

SINRm =
Nmgmpm

αmgmPM + Im + N0
(1)

where Nm, and N0 denote the spreading factor, and the
thermal noise respectively.Im is the interference from the non-
orthogonal signals originating from the own- and other-cells.

According to Sec. III-A,Im is expected to be the same for
SA and CL1. Since CL1 has the potential to offered diversity
gain and antenna array gain relative to the SA case, then from
Eq. (1) the SINR in the CL1 case is expected to be much
greater than the in the SA case. Thus, the SINR gain of closed
loop transmit diversity should result in system throughputgain.

IV. RESULTS

The performance of SA and CL1 with one, two, three, and
four scrambling codes (SC) - one for each scheduled user -
is investigated. The CL1 cases are referred to, in the figures’
legend, as: ”CL1, 1SC”, ”CL1, 2SC”, ”CL1, 3SC”, and ”CL1,
4SC”. If the number of SCs is omitted it implies that only one
scrambling code per cell was used.
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A. MCS

The cumulative mass function (cmf) of the MCSs for TU
and PedA channels is shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b),
respectively. For the PedA channel model the highest MCS
are used very often (see Fig. 3(b)).
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Fig. 3. CMF of the selected MCS for various channel conditions.Distribution
of the scheduled HS-DSCH users.

B. Transmit, Multi-path and Multiuser Diversity

The CIR distribution of the scheduled HS-DSCH users
is shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The scheduled users is a
subset of the active HS-DSCH users. This subset of users is
determined dynamically by the scheduler. The impact of the
PF scheduler is clearly evident. The average CIR is increased
and the variance of the CIR is reduced for all schemes and
channel models for the scheduled users. Furthermore, the PF
scheduler serves users with high link gains without ignoring
those in the lower CIR ranges.

When the channel has a dominant Rayleigh path, as in the
PedA channel model, then the CL1 gain, relative to the SA,
of the scheduled users is approximately 3dB (see Fig. 4(b)).
In highly dispersive channels, where multi-path diversityis
present, the CIR of the scheduled users is similar for CL1 and
SA. In order to visualize the above mentioned effects, one
has to compare in the lower parts of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the

CIR distribution of the scheduled HS-DSCH users of SA and
”CL1, 1SC”.
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Fig. 4. C.D.F of the true CIR of the scheduled HS-DSCH users when the
offered load is 10.

The difference between the active and scheduled CIR is a
measure of the multiuser diversity offered by the system. SA
offers 5dB gain, whereas CL1 offers 3dB.

C. Flashlight Effect

In Fig. 5, the cdf of the reported and the actual CIR of
the scheduled users, is shown. The reported CIR is computed
at the scheduler based on the available HS-DSCH power and
the CIR measurement of the P-CPICH reported by the active
HS-DSCH users.

As shown in Fig. 5, the difference between the reported and
the actual CIR is small for the SA case. The median of the
error is around 0dB irrespective of the channel type. On the
other hand, the error is quite substantial in the CL1 case, both
for the TU (compare ”SA” with ”CL1, 1SC” in Fig. 5(a))
and the PedA (compare ”SA” with ”CL1, 1SC” in Fig. 5(b))
channel model.
Problem: There is an inherent time delay between the instant
the mobile user reports the CQI and the instant the BS
schedules a user. The interference may change during this
period. As a consequence, if the discrepancy between the
reported CQI of a user and the CQI for the same user after
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Fig. 5. C.D.F of the difference between the reported and the true CIR of
the scheduled HS-DSCH users.

scheduling is large, then the selected MCS may not be robust
enough to ensure error free transmission. If the data is in
error, then the BS will retransmit the data (or part of the data)
using the HARQ. The discrepancy between the reported CQI
and the actual CQI after scheduling is even more apparent
when multiple transmit antenna systems are used, since the
interference changes in space and time depending on the
transmit antenna weights and the scheduling scheme. The
spatial variation of the interference is commonly known as
the ”flashlight effect”.

Mitigating the flashlight effect: The key idea is to insure that
intra-cell (and consequently inter-cell) interference appears
white in space. This is achieved by transmitting HS-DSCH
to many users at the same time. Nevertheless, there is a trade
off between how many simultaneous HS-DSCH users can be
scheduled and the overall system throughput. Thus, it is crucial
to allocate the system resources (e.g. power, codes, coding
and modulation schemes) in an optimal way. One possibility
is to use multiple scrambling codes (or a different code tree
for each active HS-DSCH user). Using multiple scrambling
codes increases the intra-cell interference, but at the same time
stable spatial and temporal interference patterns are ensured
without degrading the system throughput. As it turns out, the
”flashlight” effect is mitigated and the system performance

is considerably improved. It is clear from Fig. 5(a) that
scheduling more than one user on a different scrambling code
reduces the discrepancy between the scheduled and reported
CIR. For instance the 10th percentile was improved by more
than 1.0 dB.

D. System Throughput

The performance of the conventional SA is compared to
CL1 transmit diversity where for each cell,one user is
scheduled at each time instant. Fig. 6(a) shows the mean user
bit rate as a function of the system throughput, normalized to
the system throughput of the SA. For a user bit rate of 200
kps, CL1 transmit diversity (case ”CL1, 1SC”) compared to
the SA case exhibited 15% loss for the TU and only 5% gain
for the PedA channel model in terms of system throughput.
This is not surprising since there is a large (biased) mismatch
between the reported CIR and the actual CIR, as shown in
Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6. Mean user bit rate versus system throughput for CL1 and single
antenna.

As mentioned above, one method to mitigate the flashlight
effect is to, within the same cell, schedule simultaneously
multiple users using different scrambling codes. From Fig.6 it
is evident that scheduling more than one user at a time yields
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Fig. 7. 10 and 90 percentile user bit rate versus system throughput for CL1
and single antenna.

a system throughput gain compared to the case ”CL1, 1SC”.
In fact for a TU channel scheduling two users at the same time
improved the system capacity 30% (see Fig. 6(a)). In the PedA
case, the gain compared to scheduling one user at a time is
more impressive and is slightly more than 60%). The relative
system throughput gain of CL1 schemes compared to the SA
is summarized in Table I. It is worthwhile mentioning that the
same range of gains are obtained for the best and worst 10
percent users (see 10% and 90% in Fig. 7).

Transmit Diversity
One User per Cell Multiple Users per Cell

Pedestrian A 1.05 1.70
TU 0.86 1.10

TABLE I

PERFORMANCE RELATIVE TO A SINGLE ANTENNA SECTORIZED SYSTEM.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in this paper have shown that in the
Pedestrian A channel model similar system capacity gains
relative to the sector antenna, are expected.

In the 3GPP TU channel model, a significant loss in
the system throughput relative to the sector antenna, was
observed. This degradation is present despite that transmit
diversity offers greater gains on the link level. The loss in
system throughput is mainly due to random spatial interference
patterns (the so calledFlashlight Effect), that are present in the
HS-DSCH setting when a single user per cell is scheduled at
each time instant. A simple scheme that makes the interference
spatially white, was also presented. The flashlight effect is
mitigated, yielding a 70% system throughput gain for CL1
compared to a single antenna in a Pedestrian A channel, while
10% gain was observed in the TU channel.
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Smart Antennas in a WCDMA Radio Network
System: Modeling and Evaluations.
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Abstract— This paper presents a comprehensive study of smart
antennas for WCDMA. It analyzes, evaluates and presents meth-
ods and ideas for the deployment of smart antennas in WCDMA
3G wireless systems and for future generations. Three major
implementations are evaluated and analyzed in a dynamic system
simulator: Higher Order Sectorization (HOS), Fixed Beams (FB)
with Secondary Common PIlot Channel (S-CPICH) and FB
with Primary Common PIlot Channel (P-CPICH) as a phase
reference. The system modeling integrates antennas and waves
propagation modeling to evaluate and design smart antennasin
wireless communications. Furthermore this paper analyzesthe
impact of angular spread of various antenna configurations,the
interaction and impact of Radio Resource Management (RRM)
as power tuning of the common channel, Scrambling Code
(SCO) allocation technique, soft and softer handover algorithm.
Moreover a SCO allocation strategy and an adaptive load-
dependent power tuning algorithm of the P-CPICH are proposed.
Furthermore, a SINR derivation is given. Extensive simulation
studies are carried out to evaluate the capacity gains of HOSand
FB. The 12-sector sites yield the best system downlink capacity
gain compared to 3-sector sites equipped with a single antenna,
slightly more than 3-sector sites equipped with 4FB each. The
6-sector sites equipped with 2FB each reduce the gap between
HOS and FB systems to 10%.

Key Words: Antenna configuration, Angular Spread, Fixed beams,
Higher Order Sectorization, P-CPICH and S-CPICH as Phase

Reference, Propagation modeling, Scrambling code allocation, Pilots
tuning, Radio Resource Management, System Performance, WCDMA.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Conventional wireless systems make use of omni-directional
or sectorized antenna systems. The major drawback of such
antenna systems is that electro-magnetic energy, intendedfor
a particular user located in a certain direction, is radiated
unnecessarily in every direction within the entire cell (i.e.
sector), thus causing interference to other users in the system.
One way to limit this source of interference and direct the
energy to the desired user, is to introduce smart antennas. In
fact smart antennas have been already been used in GSM and
TDMA [1] systems in the aim of replacing the conventional
sector antenna by two or more closely spaced antenna ele-
ments. Smart antennas [2], [3], [4], [5] can be divided into
two major groups depending on the level of intelligence: 1)
Fixed Beam (FB) and 2) Steered Beam (SB). In this paper the
steered beam will not be addressed, since as shown in [6], it
offers minor system capacity gain compared to the FB concept
at the expense of much higher complexity.

Manuscript received 15 September, 2005; revised March 24, 2005.
3Dr. Logothetis was with Ericsson Research, he is currently with Airspan

Networks.

Another well known method that increases the capacity of
a cellular system is sectorization or more precisely Higher
Order Sectorization (HOS). This is done by splitting the cells
into smaller sectors. The cell splitting is achieved using highly
directional antennas, that provides higher antenna gains for the
served users in the sector and ensure reduced interference to
adjacent cells. In fact HOS can be implemented via beamform-
ing, where each beam is treated as a logical cell. Hence HOS
will be considered as a simple way of implementing smart
antennas in a wireless cellular network.

When introducing smart antennas in a wireless system, it is
important to ensure that the User Equipment (UE) is able to
make an adequate estimation of the radio channel over which
the intended data for the UE is transmitted. The first 3GPP
release of WCDMA system envisaged the creation of specific
common channels, e.g. Secondary Common Pilot CHannel
(S-CPICH), transmitted over a specific area of the cell in order
to assist the UE to estimate the radio channel. In fact the
S-CPICH will ensure an ideal phase reference for the fixed
multi-beams concept. Later it was suggested to use the DCH
as a phase reference. Currently it is not clear if such a channel
will be required in the future. Consequently the introduction
of smart antennas in WCDMA necessitates taking into account
the impact of existing channels on the overall performance.

An alternative choice to the S-CPCIH is the Primary
Common PIlot CHannel (P-CPICH). It is transmitted in the
entire cell and can be used for channel estimation. The main
advantage of such a method is to eliminate the need of the
S-CPICH thus potentially decreasing the intra- and inter-cell
interference. The main drawback of the scheme is: 1) the
antenna gain of the primary P-CPICH is lower than the narrow
beams used for data transmission, 2) the channel Impulse
Response (IR) of the sector covering beam and the narrow
beams may be considerably different due to angular spread.

When signals transverse a radio channel the signals become
subject to spatial and temporal dispersions. The spatial distri-
bution of the signal power is known as the Power Azimuth
Spread (PAS). The standard deviation of the PAS is commonly
referred to as the Angular Spread (AS). The degree of AS
directly impacts the signal strength at the mobile and correlates
the signal power from adjacent antennas. As the angular spread
increases the effective antenna gain decreases. On the other
hand, as the angular spread decreases the variation of the signal
power from adjacent Base Station (BS) antennas becomes
increasingly correlated.

Although earlier studies [7], [6], [8] quantified the gains of
FB systems in WCDMA using dynamic system simulators,
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the impact of AS, Scrambling Code (SCO) allocation and the
power settings of the common channels were largely neglected.
Other published work investigating the system performance
of FB systems in WCDMA can be found in [9]. In these
studies, the evaluation was conducted by means of quasi-static
system simulation and in most of these studies a simplified
channel model was assumed. Furthermore, the aspect of Radio
Resource Management (RRM) was neglected (e.g. power
control, handover). Recently, [10] took into account major
RRM functionalities, while a mean AS was assumed, no op-
timal scrambling code allocation strategies nor optimal power
settings of the common channel were studied. Other studies
evaluated the performance of HOS, for instance, [11] and [12]
assumed a simplified AS model and evaluated sectorization
using a static simulator. Similarly, [9] and [13] used a static
system simulation with no soft handover or power control and
simplified AS modelling to evaluate sectorization. Recently
[14] and [15], evaluated sectorization using a Uniform Linear
Array (ULA) [14] in a dynamic system simulator but either
did not investigate the impact of AS [14] or did not even
considered it [15]. More recently [16] evaluated HOS in a
dynamic system simulator with an accurate AS modeling.

As mentioned previously, few studies have evaluated the
system performance of steered beams. In [17], [18] no explicit
capacity gain figures were given, only the gain in term of
SIR. In [19] absolute capacity values are given but without a
comparison to a reference case (i.e. a single antenna).

Open Loop (OL) and Close Loop (CL) Transmit diversity
have a similar hardware complexity as a 6-sector site or a
3-sector site equipped with two FB each. Thus it is natural
to compare the concept studied in this paper and transmit
diversity techniques. The reader can find the detailed infor-
mation about system performance in [20], [21] for a more
comprehensive overview.

In this paper, the system evaluation of smart antennas is
limited to WCDMA. It can be noted that the system perfor-
mance of smart antennas in HSDPA can be found in [22],
[23], where the evaluation of FB and transmit diversity (TD)
in HSDPA were treated in [22] and [23], respectively. The
system improvement by introducing FB is comparable to the
one presented here. The major difference resides in scheduling
which is this the core of the HSDPA concept. Introducing FB
or diversity techniques will contribute to a fast interference
change thus rendering the channel quality indicator unreliable.
Hence the scheduler [23] has to predict such rapid changes in
order to avoid a system capacity degradation.

Moreover the scheduling nature of transmissions in HSDPA
offers multi-user diversity and the availability of retransmis-
sion using Hybrid-ARQ, which increases time diversity, ren-
ders the gain of transmit diversity schemes meager especially
in a rich multi-path environment [23], [24], [25].

The purpose and contributions of this paper are to:
• Investigate the downlink (DL) system throughput gain go-

ing from a 3-sector to 6- or 12-sector sites in a WCDMA
system, and compare it to 2FB or 4FB with S-CPICH and
P-CPICH as a phase reference, respectively, in a dynamic
system simulations.

• Highlight the advantages and inconveniences of each

solution.
• Analyze the system degradation due to spatial and tem-

poral dispersions of the radio propagation channel.
• Propose and evaluate a method for channel estimation for

a fixed multi-beams concept, based on P-CPICH.
• Suggest a scrambling code allocation technique.
• Present and evaluate a power tuning method for the

common channel.
• Derive an SINR expression for the studied concept with

an accurate intra- and inter-cell interference modelling
involving instantaneous SINR calculations.

• Analyze antenna configuration aspects such as the impact
of antenna orientations and beam-width.

The rest of the paper is composed as follow: first the FB
and SB concepts are described briefly in Section II. Then
Section III tackles the interaction of RRM and smart antennas.
The assumed used channels propagation model and antenna
configuration are described in Section IV. The derivation of
the SINR expression is given Section V. Afterwards, the
system environment is described Section VI. The results are
presented in Section VII. The performance of each concept (i.e
HOS, FB with S-CPICH and P-CPICH as a phase reference,
respectively) are analyzed. Thereafter the relative gain of all
studied concepts to Single Antenna (SA) are summarized.
Finally conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.

II. F IXED AND STEEREDBEAM ANTENNA CONCEPTS

Generally speaking, smart antennas can be divided into two
major groups depending on the level of intelligence:

• fixed beam or fixed multi-beam (also called switched
beam).

• steered beam (also called adaptive array).
The fixed multi-beam system consists ofe.g.a finite number
of fixed beams with predefined beam patterns and fix pointing
directions. In uplink (UL) the antenna elements are used to
collect all incoming energy resulting in increased antennagain,
while in DL the beam with the largest UL power received
from the mobile of interest will be used for transmission.
The second type of antenna system is the more advanced
steered beam solution. That is, the shape of the beams are fixed
and the pointing directions are steered towards the mobile of
interest both in UL and DL directions within the cell. As a
consequence, the pointing errors of the fixed beam solution
can be eliminated. The two concepts require different system
architecture. For example, in order to translate the AOA (Angle
Of Arrival) into AOD (Angle Of Departure), the steered beam
solution requires stringent UL and DL calibration (coherency
requirement). Furthermore, a dedicated pilot signal is required
to be transmitted by the BS to each user. The dedicated pilot
signal should have high enough power such that the channel
estimation is sufficiently good to ensure adequate signal to
noise ratio within the demodulator.

III. RRM FOR SMART ANTENNAS

The introduction of smart antennas in WCDMA does not
only impact the physical layer and signal processing but also
the RRM. In fact the RRM algorithms do not have to be
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modified at the expense of degrading the full system capacity
gain. For instance it was shown in [26] that Admission Control
(AC) can provide additional capacity gain when applied on
a beam level especially in a Hot-Spot scenario. Previously
neglected RRM aspects such as the SCO allocation and
adaptive power tuning of the common channel are presented
in the following.

A. Scrambling code allocation

In WCDMA, multiple access is performed in two steps.
First the data is spread (i.e. channelized) with a channelization
code belonging to the OVSF code family. The second step
consists of scrambling the data with a SCO belonging to the
Gold code family. Each user is associated with a unique SCO
and every BS is associated with one or more unique SCOs.
The channelization code tree has a limited number of OVSF
codes. Hence when the tree is occupied either new users are
blocked or a new SCO should be opened. The later case will
lead to a loss of orthogonality resulting in the degradation
of the system capacity. Since FB systems are designed to
increase the load, the number of required SCOs required to
serve the mobile users may be greater than one. Most studies
have focused on OVSF code re-assignment (or allocation)
in order to reduce the blocked users due to channelization
code shortages. Recently, [27] studied the impact of opening
a secondary SCO in WCDMA systems equipped with a single
antenna. The method consisted simply of allocating new users
to the secondary SCO when the code tree of the primary SCO
was fully occupied.

Two SCO allocation strategies are investigated here. The
first method - and the most straightforward one - consists
of allocating each beam with a unique SCO (referred to as
the ”one Per Beam” (1PB) method). This solution has the
drawback of utilizing more than one SCOs irrespective of the
traffic conditions. An alternative solution consists of opening
a new SCO when there is a need to do so. In this scheme the
users requiring high downlink transmit power are assigned the
first SCO. This is simply derives from the fact the P-CPICH
and other common channels are transmitted on the first SCO.
Thus, a user allocated to another SCO will suffer from higher
interference power. This strategy will be called thereafter the
”power based” (PB) scrambling code allocation and can be
summarized as follows:

1) Sort the users in a decreasing order according to their
downlink transmit power.

2) Allocate users beginning from the top of the list to the
first SCO until all channelization codes are assigned.

3) Use secondary SCOs and assign the required channeliza-
tion codes for the remaining users. Use as few secondary
SCOs as possible as long as all the users on the list have
been allocated the desired channelization codes.

4) Periodically monitor the downlink power of the users
and goto Step 1.

An illustration of the SCO allocation methods is shown
in Fig. 1. In this example a 3-sector site is shown, where
a 2FB system is used. In Fig. 1(a) the 1PB SCO method
is illustrated. The UEs associated with the first and second

beam are plotted and highlighted in blue (with the cross sign)
and stripped light yellow (with the circle sign), respectively.
As indicated in the same figure each color is associated with
a unique SCO. For instance SCO1 and SCO2 are associated
with beam1 and beam2, respectively. The power based SCO is
illustrated in Fig. 1(b) where the UEs associated with the first
SCO are plotted in blue. It can be noticed that these users can
be associated to any of the beams. It was also assumed that the
number of required SCOs is more than one. The majority of
the users were allocated to SCO1 until the entire code tree was
utilized. Further a second scrambling code SCO2 was opened.
According to the PB algorithm, the users requiring the lowest
power were assigned to SCO2 (users plotted in light yellow
color with the circle sign).

Beam1 = SCO1

Beam2 = SCO2

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

(a) One SCO Per Beam.

Beam1

Beam2

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

SCO1

SCO2

x

(b) Power Based SCO.

Fig. 1. Scrambling Code allocation Algorithm.

B. Power Setting For Common Channels

The percentage of the power allocated to the common
channels in WCDMA impacts the interference level [28] and
consequently the DL system capacity. In fact [29] showed how
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the system capacity relates to the power used for common
channels in a FB system. A proper selection can help to
improve the air interface performance. Hence it is crucial to
ensure a good quality of the received common channel signal
without necessarily setting its value for the worst case as it is
often done in radio planning tools.

Load and coverage balancing algorithms using heuristic
rules that control the pilot power were suggested in [30].
Besides the complexity of such algorithms, the decision was
based on long term measurements in the order of hours
or days. Hence no alternative was offered to a relatively
rapid power setting of the common channels. Here a tuning
algorithm for the power of the P-CPCIH and S-CPICH is
proposed and evaluated. The proposed algorithms apply power
control to the transmitted P-CPICH and S-CPICH signals from
all the BSs such that 95% of the users have their CIR greater
than −18 dB and−21 dB, respectively. In fact a target of
−18 dB [12] is considered more than adequate to detect the
cell and perform measurements on the P-CPICH. The 3GGP
recommends that the CIR of the common channels (such that
BCH and the P-CPICH) at the UE is greater than−20 dB [31].

The implemented adaptive P-CPICH tuning algorithm will
compensate those users with unsatisfactory P-CPICH and
S-CPICH (in case it exists) quality, and to ensure a fair
comparison between all concepts. Note that feedback of the
P-CPICH and S-CPICH quality to the BSs is possible, since
according to the WCDMA standard, the mobiles periodically
report this measure.

IV. A NTENNA AND CHANNEL MODEL

Assuming a plane wave incident in the horizontal plan on
a Uniform Linear Array (ULA) from an angleθ relative to
the axis of the array, it can be shown that the array factor (or
antenna gain) of a ULA consisting ofN Antenna Elements
(AE) is given by [3]:

g(θ) = ωi
Ha(θ) (1)

where

a(θ) = [1 e−jβx1cosθ . . . e−jβxN−1cosθ]H (2)

is the spatial signature,xi is the coordinate of theith AE on
the x-axis1, and

ωi = [ωi,0 . . . ωi,N−1]
H) (3)

is the weight vector of theith beam.β = 2π/λ is the phase
propagation factor, andλ is the wavelength.

In case of a FB system, the number of the weight vectors
is fixed and usually equal to the number of the antenna
elements in the ULA. The FB weight vectors are generated by
a Beam Forming Network (BFN) that producesN orthogonal
beams usingN antenna elements. Let us define theN × N
BFN Matrix (BFNM) as T = [ω0 ω1 ... ωN−2 ωN−1]. T
comprises of the weight vectors of all the narrow fixed beams.
The most commonly used techniques to implement a BFN is
to use cascaded hybrid couplers known as the Buttler matrix,

1All AEs are assumed to be placed on the x-axis. The first AE is placed
at the origin of the x-axis.

which is simply a realization of the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT), so the array weights are given by [32]:

ωi,m = e−j2πmi , i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} (4)

The BFNM is then equal to the unitary discrete Fourier
transform matrix.

A. Propagation Environment & Model

In order to capture the spatial aspect of the AS, the
azimuthal Direction Of Arrival (DOA) of the incoming waves
at the BS, and consequently the direction of departure from
the BS should be taken into account in the propagation model.
This has been extensively studied, theoretically and to some
extent verified with measurements (See [33], [34], [35], [36]).
Here the propagation model used is the COST 259 channel
model [37], which is a spatial temporal radio propagation
model that includes the effect of fast and slow fading. The
COST 259 version used in the current system simulator yields
an instantaneous Power Delay Profile (PDP)ξm, the Rice
factor κm, and the angular spreadσm for the mth link in the
system. The COST 259 can model several radio environments.
Here we investigate the Typical Urban (TU) channel model.
In an urban environment the power azimuth spectrum (PAS)
is accurately described by a Laplacian pdf [38], that is:

f(θ|θm, σm) =
1√
2σm

exp

(
−
√

2
|θ − θm|

σm

)
(5)

whereθm denotes the nominal direction to the mobile. Given
the PAS and the spatial signaturea(θ) of the antenna array,
the user dependent channel correlation matrix is given by

R(θm, σm) =

∫
∞

−∞

a(θ)aH(θ)f(θ|θm, σm)dθ (6)

B. Channel Estimation

Two types of channels are transmitted in a cell. The first one
consists of Common CHannel (CCH) signalling (including the
P-CPICH) and is transmitted through the wide beam using a
single antenna element (to cover the whole cell). The second
type consists of Dedicated CHannel (DCH) which carries all
higher layer information intended for a specific user, and is
transmitted over a narrow beam. Higher layer information
includes data as well higher layer control information. Fora
FB system with S-CPICH as a phase reference, the DCH and
S-CPICH are transmitted through the same beam, hence the
UE will be able to correctly estimate the received signal on the
DCH. In case the P-CPICH is used by the UEs for channel
estimation, the user data and the P-CPICH will experience
different phase shifts (due to the difference for their spatial
signature). Moreover, the narrow beam will enhance some and
attenuate other scatterers.

Let hc,m(t; τ) andhm,m(t; τ) be the time-varying channel
IR at time instantt of the link m of the P-CPICH and
DCH2, respectively. The UE will estimate the channel on
the P-CPICH or the S-CPICH. For the received signal on
the P-CPICH, the data is matched to the P-CPICH estimate.

2The S-CPICH and DCH are transmitted through the same beam.
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As it is shown in Fig. 2(a), the received P-CPICH signal
is matched to the correct IR (i.e.fc,m(t; τ) = h∗

c,m(t;−τ),
wherefc,m(t; τ) is the matched filter IR for the P-CPICH).
When S-CPICH is used as phase reference the received
signal on the DCH will be matched toh∗

m,m(t;−τ) (i.e
fm,m(t; τ) = h∗

m,m(t;−τ), wherefm,m(t; τ) is the matched
filter IR for the DCH). Whereas when P-CPICH is used
as a phase reference, the signal received from the DCH
(transmitted on the narrow beam) is matched to the channel
IR estimated on the wide beam channel as shown in Fig. 2(b),
(fm,m(t; τ) = fc,m(t; τ) = h∗

c,m(t;−τ)). This will result in a
phase mismatch between the DCH and CCH that impacts the
system performance in particular for large AS [39], [40].

C. Antenna Configuration:

Let C denote the number of sectors per site. Each sectorc
comprises of an antenna array consisting ofN AEs forming
a ULA. The distance between two adjacent AEs within the
same ULA isd. The central AE of each ULA form a uniform
circular array with radiusr. Finally, the orientation of the
ULAs are on the tangent (i.e. perpendicular to the radius) of
the circle. Fig. 3 shows the antenna configuration for a 3-sector
site. Such configurations can model OL and CL Transmit
Diversity (TD), HOS, FB and SB advanced antenna systems.

Let (xc,n, yc,n) denote the two dimensional co-ordinates of
the nth AE of the ULA at sectorc. For the specified antenna
configuration investigated here, the co-ordinates are given by

xc,n = r cos(2πc/C) − nd sin(2πc/C) (7)

yc,n = r sin(2πc/C) + nd cos(2πc/C) (8)

for c ∈ {0, 1, . . . , C − 1} andn ∈ {N1, . . . , 0, . . . , N2}. Note
that N1 ≤ 0 ≤ N2, andN = N2 − N1 + 1.

One of the antenna configurations employed in this study
consisted of placing 3, 6 or 12 antennas equally distributed
on a circle of radiusr. The antenna patterns of the 3-, 6-
and 12-sector antennas are shown in Fig. 4. The 3 dB beam-
width of the 3, 6 and 12 sector beams are63◦, 35◦ and20◦,
respectively.

The antenna gains of the 4FB, another antenna configuration
which is investigated in this paper, is shown in Fig. 5,
respectively. The 4FB are generated assuming a Butler matrix.
The AE3 gain is also illustrated in Fig 5.

Recall that the COST 259 channel model yields a position
dependent AS. In the TU case the 90th percentile of the AS
is 19 degrees, thus more severe losses in the effective antenna
gains are anticipated. As an example, Fig. 6 shows the effective
antenna gains for a 12-sector site when AS is 8 degrees, which
corresponds to the median AS in the TU case. It is clear that
AS results in reducing the maximum effective antenna gain
and widening of the main lobe.

V. SINR CALCULATIONS

In the following the expression of the received signal will be
derived. Afterward the assumptions made are stated. Based on

3We assume that the number of generator fixed beams by an ULA is equal
to the number of AE.
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Fig. 5. Antenna pattern for a 3-sector site equipped with 4FBeach.

these assumptions, we will proceed to compute the intra-and
inter-site interference. The difference between the two, is that
fast fading is assumed in the former, whereas no fast fading
is assumed in the latter. This distinction is done to minimize
the computational complexity of the system simulator. Finally
the SINR after despreading is also derived.

A. Received Signal:

In this section we will derive an expression of the received
signal for a particular link. The UE receives multiple delayed
copies of the signal due to scatterers in its surrounding
area. The scatterers are located within a circle (or other
shape) that surrounds the UE.θ̄ represents the mean angle
of arrival. Typically the data signal of the user transmitted by
antennan of sectorc will be phase shifted by approximately
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Matched Filter

P-CPICH

Common Channel IR

hc,m(t; τ) fc,m(t; τ)
rc,m(t; τ)

(a) P-CPICH.

Matched Filter

DCH

Dedicated Channel IR

hm,m(t; τ) fm,m(t; τ)
rm,m(t; τ)

(b) Dedicated Channel.

Fig. 2. The received signal of the P-CPICH and DCH at the UE.
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Fig. 3. Antenna configuration of a 3-sector site.

2π
(
(xc,n − xc,0) cos θ̄ + (yc,n − yc,0) sin θ̄

)
/λ compared to

the same signal transmitted by the central antenna (n = 0)
of sector c. The approximation is valid when the antenna
separation between the antennas is much smaller than the
distance between the UE and the BS. Letzc,n denote the
received signal at the UE from antennan of sectorc. The
received signal is modelled as the superposition of many planar
waves. It can be shown that the baseband equivalent signal is

given by [34], [35], [36] :

zc,n = χc,n

L∑

l=1

αle
jβlej2π(xc,n cos θl+yc,n sin θl)/λgc(θl) (9)

where4 λ, αl andβl denotes the carrier wavelength, the signal
attenuation and the phase of thelth plane wave, respectively.
αl is Rayleigh distributed andβl is uniform distributed.θl

4Note that, while Eqs. (7) and (8) describe the ULA configuration, Eq. (9)
is valid for any geometry - as long as the phase centers of eachelement are
in the same plane.
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denotes the angle of departure of thelth plane wave, andgc(θ)
denotes the gain of the AE in sectorc in the directionθ.
Without loss of generality, we assume that all the AEs have
the same gaing(θ) such that

gc(θ) = g(2πc/C − θ) (10)

The signal to be transmitted on antennan of sectorc is
denoted byχc,n. The transmitted signalxk for the kth user
is multiplied by the transmit weightwk,c,n prior to being
transmitted on antennan of sectorc. χc,n is given by

χc,n =

K∑

k=1

xkwk,c,n (11)

whereK denotes the number of transmitted signals.
We assume that the UE is equipped with a single omni-

directional receive antenna with antenna gain of 0 dBi, then
the received signalr at the UE is simply given by

r =
C−1∑

c=0

N2∑

n=N1

zc,n (12)

The received (instantaneous) power is given by

|r|2 = |
C−1∑

c=0

N2∑

n=N1

K∑

k=1

xkwk,c,n

L∑

l=1

αle
jβl × . . .

ej2π(xc,n cos θl+yc,n sin θl)/λg(2πc/C − θl)|2(13)

The power of the received signal of themth link contains
the power of wanted signalSm (i.e. signal of interest), the
interference power from the own siteI(Intra)(Intra-site), the
interference power from other sitesI(Inter)(Inter-other) and
the thermal noiseγm. Hence, a generic expression of the
Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) can be written
as:

SINRm =
Sm

I
(Inter)
m + I

(Intra)
m + γm

(14)

In the following each one of the terms that composes the SINR
(see Eq. (14)) will be derived in order to obtain the SINR
expression.

Let a(θ) andwk denote the spatial signature and the trans-
mit antenna weights of the whole site5 for userk, respectively.
Let themth element of the vectora(θ) be denoted by[a(θ)]m.
The elements ofa(θ) andwk are given by

[a(θ)]cN+n−N1+1 = ej2π(xc,n cos θ+yc,n sin θ)/λ ×
×g(2πc/C − θ) (15)

[wk]cN+n−N1+1 = wk,c,n (16)

Assumptions: We make the following assumptions

E{xkx∗

k′} =

{
pk, for k = k′,
0, otherwise.

(17)

E
{
αle

jβlαl′e
−jβ

l′

}
=

{
1/L, for l = l′,
0, otherwise.

(18)

wherepk denotes the transmitted power for thekth user. We
assume the signals for different users are independent. Finally,
the phasesβl are independent and identically distributed, the
scatterers are uncorrelated and the normalization in Eq. (18)
is assumed to ensure a constant average fast fading power.

Using the assumptions above, then the average power at the
UE is given by

E
{
|r|2

∣∣ θl

}
=

1

L

L∑

l=1

K∑

k=1

pk

∣∣wH
k a(θl)

∣∣2 (19)

As the number of planar waves goes to infinity (L → ∞),
then the average received power becomes

E
{
|r|2|θ̄, σ

}
=

K∑

k=1

pkwH
k R(θ̄, σ)wk

= Tr

{
R(θ̄, σ)

K∑

k=1

pkwkwH
k

}
(20)

B. Inter-site Interference

Let m denote the link of interest, andS = {1, 2, . . . , S}
the set of all sites.Is(m) and L(s) respectively denote the
site index of themth link, and the set of all links originating
from sites.

Using Eq. (20), the inter-site interference for linkm is given
by (see [41])

I(Inter)
m =

∑

s∈{S−Is(m)}

Tr {R(θm(s), σm(s))W (s)} γm(s) (21)

whereR(θm(s), σm(s)) denotes the correlation matrix defined
in Eq. (6),γm(s) is the path gain (that includes the distance
and shadow fading) andθm(s) is the angle of the vector
connecting the sites to the UE corresponding to linkm. W (s)
is a site specific transmit weight/power matrix, given by

W (s) =
∑

l∈L(s)

plwlw
H
l (22)

5A site will be treated like a single antenna system composed of several
ULAs which implies that the definition of the spatial signature and weight
vector of a ULA given in Eqs.(2) and (3) is generalized to include all the
ULAs of the site.
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C. Intra-site Interference

Let the rth row of Zm ∈ CNC×Lh denote a realization
of the channel IR from therth antenna to themth link.
Lh denotes the upper bound of the channel order and, as
mentioned previously,N is the total number of antennas per
sector andC is the number of sectors per site. The elements
of Zm are obtained by sampling fromNCLh independent
Rayleigh fading processes and each row is then multiplied by
the same power delay profileξm. Let m and n denote two
links connected to the same sites. Let hm,n denote the IR as
seen by linkm when the sites transmits to linkn using the
transmit weight vectorwn ∈ CNC×1. hm,n is given by

hH
m,n = wH

n

(
R1/2(θm, σm)Zm + ρm

)
(23)

= wH
n Hm (24)

whereρm =
κm

1 + κm
a(θm)ej2πdm/λ ⊗ vH (25)

ρm is the Rice component of the channel IR andR1/2 is the
square root of the matrixR (i.e. R1/2R1/2 = R). ⊗ denotes
the Kronecker product,dm is the relative distance between the
BS and the UE, and the vectorv = [1,01×(L−1)]

H ensures
that the Rice component appears on the first tap of the channel
IR6.

Let the receiver IR be denoted byfm ∈ CLf×1. Note that
for perfect channel estimation the RAKE receiverfm is the
complex conjugate, time reversed (flipped up-down) version
of the channel IRhm,m

7. The overall IRrm,n at the output
of the receiver is given by the convolution offm andhm,n.
rm,n is computed by the following product

rm,n = F mhm,n (26)

where the matrixF m is a non-symmetric Toeplitz ma-
trix having [fT

m,01×(Lh−1)]
T as its first column and

[[fm]1,01×(Lh−1)] as its first row. That is

F m =




fm 0 . . . 0 0

0 fm

. . .
...

...

0 0
. . .

. . . 0
...

...
. . . fm 0

0 0 . . . 0 fm




(27)

Let L = Lf + Lh − 1. Let L⊢

m(s) denote the set of links
connected to sites that use the same SCO as linkm. The
set of all links that use different SCOs thanm is denoted by
L0

m(s). Note that

L(s) = L⊢

m(s) ∪ L0

m(s) (28)

We define the matrixXm,n,

Xm,n =

{
IL − eL,qe

H
L,q, if n ∈ L⊢

m(s),

IL, otherwise
(29)

6
0N×M is the zero matrix of sizeN × M .

7In our analysis, we do not restrict ourselves to the conventional RAKE
receiver. In fact, the SINR calculation is valid for any linear receiver with an
IR given byfm.

whereIL is the identity matrix of sizeL × L, and eL,q is
a L × 1 vector of zeros except for theqth element, where
[eL,q]q = 1. q denotes the timing offset of the correlator. For
a RAKE receiver with Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC),q
is equal toLh.

The intra-site interferenceI(Intra)
m is given by (see [41])

I(Intra)
m =

∑

n∈L(s)

rH
m,nXm,nrm,nγmpm (30)

= Tr
{
Q0

mW 0

m

}
+ Tr

{
Q⊢

mW ⊢

m

}
(31)

where

Q0

m = γmHmF H
mF mHH

m (32)

W 0

m =
∑

n∈L
0
m

(s)

pnwnwH
n (33)

Q⊢

m = γmHmF H
m

(
IL − eL,qe

H
L,q

)
F mHH

m (34)

W ⊢

m =
∑

n∈L
⊢

m
(s)

pnwnwH
n (35)

D. SINR after Despreading

The SINR after despreading for linkm is given by (see [41])

SINRm =
Nm‖eH

L,qrm,m‖2γmpm

I
(Inter)
m + I

(Intra)
m + ‖fm‖2N0

(36)

where N0 is the thermal noise andNm is the processing
gain. Assuming a perfect channel estimation (i.e.q = Lh

and ‖fm‖2 = ‖hm,m‖2) then ‖eH
L,qrm,m‖ = ‖hm,m‖2 and

Eq. (36) becomes

SINRm =
Nm‖hm,m‖4γmpm

I
(Inter)
m + I

(Intra)
m + ‖hm,m‖2N0

(37)

E. Orthogonality factor

Dividing the numerator and denominator of Eq. (37) by
the filter gain ‖hm,m‖2 and definingGm = ‖hm,m‖2γm,
rearranging the terms in Eq. (36) yield

SINRm =
NmGmpm

αmGmpo + Im + No
(38)

wherepo is the total base station power allocated to signals
using the same SCO asm. Im is the interference from the
non-orthogonal signals originating from the own cell and other
cells. Finallyαm is the downlink orthogonality factor, which
represents the fraction of the wide band received power of the
orthogonal signals causing interference to userm. It can be
shown (see [41]) that the orthogonality factor may be written
as follows:

αm =

Lf−1∑

l=−Lh+1,l 6=0

|rm,,m(l)|2/|rm,m(0)|2 (39)

whererm,m is the IR of the combined effect of the transmit
weights, radio channel and the receiver filter, defined in
Eq. (26).
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VI. SYSTEM SETUP

The simulated area consists of a central site and two
surrounding tiers of sites. The total number of sites is 19.
Each site comprises of 3, 6 or 12 sectors (i.e. cells). Users
are dynamically generated in the central site and the first tier
(which consists of 6 sites). The second tier consists of 12
sites where no users are generated. Instead the BSs power of
the second tier is time varying and is modelled as a random
walk with upper and lower bounds determined by the 90th
and 10th percentile of the BSs power located in the central
and first tier sites. An illustration of the simulated area is
drawn in Fig. 7. Each star represents a site where the center of
each star represents the site’s coordinates. The arrows indicate
the orientation of the cells. In Fig. 7, sites with 6 sectors are
assumed. The site-to-site distance is 3 km. For each iteration of
the main loop, the simulator time is increased by the duration
of one frame and all radio network algorithms are executed,
except for the Power Control (PC) which is executed on a slot
level. The most relevant system and simulation parameters are
summarized in Table I.

Parameter Value
Number of sites 19
Site type 3- 6- or 12-sector
Number of cells 57, 114 or 228
Cell radius [m] 1000
Number of Antenna Element/sector 1,2 or 4
Number of beams/sector 1, 2 or 4
Channel model COST259
Number of RAKE fingers 10
SF of the 64 kbps user 32
Max BS output power [W] 20, 40 or 80
Downlink BLER target [%] 1
Inner loop power control step [dB] 1
Maximum links per active set 3
Soft handover add threshold [dB] 2
Soft handover delete threshold [dB] 4

TABLE I

SYSTEM AND SIMULATIONS PARAMETERS.

A. Radio Network Algorithms

The radio network algorithms are executed on a frame level
basis expect for a PC. At first, new users are created by the
traffic generator. Afterward the users are assigned an initial
position and they will move according to the mobility model.
Cell selection and re-selection occurs for mobiles in every
radio frame. The cell with the highest gain (excluding fast
fading) is selected. Link AC is turned off in order not to
influence the capacity results. Further no users are dropped
for bad quality instead the erroneous data is retransmitted.
The soft handover algorithm is evaluated in every frame. It
compares the path gain of the connected cell with the path gain
for neighboring cells. If the difference is within a threshold,
the neighboring cell is added as a new soft handover leg
(connection). On the other hand, for existing multiple leg
connections, if the threshold is outside the valid range, the
leg will be deleted. PC is also implemented and consists of
inner and outer loop. The inner loop power control and the
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Fig. 7. The simulated cell plan for 6-sector sites.

fast fading act on slot level. The inner loop PC assumes ideal
SINR estimation (i.e. no measurement error is considered).

B. Receiver Structure

Each mobile is assumed to have a single receive antenna.
Furthermore, perfect channel estimation is assumed in the
terminals. The terminals employ a conventional MRC receiver,
i.e. a RAKE receiver. The number of the RAKE fingers is
assumed to be equal to the number of the paths (i.e rays
or taps) in the radio propagation channel. For example, we
assume 10 fingers for the TU channel model. After the slot
loop, the instantaneous SINR are averaged and mapped to a
BLock Error Probability (BLEP). Each block is then classified
as erroneous or not, which gives the block error rate (BLER)
estimates. The BLER estimates are used by the outer loop
algorithm in order to decide if the SINR target should be
increased or decreased.

C. Mobility & Traffic Models

The mobile users are uniformly distributed in the cells. The
average user speed is 3 km/h with small variations around
the mean value. A poisson distribution time of arrival is
assumed for the users. Furthermore, the user session time is
exponentially distributed with mean holding time of 5s. The
data are transmitted in a continuous stream (no TCP) using a
64kbps RAB (Radio Access Bearer) with retransmissions.

D. Performance Measure

The total system throughput is defined by the sum of
correctly delivered bits to all users connected to the central site
divided by the simulation period and the number of simulated
cells in the central site. The user bit rate is given by the ratio
of the total received bits over the length of the user’s session
time. The Quality of Service (QoS) depends on the user bit
rate. The QoS is met when the average bit rate of all users
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is greater than 55kbps. The system capacity is defined as the
total system throughput when the QoS is met.

VII. R ESULTS

To ease the readability of the results, the performance of
HOS, FB using S-CPICH and P-CPICH as a phase reference
will be treated separately. The impact of AS, the power tuning
of the common channels, the SCO allocation and handovers
of each concept is analyzed. The relative gains compared to
a 3-sector sites equipped with a single antenna are given in
each section. Thereafter, the performance of three concepts
compared to each other is summarized. Note that the when
the number of sectors per site is not mentioned, it is assumed
to be 3.

A. Higher Order Sectorization

1) Impact of Angular Spread:The system performance is
evaluated with and without angular spread modelling. Fig. 8
shows the average user bit rate versus the system throughput
for 3-, 6- and 12-sector sites. The system throughput results
are normalized to the system throughput of the 3-sector TU
case and are summarized in Table II. The performance when
the standard deviationσm of the AS is set to zero, which is
labelled as ”AS0” in Fig. 8 and designated as such thereafter,
is also shown for 3-, 6- and 12-sector sites. It is clear, based
on QoS defined in Section VI-D, the AS induces a 1%, 5%
and 10% system throughput loss in a TU channel compared to
the AS0 case for 3-, 6- and 12-sector sites, respectively. The
results are summarized in Table III. Obviously, a narrower
beam is more susceptible to the effects of the AS.
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Fig. 8. Average user bit rate versus the relative system throughput in the
TU and AS0 radio channels.

2) Primary CPICH Tuning:The cumulative density func-
tion of the CIR of the P-CPICH for various offered traffic
loads is shown in Fig. 9. A target of -16.5 dB for 90% of the
users is considered more than adequate to detect the cell and
perform measurements on the P-CPICH [42], or alternatively
-18 dB for 95% of the users as was mentioned earlier. From

Sectors Relative Gain

3 1.0
6 1.65
12 3.13

TABLE II

RELATIVE SYSTEM THROUGHPUTGAIN IN TU.

Sectors Channel Relative Loss

3 AS0 1.00
TU 0.99

6 AS0 1.00
TU 0.95

12 AS0 1.00
TU 0.91

TABLE III

RELATIVE SYSTEM THROUGHPUT INAS0 AND TU.

Fig. 9, it can be seen that there are occasions (e.g. 12 sectors
with Offered Traffic (OT) equal to 10) where more that 5%
of the users fail to meet the P-CPICH target. If the number of
users in the system further increases, then more users will not
be able to decode the P-CPICH. Thus the CIR of the P-CPICH
is load dependent.

It is a common rule to allocate 10% of the BS power to
the P-CPICH, but from analyzing Fig. 9, it can be seen that
for low loads (OT=5), 95% of the users have a CIR around
-17 dB for 3-sector sites. Hence less power can be allocated
to the P-CPICH without sacrificing the cell coverage. Since
the P-CPICH quality is load dependent, for high loads and
certain antenna configurations, the P-CPICH power needs to
be increased. The proposed tuning method is compared to the
case when the power of the P-CPICH is fixed at 33 dBm in
Fig. 10. At high loads (see Fig 10), it is clear that tuning
the P-CPICH power ensured that 95% of the users met their
P-CPICH quality regardless of the number of sectors, whereas
for the fixed P-CPICH power case, slightly less than 90% of
the users were able to meet the required P-CPICH quality for
the 6- and 12-sector sites.

The impact of the P-CPICH tuning on the system capacity
is shown in Table IV. There is no system capacity gain for
the 12-sector case when adaptively tuning the P-CPICH power.
However, we must point out that, it is necessary to adapt the
P-CPICH power (especially in high traffic loads) in order to
ensure the desired P-CPICH quality for all the antenna systems
investigated here. In doing so, the relative system capacity gain
going from 3-sector sites to 6- and 12-sector sites is 1.52 and
2.61, respectively.

Sectors Relative Gain
3 16%
6 6%
12 0%

TABLE IV

RELATIVE SYSTEM THROUGHPUT GAIN WHENP-CPICHIS TUNED ON

VERSUS TUNED OFF.
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3) Comparison to Prior Work on System Level Results:
Although some assumptions of the system model (e.g. antenna
patterns and configuration, channel models, mobile velocity,
angular spread) may have been simplified in other published
work, the system capacity gain of 6-sector over 3-sector sites
in WCDMA obtained here is in line with other work. A system
capacity gain of 1.6 to 1.7 were shown in [9], [13] and [15].
Further [11] and [14] obtained a lower system capacity gain
(1.4 and 1.5 respectively) due to the total site power limitation
of 60W. A mere 20% gain was found in [43] where the sector-
to-sector isolation was rather poor. A live field trial in a CDMA
system using 6-sector sites was conduced by [44] and led
to a gain of 1.73 compared to a 3-sector site. Higher order
sectorization was implemented using 3 ULAs per site, each
comprising of two antenna elements that formed 2 sectors.

In [17], it was shown that 12-sector sites offer 3dB gains in
terms of SIR when implementing sectorization. Unfortunately,
it is not clear how much of the reported SIR gain translates
into system capacity gain. Finally in [14], a gain of 1.8 was
obtained using 18-sector sites, but the total BS power was
limited to 60W.

B. FB with S-CPICH as Phase Reference

In this section the performance of WCDMA BSs equipped
with FB systems, where S-CPICH is used as a phase reference,
is presented. First the impact of the SCO allocation method
on the system performance is shown. The impact of tuning the
power of pilot channels, is also presented. Finally, the impact
of the AS is investigated.

The capacity gain of 2FB and 4FB respectively over a sector
antenna is presented is shown in Table V. This is the reference
case where each beam has its own SCO, also the power of the
P-CPICH and S-CPICH was constant and strong enough to
ensure reliable channel estimation.

FB/Sector Relative Gain
1 1.0
2 1.2
4 2.0

TABLE V

REFERENCE CAPACITY GAIN. 1PB SCOALLOCATION .

1) Scrambling code allocation:The impact of the SCO
strategy on the system performance is shown in Table VI.
The power based code allocation offered roughly 25% system
throughput gain compared to the 1PB strategy when two FB
are used per sector. The gain decreased slightly for the case
when four FB are used per sector. This is not surprising since
in a WCDMA radio network equipped with two FB, one
SCO is sufficient in most cases. Thus allocating one SCO
per beam in that case will increase the intra-cell interference
hence decreasing the system capacity. In fact the PB strategy
will not use another SCO unless it is required.

FB/Sector SCO algorithm Relative Gain

2 1PB 1.0
PB 1.24

4 1PB 1.0
PB 1.12

TABLE VI

POWER BASED VERSUS ONE PER BEAM INTU CHANNEL, P-CPICH &

S-CPICH TUNE OFF.

2) Primary and Secondary CPICH Tunings:From analyz-
ing Fig. 11, it can be seen that for 2FB, 95% of the users have
a CIR around -16.5 dB. Hence less power can be allocated to
the P-CPICH without sacrificing the cell coverage. Whereas
for 4FB the CIR of the P-CPICH is -17.5 dB which is close
to the target. The proposed power tuning algorithm for the
P-CPICH and S-CPICH is compared in Fig. 11(a) and 11(b)
to the case where the power of the P-CPICH and the combined
S-CPICH power were each fixed to 33dBm. It is clear that
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tuning the P-CPICH power ensured that 95% of the users
met their P-CPICH and S-CPICH qualities regardless of the
number of beams and traffic in the sector. Another interesting
observation is that the CIR distribution has been shifted bya
couple of dB to the left for high CIR since there is no need for
such high signal to noise ratio for those users, hence reducing
the interference toward other sectors.

The impact of the P-CPICH and S-CPICH tuning on the
system capacity is shown in Table VII. Adapting the P-CPICH
and S-CPICH powers, yields a 22% and 14% relative system
capacity gain for the 2FB and 4FB cases, respectively.

FB/Sector Tune Relative Gain

2 Off 1.0
On 1.22

4 Off 1.0
On 1.14

TABLE VII

P-CPICH & S-CPICH TUNE OFF VS TUNE ON, POWER BASED IN TU.

3) Impact of Angular Spread:The impact of AS is sum-
marized in Table VIII. The AS induces 6% and 9% relative
system throughput loss compared to the AS0 case for 2FB and
4FB per sectors, respectively.

FB/Sector Channel Relative Gain

2 AS0 1.0
TU 0.94

4 AS0 1.0
TU 0.91

TABLE VIII

RELATIVE SYSTEM GAIN IN AS0 AND TU, POWER BASED, P-CPICH &

S-CPICH TUNE ON.

Assuming PB SCO allocation and an adequate tuning of the
common channel, the relative system throughput gain of 2FB
and 4FB is about 1.6 and 2.2 times compared to a SA as it
shown in Table IX. In an ideal channel without AS the gains
are slightly higher and closer to the ones in [6].

Channel FB/Sector Relative Gain
1 1.0

AS0 2 1.67
4 2.38
1 1.0

TU 2 1.57
4 2.21

TABLE IX

SYSTEM GAIN RELATIVE TO A SINGLE ANTENNA FOR AS0 AND TU.

C. FB with P-CPICH as a Phase Reference

In this section the performance of various antenna configu-
rations is presented. Then the impact of tuning the power of
the common channels is shown. Finally the impact of the AS
and the antenna configurations are investigated.

The system capacity for TU channels is shown in Table X
where the capacity gain of 2FB and 4FB relative to the 1FB
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Fig. 11. CDF of the CIR of the common channel with and without power
tuning.

in a 3-sector configuration is summarized. While the 2FB case
offered 63% capacity gain, the 4FB case offered only 130%
gain capacity.

FB/Sector Relative Gain
1 1.0
2 1.63
4 2.31

TABLE X

REFERENCE CAPACITY GAIN FOR A3-SECTOR SITE CONFIGURATION.

1) Primary CPICH Tuning: The proposed power tuning
algorithm for the P-CPICH is shown in Fig. 12. It is clear
that tuning the P-CPICH power ensured that 95% of the users
met their P-CPICH quality regardless of the number of beams
and traffic in the sector. The impact of the P-CPICH tuning
on the system capacity is shown in Table XI. Adapting the
P-CPICH yields substantial system capacity gain.
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FB/Sector Tune Relative Gain

2 Off 1.0
On 1.13

4 Off 1.0
On 1.05

TABLE XI

P-CPICH TUNE OFF VS TUNE ON, POWER BASED IN TU.
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2) Impact of Angular Spread:The results of the impact
of AS are summarized in Table XII. The AS induces 7% and
16% relative system throughput loss compared to the AS0 case
for 2FB and 4FB per sector, respectively. Assuming PB SCO
allocation and an adequate tuning of the common channel, the
relative system throughput gain of 2FB and 4FB is about 1.6
and 2.1 times compared to 1FB as it shown in Table XIII.

FB/Sector Channel Relative Gain

2 AS0 1.0
TU 0.93

4 AS0 1.0
TU 0.84

TABLE XII

RELATIVE SYSTEM GAIN IN AS0 AND TU, POWER BASED, P-CPICH

TUNE ON.

Channel FB/sector Relative Gain
1 1.0

TU 2 1.58
4 2.11

TABLE XIII

SYSTEM GAIN RELATIVE TO A SINGLE ANTENNA FOR TU.

3) Impact of the Antenna Site Configuration:The relative
gain of 3-sector sites equipped with 4FB is rather low. As
it was mentioned earlier, as the number of beams increases
then the mismatch between the channel IR from the broad

and narrow beams differs substantially due to AS. In order to
mitigate some of the losses in the 4FB case, it is suggested to
increase the number of sectors per site and reduce the number
of beams per sector while keeping the product of the two
constant (i.e. identical hardware complexity). For instance, an
alternative to a 3-sector site equipped with 4FB each is to have
a 6-sector site equipped with 2FB each. In Table XIV the two
site configurations are compared. The 6-sector site with 2FB
case yields 12% and 13% capacity gain for the TU and AS0
radio channel, respectively.

Channel Sectors FB/sector Relative Gain
AS0 3 4 1.0

6 2 1.13
TU 3 4 1.0

6 2 1.12

TABLE XIV

SYSTEM GAIN RELATIVE TO A SINGLE ANTENNA FOR AS0 AND TU. TUNE

ON POWER BASED

D. Summary

The relative system throughput gain compared to 3-sector
sites equipped with single antenna, for HOS, FB with
P-CPICH and S-CPICH respectively are summarized in Ta-
ble XV. The second column and third column of the table
indicates the number of FB used per sector and the name of
the common channel used as a phase reference (P=P-CPICH,
S=S-CPICH), respectively. The 12-sector sites yielded thebest
system downlink capacity roughly 20% more than to a 3-sector
site equipped with 4FB each. The 6-sector sites equipped with
2FB each reduced the gap to 10%. In fact a large number of
antenna configuration parameters can be optimized in order
to increase further the downlink system capacity. For instance
the antenna pattern e.g. side-lobes level, beam-width, antenna
tilting and antenna spacing have been shown to impact the
signal quality [45], [18]. Moreover the number of the beams
can be also optimized for a FB concept [10], [46], [47] in
order to further increase the capacity gain for a FB system.
It is also worth mentioning that the antenna orientation for
HOS had minor impact on the system capacity, [48] came to
a similar conclusion.

Sectors FB/sector Phase Ref. Relative Gain
3 1 P 1
6 1 P 1.52
3 2 S 1.57
3 2 P 1.58
3 4 P 2.11
3 4 S 2.21
6 2 P 2.36
12 1 P 2.61

TABLE XV

RELATIVE SYSTEM GAIN TO A SINGLE ANTENNA IN TU. TUNE ON.

1) Handover ratio:The expected number of soft and softer
links per user for all the studied concepts in a TU channel for
a static power setting of the common channels are shown in
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Table XVI. All configuration required 33% handover overhead
per user except for 12-sector sites which is around 44%. This
implies that on the average one and a third links are utilized
per user for most cases. The expected number of soft/softer
links is also shown in Table XVII when the power of common
channels are adaptively tuned to the radio conditions. An
increase of approximately 20% is observed for all cases. This
is not surprising since the quality of the pilot channels is
adjusted thus increasing the probability that more BSs will
be included in the active set of the mobiles. This implies
that on the average up to one and a half links are utilized
per user. It is interesting to mention that the overhead is
almost traffic independent. In fact the overhead is tightly
connected to the log-normal fading and the antenna beam-
width (which impacts the overlapping region between the
sectors, see Fig. 6 for the 12-sector site case). Although the
capacity in terms of cell throughput has increased when the
common pilots are tuned, the number of active users decreases
due to handover overhead. The handover overhead can be
reduced by optimizing the handover parameters (thresholds
and timers). In [49], it was shown that the capacity (defined
in terms of the number of active users for the same service)
saturates when the handover threshold is within the range of
[0, 1.7]dB. From both tables it can be deduced that increasing
the number of sectors per site to 12 will lead to 20% soft/softer
handover increase compared to 3-sector sites equipped with
4FB.

Sectors FB/sector Phase Ref. Soft Softer
3 1 P 0.301 0.041
6 1 P 0.299 0.045
3 2 S 0.293 0.034
3 2 P 0.302 0.034
3 4 P 0.308 0.036
3 4 S 0.318 0.025
6 2 P 0.305 0.054
12 1 P 0.315 0.117

TABLE XVI

EXPECTED NUMBER OF SOFT AND SOFTER HANDOVERS PER USER INTU.

TUNE OFF

Sectors FB/sector Phase Ref. Soft Softer
3 1 P 0.381 0.041
6 1 P 0.371 0.055
3 2 S 0.345 0.047
3 2 P 0.368 0.044
3 4 P 0.368 0.046
3 4 S 0.355 0.046
6 2 P 0.371 0.066
12 1 P 0.390 0.144

TABLE XVII

EXPECTED NUMBER OF SOFT AND SOFTER HANDOVERS PER USER INTU.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

The introduction of smart antennas in radio network
WCDMA system leads to a substantial system capacity and
coverage gain. This can be done by using directional an-
tennas to increase the number of sectors in a site or by

covering each of the sectors by more than one beam. Three
different implementations were evaluated and analyzed in a
dynamic system simulation with an accurate intra- and inter-
cell interference modeling: Higher order sectorization, Fixed
Beams (FB) with S-CPICH as a phase reference and finally
FB as P-CPICH as a phase reference. A realistic propagation
modeling with focus on typical urban channel was integrated
in the modeling in order to simulate the WCDMA wireless
communication system. Furthermore, this paper analyzes the
impact of angular spread, the interaction and impact of RRM
as power tuning of the common channel, Scrambling Code
(SCO) allocation technique, various antenna configuration, and
the percentage of users in soft and softer handover. Moreover,
a SINR derivation of the signal received at the UE was given.
Finally the following observations were made:

• The 12-sector sites yielded the best system downlink
capacity, 2.6 times compared to 3-sector sites equipped
with a single antenna, roughly 20% more compared to
3-sector sites equipped with 4FB each. The 6-sector sites
equipped with 2FB each reduced the gap to 10%.

• The relative gain of 6- and 12-sector sites compared
to 3-sector sites all equipped with a single antenna is
approximately 1.5 and 2.6 respectively.

• Besides ensuring a good quality for 95% of the users, the
tuning of the P-CPICH and S-CPICH powers, offered
14% and 7% system throughput gain for 3-sector sites
equipped with 2FB and 4FB respectively when P-CPICH
is used as a phase reference. Higher gains were obtained
when S-CPICH is used as phase reference.

• The power based SCO allocation method offered up to
25% system throughput gain compared to allocating each
beam with its one SCO.

• The ratio of users in soft and softer handover per cell
is independent of the number of beams used in a sector,
which implies that the handover signalling over the Iub

interface remain unchanged. But increasing the number
of sectors per site to 12 led to 20% soft/softer handover
increase compared to 3-sector sites equipped with 4FB.

• The system degradation due to spatial dispersion of the
channel is minor in terms of system capacity for most
antenna configuration but noticeable, around 10% for
12-sector sites or for 3-sector sites equipped with 4FB
each.

ACRONYMS

In order to facilitate the readability, the most commonly
used acronym in this paper are shown in Table XVIII.
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1PB One Per Beam
AE Antenna Element
AS Angular Spread
AS0 Angular Spread equal to zero
BS Base Station

CCH Common CHannel
CIR Carrier to Interference Ratio
DCH Dedicated CHannel
DL DownLink
FB Fixed-Beam

HOS Higher Order Sectorization
IR Impulse Response

MRC Maximum Ratio Combining
QoS Quality of Service
PC Power Control

P-CPICH Primary Common PIlot Channel
RRM Radio Resource Management
SB Steered Beam

S-CPICH Secondary Common PIlot Channel
SCO Scrambling COde
TU Typical Urban
UE User Equipment
UL UpLink

ULA Uniform Linear Array

TABLE XVIII

L IST OF MOST USED ACRONYMS.
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Abstract— In this paper, Simulated Annealing is used for
designing a fixed multi-beam antenna array (AA) in a multi-user
radio WCDMA system. The method can be used dynamically in a
real system and/or in a radio planning tool. The proposed method
is applied on a linear array by designing the Antenna Element
(AE) pattern, the number of fixed beams, the AE spacing, and the
AA transmit weights. The proposed method leads to a substantial
BS power reduction which can be used to increase the system
capacity or data throughput in a WCDMA system.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Conventional wireless systems make use of omni-directional
or sectorized antenna systems. The major drawback of such
antenna systems is that electro-magnetic energy, intendedfor
a particular user located in a certain direction, is radiated
unnecessarily in every direction within the entire cell (i.e.
sector). One way to limit this source of interference and
direct the energy to the desired user, is to introduce smart
antennas. Smart antennas can be divided into two major groups
depending on the level of intelligence: fixed multi-beam (also
called switched beam) systems and steered beam (also called
adaptive array) systems. Fixed multi-beam systems consistof
a finite number of fixed beams with predefined beam patterns
and fix pointing directions. In the uplink (UL) the antenna
elements are used to collect all incoming energy resulting
in increased antenna gain, while in the downlink (DL) the
beam with the largest UL received power will be used for
transmission to the mobile of interest. The second type of
antenna system is the more advanced steered beam solution.
That is, the shape of the beams may or may not be fixed
but the pointing directions are steered towards the mobile
of interest both in UL and DL directions within the cell.
Besides requiring stringent uplink and downlink calibration
(coherency requirement), the steered beam solution shows only
a marginal system gain [1] relative to a fixed multi-beam
system in WCDMA.

The two major impairments that limit the full potential
offered by a fixed-beam Antenna Array (AA) system are (see
Fig. 1) : 1) Straddling loss: which represents the loss of the
antenna gain of the fixed multi-beam system compared to the
steered beam system for users who are not located in the
beam direction, 2) Side-lobes: which naturally arise in antenna
arrays that must be suppressed as much as possible since they
generate interference to users not located in the main beam.

In this paper, AA parameters are optimally designed to
minimize the total BS power required to guarantee an ac-
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Fig. 1. Straddling loss and side lobes of a three fixed-beam antenna array.

ceptable Quality of Service (QoS) to all users within a cell
of a WCDMA system. The AA parameters that are optimized
are: Antenna Element (AE) pattern (azimuth 3dB beam-width),
number of fixed beams, AE spacing, and AA transmit weights.
Simulated Annealing (SA) is the method used to perform the
optimization. The method can be used dynamically (e.g on-
line) in a real network system and/or (off line) in a classical
radio planning tool.

It in interesting to note that the proposed beam-shape
optimization method can be used to optimize the uplink
system capacity, where for instance the AA parameters can
be designed in order to minimize the noise rise.

II. SIMULATED ANNEALING

SA [2], [3] is a widely known simulation optimization
technique. Its strength remains in the fact that it renders
possible to compute the global maxima of a multi-variable
nonlinear function and avoid being trapped in local maxima,
whereas other optimization methods tend to get trapped in
local maxima. SA methods are based on an analogy with
thermodynamics and the way that liquids freeze and crys-
tallize. In short, SA consists of finding a good solution to
an optimization problem by trying random variations of the
current solution. In SA the constraints are expressed through
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the minimization of a loss function or cost function. Starting
from an initial configuration (which corresponds to a value of
the cost function), a sequence of iterations is generated. Each
iteration consists of 1) random selection of a configuration
from the neighborhood of the current configuration and, 2) the
calculation of the corresponding change in cost function. The
neighborhood is defined as a transition from one configuration
into another by provoking a small perturbation. The transition
is unconditionally accepted if the cost is lowered (corresponds
to a negative cost function). On the other hand, a higher
cost is accepted as the new solution with a probability which
decreases as the computation proceeds. Toward the end of the
iteration, the probability of accepting a worse solution (higher
cost function), is nearly zero, and thus the solution converges
to a global maximum or at least proceeds away from local
maxima depending on the formulation of the cost function.

The application of SA to optimize linear sparse arrays was
first suggested by [4], [5] for acoustic imaging applications.
The optimizations in [4], [5] were limited to a single beam and
thus they are inappropriate for optimizingfixed multi-beam
systems in amulti-user dynamicsystem.

III. SYSTEM SETUP AND ALGORITHM

Let N denote the number of elements of the AA,θ3dB is
the 3dB azimuth beam-width of each AE,d is a1×N vector
representing the coordinates of the AEs,b is the number of
beams, and finallyW is the N × b BeamForming Network
(BFN) matrix (e.g. thekth column of W has unit norm
and represents the weights of thekth beam). The simulation
consisted of a large number of snapshots where for each
snapshot, a number of users are generated randomly in a cell.
Taking into account the fast fading, the log-normal fading and
assuming the COST 231-Walfisch-Ikegami path loss model,
the BS power is computed per snapshot. Some of the relevant
system deployment parameters are summarized in Table I.

The aim of the proposed method is to optimize a fixed multi-
beam system such that the BS transmit power is minimized
given that all served users are guaranteed an acceptable QoS.
Hence the SA algorithm aims simply at minimizing the
total consumed power by exciting some of the linear array
parameters: AE pattern (azimuth 3dB beam-width), number
of fixed beams, AE spacing and AA transmit weights.

Parameter Value
Cell radius [m] 1000
Path Loss COST 231-Walfisch-Ikegami
Max BS output power [W] 20
Average Orthogonality factor 0.64
Spreading Factor 128
base station height 50
STD of the Log Normal fading 8
Noise power 7dB

TABLE I

SYSTEM AND SIMULATIONS PARAMETERS.

A. The Algorithm

A flowchart of the SA optimization algorithm is shown is
Fig 2. Before describing the SA algorithm, let us define the
following:

• λ is the wave length.
• Pi(b, θ, d, W ) is the total BS power of theith snap-

shot corresponding the linear array parameterized by
(b, θ, d, W ).

• IN×N is theN × N identity matrix.
• fft(X) is the discrete Fourier transform of a matrixX .
• randn() sample of a normally distributed random vari-

able with mean 0 and variance 1.
• crandn() sample of a complex circulant symmetric

normally distributed random variable (i.e.crandn() =
(randn() + i ∗ randn())/

√
(2)).

• rand() sample of a uniformly distributed random vari-
able between 0 and 1.

• randint(1, N) generates a random integer between 1
andN .

• Pb, Pd, Pθ and PW are respectively the probability of
updating the number of beams, AE spacing, AE 3dB
beam-width, and BFN matrix.

• αd, αθ and αW denotes the standard deviation of the
perturbation for the AE spacing, the AE beam-width, and
the transmit weight, respectively.

• τk is the cooling schedule of the SA (limk→∞ τk = 0).

First, the antenna parameters are initialized. Then for each
iteration k, a random number is generated by the random
generatorrand(). This number is compared toPd. If it is
greater thanPd then the array spacing is kept as it is, otherwise
the AE spacing is slightly modified. Once all AE spacing have
been perturbed, then the AE beam-width, the AA transmit
weight and the number of beams are perturbed in the same
manner. Once these parameters are perturbed, the total BS
power, Pi(̃b, θ̃, d̃, W̃ ), of the ith snapshot corresponding the
newly perturbed array parameters(̃b, θ̃, d̃, W̃ ), is computed.
Then the power difference∆Pi between the newly computed
BS power and one from the previous SA iteration is computed
for all snapshots. The cost function∆P , is defined as the
95th percentile of the power difference for all snapshots (i.e
Pr{∆Pi ≥ ∆P} = 0.95). Once the decision to update the
array parameters is done, then the iteration indexk is increased
by one. This process will be repeated untilk reaches the value
K (i.e. the desired number of simulated annealing iterations).

IV. RESULTS

Several aspects of the proposed schemes have been eval-
uated and tested via simulations. The solution is illustrated
by two examples. In the first example, the improvement and
robustness of the proposed method is shown in case of weight
optimization, only i.ePb = 0, Pd = 0 andPθ = 0. Whereas
the second example demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed method by jointly optimizing the number of beams
and the beam shape, i.e.Pd = 0 andPθ = 0.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm Description for designing a Fixed-Beam Antenna Array.

A. Antenna Weight Optimization

In this example, the downlink power consumption was
reduced by exciting the transmit antenna weights when the
traffic load was high. A conventional three column AA was
assumed. The conventional fixed multi-beam antenna patternis
depicted in dashed line in Figure 3. By applying the proposed
method, the DL power was reduced by up to 50% compared to
a Butler BFN Matrix (BFNM). The optimized beam weights
are shown in bold in Figure 3. It can be observed that the
interference from other beams is minimized at the cross over
regions, in contrast to the conventional solution where thenulls
are located near the maximum of the beam lobes, the nulls
in the optimized case are closely located at the cross over
regions. Note that the side lobe levels were also suppressed
by approximately 4 to 5dB, and finally the straddling loss was
slightly reduced.

B. Number of Beams & Antenna Weight Optimization

In order to overcome the straddling loss problem it may
be necessary to increase the number of beams while keeping
the number of antenna columns fixed. On the other hand, in-
troducing additional beams will require extra power resources
for the complementary common pilot signals, since each fixed
beam is associated with a unique pilot signal used for pilot
assisted channel estimation at the mobile. Therefore thereis
a trade-off between increasing the number of beams and the
total power allocated to the common pilots and data signals.
In Figure 4, a four multi-beam antenna system generated by
an AA of four columns served as a starting point to optimize
the BS consumed power. In a fashion similar to the previous
example, the number of beams and the antenna weight were
exited until the simulated annealing converged to the global
maximum or at least avoided to be locked in a local maximum.
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Fig. 3. Weight optimization of a three fixed beams antenna system (optimized
beams are in bold lines whereas original ones in dotted lines).

The optimized solution provided a DL power gain of nearly
50% compared to a Butler BFNM shown in Figure 4(a). As
it turns out, the optimal number of beams is six. Furthermore,
the nulls are located closer to the cross over regions whereas
in conventional Butler BFNM the peaks of the side lobes are
located at the cross over regions (see Figure 4(b)). Finally,
note that the straddling loss was almost eliminated.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Simulated Annealing is used for designing a fixed multi-
beam antenna linear array in a multi-user dynamic WCDMA
simulator. The objective is to minimize the total BS power
required to guarantee an acceptable quality of service to all
users within a cell. The advantages of the proposed method
may be summarized as follows:

• Straddling Loss Mitigation: by optimizing the number of
fixed beams and their patterns.

• Interference Management: since side-lobes are sup-
pressed and the nulls are steered towards the cross over
regions.

• Resource Optimization: the BS power was reduced sub-
stantially which translates to system capacity increase or
higher system throughput or lower hardware cost.

System simulations showed that the proposed method yields
up to 50% reduction in the transmitted BS power compared
to a conventional Butler beamforming network matrix.
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Abstract— In this paper, single carrier frequency domain
equalization with space time transmit diversity was imple-
mented and evaluated in real-time using a DSP-based wireless
MIMO test-bed. The implemented schemes supported a large
set of modulations, from BPSK up to QAM64. Zero padding
is introduced to mitigate inter-block interference. Robust time
and frequency synchronization together with channel estimation
based on Kalman filtering is used to address the adverse inter-
symbol interference and the severe carrier frequency offset due
to hardware impairments.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Frequency Domain Equalization (FDE) of Single Carrier
(SC) systems appeared in the 1970’s. But it is only in the
mid-nineties, and with the surging interest in OFDM, that
the concept started to gain momentum [1]. Sari correctly
pointed out that when SC-FDE is used with cyclic prefix, not
only does SC-FDE outperform OFDM systems in the absence
of channel coding but also loosens the requirement on the
power amplifiers due to the low peak to average ratios of the
transmitted signals. Later both transmission techniques were
seen as complementary to each other since OFDM and SC-
FDE can coexist in a dual-mode multiple access system [2]
allowing some parts of the signal processing to shift from the
mobile to the Base Station (BS) .

In a wireless environment the performance of SC-FDE
can be further improved by exploiting the diversity offered
by employing multiple transmit and receive antennas. Space
Time Transmit Diversity (STTD) [3] is investigated here. Very
few studies have evaluated STTD for a SC-FDE system. For
instance, [4] and [5] evaluated SC-FDE by STTD encoding
blocks of data by means of computer simulations using ideal
assumptions, for example the impact of Carrier Frequency
Offset (CFO) was not studied. In this paper, the authors
evaluated SC-FDE using symbol based STTD encoding in a
real-time DSP test-bed. It is worth mentioning that recently
there has been a flourishing work on the evaluation of multi-
carrier MIMO (i.e. MIMO-OFDM) system through test-beds,
in a real-[6], [7] or non-real- time [8] systems, which are either
software-defined, DSP-based or ASIC-based test-beds [9].

II. T HE MUMS PLATFORM & DATA STRUCTURE

A. MUMS

TheMulti-UserM IMO TestSystem (MUMS), is a test-bed
which has been developed at the Signal Processing group (S3)
at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm. The

MUMS consists of up to four radio nodes: two transmitters
and two receivers. All nodes have two antennas, one TI C6701
DSP processor on a EVM board, and a host PC. The test-bed
enables implementing, testing and demonstration of MIMO
systems including multi-user and multi-cell aspects. For more
information about MUMS, see [10] and [11].

The most relevant air interface parameters are summarized
in Table I.

Sample rate 48000Hz
Symbol rate 11200Hz
Pulse shape Root-raised cosine roll-off 0.5
Receiver filter Pulse shape
Slot and buffer length 32 symbols or 2.9ms
Run time 84 frames
Feedback channel data rate32bits / slot.
Carrier frequency 1766.600MHz
Receiver noise figure 4dB
Maximum output power 0.2mW per antenna

TABLE I

A IR INTERFACE PARAMETERS

B. Data Structure

To enable block-by-block transmissions, we consider re-
moving inter-block interference (IBI), by inserting Guard
Intervals (GI). GIs can be implemented using: 1) Cyclic Prefix,
or 2) Zero Padding, which is a special case of inserting a
Unique Word (UW) (i.e. a known pilot sequence at the end of
each block). Here, we consider the zero padding case.
Frame Structure:The radio frame which is 244ms long is split
into 84 slots.N = 32 symbols are transmitted on each slot.
Pilot signals are sent on the first 5 slots. These slots form
the Synchronization and Channel Estimation Slots1: where
each transmit (TX) antenna transmits a unique pilot signal,
which is not STTD encoded enabling the mobile to estimate
the channels from each TX antenna. Fig. 1 shows the first 5
slots of the radio frame.p1 and p2 denote two known pilot
sequences. The receiver (RX) computes the start of the frame
during slot number 0. Carrier frequency offset estimation is
done during slots 0 and 1. Slots 1 to 4 are used for channel
estimation. The subsequent frames form theData Payload
Slots:where data and UWs are time multiplexed (See Fig. 2).
The UW is inserted at the end of each slot. Ideally, the length
of the UW should be greater than the channel order.

1The pilot signals are periodically transmitted to update the time-varying
channel parameters.
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Modulation: QAM modulation with Gray coding, is used.
BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, 32QAM and 64QAM are supported.
Channel Estimation:The receiver uses a fractionally spaced
Kalman filter for channel estimation. Note that due to four
times over-sampling, the channel as seen from each receive
antenna will consist of four parallel multi-channels.
Equalization:By inserting the same UW at the end of each
data slot, the channel matrix becomes circulant. Hence each
channel can be diagonalized by the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) [12]. Consequently the complexity of the equalization
in the frequency domain compared to temporal domain reduces
drastically.
Notation: (·)∗, (·)T , and(·)H represent, complex conjugation,
transpose, and the complex transpose operator, respectively.
Scalar variables are written as plain letters. Vectors are rep-
resented as bold-faced and lower-case letters, and matrices
as bold-faced and upper-case letters. LetIM , and 0M,N

respectively denote the identity matrix of sizeM × M , and
a M × N matrix of zeros. For convenience, we denote the
DFT of a vectorx as x̃ (i.e x̃ = Fx). Let D(x) denote a
N × N diagonal matrix withx in its main diagonal, (i.e. the
(i, i)th element ofD(x) is equal to theith element of vector
x). Finally, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker tensor product and⊙
the element wise product of two matrices.

III. STTD FOR SC-FDE

Space Time Transmit Diversity (STTD) [3] is considered.
Let t and r denote the transmit antenna and receive multi-
channel index, respectively. Note thatt ∈ {1, 2} and r ∈
{1, . . . , R}, whereR = 2 × 4 is the product of the number
of RX antennas (= 2) and the over-sampling factor (= 4).
Let s1[k] and s2[k] denote the transmitted symbol sequence
during thekth slot on antenna 1 and 2, respectively.s1[k] and
s2[k] are column vectors of lengthN . The received signal on
the kth slot for therth multi-channel is given by

yr[k] = D(o[k])Hr,1s1[k]+D(o[k])Hr,2s2[k]+nr[k] (1)

where o[k] = [ej2πf0(kN)/N , ej2πf0(kN+1)/N , · · · ,
ej2πf0(kN+N−1)/N ]T , andf0 denotes the normalized CFO and
is given by

f0 =
δf

B
N (2)

where δf is the carrier-frequency offset,B is the signal
bandwidth.nr[k], in Eq. (1), is the noise sequence observed
from therth multi-channel. Finally,Hr,t is aN ×N channel
transfer matrix from TX antennat to the rth multi-channel.
Note thatHr,t is a column-wise right circulant matrix with
first column the channel impulse responsehr,t from t to r.
Thus,Hr,t can be diagonalized with the DFT matrix [12], as
follows

Hr,t =
√

NF HD(h̃r,t)F (3)

where F = [f0, . . . ,fN−1] is the unitary discrete Fourier
transform (DFT)N ×N matrix, andfk is defined as follows:

fn =
1√
N

[1, e−j2πn/N , e−j2π2n/N , . . . , , e−j2π(N−1)n/N ]T

(4)
Taking the DFT of the received signalyr[k], then Eq. (1)

becomes:

ỹr[k] =
√

NFD(o[k])F HCrs̃[k] + ñr[k] (5)

where
Cr =

[
D(h̃r,1) D(h̃r,2)

]
(6)

s̃[k] =

[
s̃1[k]
s̃2[k]

]
(7)

Note that the product
√

NFD(o[k])F H is not a diagonal
matrix and is the reason for the Inter-Carrier Interference(ICI).
If the CFO is nil (i.e.δf = 0), then D(o[k]) becomes the
identity matrix and Eq. (5) reduces to

ỹr[k] = Crs̃[k] + ñr[k] (8)

The signal processing consists of theSynchronization Phase
and theData Extraction Phasewhich are described below.

A. Synchronization

The synchronization phase comprises of three steps: 1) time
synchronization, 2) frequency offset estimation, and 3) channel
estimation.

1) Time Synchronization:The start of the frame has to be
detected correctly. If the start of the FFT block is incorrect,
then the channel estimation will be erroneous resulting in low
SNR. The SNR of the SC-FDE system can be improved if
the start of the FFT block is a few samples to the left in
the guard interval as suggested in [13]. Thus, a coarse timing
synchronization is sufficient. Here, the timing is obtainedby
looking at the peak of the cross-correlation of the received
datayr[0], and the known pilot2 sequencep1. Fig. 3 shows
the the auto-correlation function ofp1.

2p1 andp2 are designed to be as flat as possible in the frequency domain.
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2) Carrier Frequency Offset Estimation:Doppler shift due
to transmitter receiver motion and/or a mismatch between
the transmitter and receiver frequency generators can leadto
severe ICI, resulting in a time-varying amplitude and phase
variation of the signal constellation. When higher modulation
is used, even a small frequency mismatch will cause a high
probability of symbol error. For carrier frequency offset esti-
mation, Moose [14] proposed to repeat the OFDM symbols
twice. The CFO in [14] is derived from time-domain data
(i.e. yr[k]), whereas [15] used the frequency domain data
(i.e. ỹr[k]). Extending the results in [15] to deal with the
multiple TX antennas, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate
of the CFO is given by

f̂0 =
1

2π
arg

(
ỹ

H
r [0]ỹr[1]

)
(9)

3) Channel Estimation:SinceHr,t is circulant, the roles
of Hr,t and st[k] can be interchanged, i.e.Hr,tst[k] =
St[k]hr,t, whereSt[k] is a column-wise circulant matrix with
first columnst[k]. Assuming that the CFO has been removed,
then the received signal after FFT is given by

ỹr[k] = FS1[k]hr,1 + FS2[k]hr,2 + ñr[k]

= S[k]h̃r + ñr[k] (10)

where

S[k] =
[

D(s̃1[k]) D(s̃2[k])
]

(11)

h̃r =

[
h̃r,1

h̃r,2

]
(12)

Although the symbol rate of the air-interface is only 11025
symbols per second, the system is significantly affected by
Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI). In Fig. 4, the measured mag-
nitude of the channel IRs from TX1 to RX1 on the first
and on the 80th slot are shown. It is clear that the channels
change very little during the transmission over the frame.
Considering an over-sampling of 4, it can be deduced that
the channel IR spans over 6 symbols. In order to estimate
the channels̃hr, we use a linear Minimum Mean Square
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Fig. 4. Channel impulse response from TX1 to RX1.

Error (MMSE) estimator, implemented via the Kalman Filter.

Let ̂̃
hr[k] denote the estimate of the channelh̃r[k] computed

using the data sequenceỹr[1], . . . , ỹr[k]. Assuming the initial

channel estimatễhr[0] is a vector of zeros, then the channel
estimates are recursively computed as follow:

̂̃
hr[k] =

̂̃
hr[k − 1] + K[k]

(
ỹr[k] − S[k]

̂̃
hr[k − 1]

)
(13)

where K[k] denotes the Kalman gain on thekth iteration.
Note that the Kalman gains do not depend onr (i.e. K[k]
is the same for all multi-channels) and most importantly, the
Kalman gains are computed off-line (i.e. do not depend on
the realization of the measurements).K[k] is a function of
the pilot sequence and the signal to noise ratio.

B. Data Extraction & Equalization

Since equalization and symbol detection operate on a block-
by-block basis, we will henceforth omit the block indexk. The
M symbols on TX1 is padded withN − M zeros, that is

s1 = Gd =

[
IM

0(N−M)×M

]
d (14)

whereG is a N × M matrix andd demotes the modulated
data.

1) Space Time Transmit Diversity:The signals2 on the
second antenna is generated froms1 via the nonlinear STTD
encoder, i.e.

s2 = T(s1) = As∗

1 (15)

where

A = IM/2 ⊗
[

0 −1
1 0

]
(16)

s1 can be derived froms2 using the following STTD
decoder

s1 = T−1(s2) =
(
A−1s2

)∗
(17)
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2) Equalization: For each multi-channelr, an estimatễsr

of the TX signals̃, is derived as follows.

̂̃sr = (αCH
r Cr + βσ2I2N )−1CH

r ỹr (18)

For various choices ofα and β, we obtain one of the fol-
lowing classical equalization techniques (e.g. Matched Filter
(MF), Zero Forcing (ZF) and Minimum Mean Square Error
(MMSE)):

MF (α = 0, β = 1) : ̂̃sr = CH
r ỹr

ZF (α = 1, β = 0) : ̂̃sr = (CH
r Cr)

−1CH
r ỹr

MMSE (α = 1, β = 1) : ̂̃sr = (CH
r Cr + σ2I2N )−1CH

r ỹr
(19)

Expanding Eq. (18) gives

̂̃sr =


 ∆−1A−1

11

(
A22D

H(h̃r,1) − A12D
H(h̃r,2)

)

∆−1A−1
11

(
A11D

H(h̃r,2) − A21D
H(h̃r,1)

)

 ỹr

(20)

where
∆ = A22 − A21A

−1
11 A12

A11 = αDH(h̃r,1)D(h̃r,1) + βσ2IN

A12 = αDH(h̃r,1)D(h̃r,2)

A21 = αDH(h̃r,2)D(h̃r,1)

A22 = αDH(h̃r,2)D(h̃r,2) + βσ2IN (21)

SinceA11, A12, A21, A22 and ∆ are diagonal matrices,
Eq. (20) can be simplified to

̂̃sr =

[
̂̃sr,1

̂̃sr,2

]
=

[
fr,1 ⊙ ỹr

fr,2 ⊙ ỹr

]
(22)

Thus, the equalization in the frequency domain is very sim-
ple and computationally efficient since for each multichannel
r, the estimates ofs1 and s2 are derived from the element
wise product of the received data with the filter coefficients
fr,1 andf r,2 of length (N × 1), respectively. The filters are
given by

D(f r,1) = Λ−1DH(h̃r,1) (23)

D(f r,2) = Λ−1DH(h̃r,2) (24)

whereΛ = αCrC
H
r + βσ2IM . Note Λ is a diagonal matrix

and so is the matrix product ofΛ−1 with DH(h̃r,t).
3) Combining: The estimates from the multi-channel are

linearly combined as follows:

̂̃s =

[
̂̃s1

̂̃s2

]
=

R∑

r=1

wr
̂̃sr (25)

The scalar combining weightswr are derived using: i) Se-
lection Combining (SC), or ii) Maximum Ratio Combining
(MRC).

4) Decoding: The symbol sequence estimate ofd is ob-
tained by first taking the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transforms
(IDFT) of ̂̃s1 and̂̃s2, then by applying the STTD decoding to
the data, that is

d̂ = GHF H ̂̃s1 + A−1GHF T ̂̃s
∗

2 (26)

IV. T EST-BED RESULTSAND ANALYSIS

By over-sampling the received signal, one can improve the
performance by maximum ratio combining the estimates after
equalization. This can be seen in Fig. 5 where the detected
symbols are shown. In fact, comparing the constellations of
Fig. 5(b) to Fig. 5(a), one can see that the spread of the
constellation points in the MRC case is substantially less than
the SC case.
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Fig. 5. The signal constellation after demodulation for QAM16 constellation
when CP length is 6.

The performance in terms of the Bit Error Rate (BER)
and the BLock Error Rate3 (BLER) for various CP lengths
is shown in Fig. 6. Similarly to multi-carrier transmission,
the performance of SC transmission using FDE depends on
the length of the cyclic prefix. In fact, in order to eliminate
the ISI and ensure that the channel matrix remains circulant

3A block consists of 100 data bits. A block is in error if one or more bits
in the block are incorrectly decoded.
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(i.e. the linear convolution becomes circular convolution), the
CP length should at least be equal to the channel order. This
can be seen in Fig. 6 where for a fixed SNR the BER and the
BLER flatten out for CP lengths greater than 6 symbols.
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Fig. 6. BER and BLER versus the CP length for QAM16 for MRC and SC.

Finally the BER and BLER as a function of the transmitted
power for the implemented modulation schemes is shown in
Fig. 7. MRC and CP of length 6 symbols were assumed. It
is obvious from the same figure that BPSK is the most robust
modulation scheme and QAM64 has the highest BER and
BLER in comparison to other modulations. For instance to
achieve a BER of10−3, QAM64 requires 7 dB more transmit
power than BPSK. It is interesting to notice that for the same
quality, the spectral efficient has increased from 2[b/s/Hz] to
6[b/s/Hz] by simply increasing the transmitted power by 6 dB
(going from QPSK to QAM64).

V. CONCLUSION

A real-time DSP MIMO test-bed employing space time
transmit diversity with single carrier transmission and fre-
quency domain equalization, was evaluated. Although, the
experiment was performed for a narrow band channel in the
1.8 GHz frequency range, an adverse inter symbol interference
and a severe carrier frequency offset was observed at the re-
ceiver due to transmit and receive filter impairments. A robust
time and carrier frequency frequency offset estimation together
with channel estimation based on Kalman filtering provided
satisfactory BER and BLER performance for modulations up
to QAM64 without any channel coding.
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Abstract— In this paper, single carrier frequency domain
equalization with space time transmit diversity was implemented
and evaluated in real-time using a DSP-based wireless MIMO
test-bed. A new pilot structure for joint Carrier Frequency Offset
(CFO) and channel estimation is proposed and evaluated, to
address the adverse inter-symbol interference and the severe
CFO due to hardware impairments. The channel estimation
method is done in the frequency domain using a non-parametric
interpolation method. The new pilot scheme results in significant
reduction of the required overhead signalling compared to
previous schemes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Frequency Domain Equalization (FDE) of Single Carrier
(SC) systems appeared in the 1970’s. But it is only in the
mid-nineties, and with the surging interest in OFDM, that the
concept started to gain momentum [1]. When SC-FDE is used
with cyclic prefix, not only does SC-FDE outperform OFDM
systems in the absence of channel coding but also loosens the
requirement on the power amplifiers due to the low Peak to
Average Power Ratios (PAPR) of the transmitted signals. Later
both transmission techniques were seen as complementary to
each other since OFDM and SC-FDE can coexist in a dual-
mode multiple access system [2] allowing some parts of the
signal processing to shift from the mobile to the Base Station.

In a wireless environment the performance of SC-FDE can
be further improved by exploiting the diversity offered by
employing multiple transmit and receive antennas. Space Time
Transmit Diversity (STTD) [3] were investigated in [4].

Optimal training sequences that yield MMSE channel esti-
mates for zero-padded (ZP) single carrier block transmission in
a MIMO setup is presented in [5], where channel estimation is
done in the time domain and the impact of Carrier Frequency
Offset (CFO) is ignored. In this paper, a new pilot structurefor
joint CFO and channel estimation is presented and evaluated
in a SC-FDE system using STTD in a real-time DSP test-bed.
Unlike [5], the channel estimation is done in the frequency
domain using a non-parametric interpolation method.

II. T HE MUMS PLATFORM, DATA AND PILOT STRUCTURE

The Multi-User M IMO Test System, is a test-bed that has
been developed at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stock-
holm. It consists of up to four radio nodes: two transmitters
and two receivers. All nodes have two antennas, one TI C6701
DSP processor on a EVM board, and a host PC. The test-bed
[4] enables implementing, testing and demonstration of multi-
user and multi-cell MIMO systems. The carrier frequency
is 1766.600MHz and the symbol rate is 11.2KHz. Although

the symbol rate of the air-interface is low, the system is
significantly affected by Inter-Symbol Interference. In Fig. 1,
the measured magnitude of the channel Impulse Response (IR)
from the first Transmit antenna 1 (TX1) to the first Receive
antenna 1 (RX1) is shown. In fact, the channel IR spans over
6 symbols (over-sampling of 4 was assumed).

A. Data Structure

Block-by-block processing is achieved by inserting guard
intervals using a Unique Word (UW) at the end of each block.
Frame Structure:The radio frame which is 1813ms long is
split into 84 slots.N = 32 symbols are transmitted on each
slot. The first two slots of the radio frame consist of pilots
signals. These slots form theSynchronization and Channel
Estimation Slots:where each TX transmits a unique pilot
signal. Fig. 2(a) shows the first 2 slots of the radio frame. The
receiver computes the start of the frame during slot number 0.
CFO estimation and channel estimation are done periodically
starting from slot 1. The subsequent frames1 form the Data
Payload Slots:where data and UWs are time multiplexed (See
Fig. 2(b)). The UW is inserted at the end of each slot. Ideally,
the length of the UW should be greater than the channel order.
By inserting the same UW at the end of each data slot, the
channel matrix becomes circulant. Hence each channel can
be diagonalized by the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).
Consequently the complexity of the equalization reduces con-
siderably compared to time domain equalization techniques.

B. Pilot Design

The choice of the pilot sequence is crucial to ensure good
channel estimates. For a SISO system Frank-Zadoff [6] and
Chu [7] are well known sequences that were proposed for a
SC-FDE system. These sequences have the following prop-
erties: 1) Constant envelope in the time domain 2) Constant
envelope in the frequency domain 3) Zero autocorrelation for
all non-zeros lags. The first property ensures a PAPR of the
signal equal to one. The second property yields identical Mini-
mum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimates for all frequency
components of the channel. The third property is ideal for
time synchronization. The extension of these sequences to
the MIMO system is not trivial. One possibility is to time
multiplex the pilots sequences from different antennas at the
expense of longer training periods and data rate reduction.
Here, in order to keep the training period as short as possible,

1A pilot signal consisting of one slot is inserted periodically between data
slots for CFO and channel estimation.
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the pilot sequences need to satisfy multiple criteria. These
criteria sometimes result in conflicting goals, hence the pilots
should be judiciously designed such that:

• The samples of the channel IR in the frequency domain
are equally spaced and the number of samples should be
at least equal to the channel orderL.

• Each antenna is associated with a unique pilot which
is orthogonal to other pilots in the frequency domain.
This is done by spreading orthogonal sequences with a
common pilot sequencep0. Each antenna is associated by
a unique orthogonal sequence. For example, in Fig. 2(a)
TX1 and TX2 are associated with codes (1,1) and (-1,1),
respectively.

• The pilots are as flat as possible in the frequency domain
(high mean and small standard deviation). This will en-
sure high signal to noise ratio estimates on the frequency
domain. An illustration is shown in Fig 3 where the
magnitude of the pilot sequence in the frequency domain
is plotted. The mean and the standard deviation (plotted
in straight and dotted lines, respectively) of the pilot
sequence in the frequency domain is also shown.

• The lastL symbols of the spread pilot sequences from all
TX antennas are identical. This is a constraint imposed
by the time synchronization slot that uses the same pilot
sequence on all antennas.

• Jointly estimate the channel and the CFO.

In this paper, two transmit antennas were implemented. In
Fig. 2(a), the transmitted pilotsp1 and p2 from the first
and the second antenna respectively are shown. These pilots
were designed to fulfill the specified criteria using exhaustive
search2.
Notation: (·)∗, (·)T , and(·)H represent, complex conjugation,
transpose, and the complex transpose operator, respectively.
Scalar variables are written as plain letters. Vectors are rep-
resented as bold-faced and lower-case letters, and matrices
as bold-faced and upper-case letters. LetIM , and 0M,N

respectively denote the identity matrix of sizeM × M , and
a M × N matrix of zeros. The DFT of a vectorx is
denoted as̃x (i.e x̃ = FNx), whereFN = [f0, . . . ,fN−1]
is the unitary DFTN × N matrix, andfn is defined as:√

Nfn = [1, e−j2πn/N , e−j2π2n/N , . . . , , e−j2π(N−1)n/N ]T .
D(x) denotes aN × N diagonal matrix withx in its main
diagonal.diag(X) denotes the diagonal of a matrixX . The
ith element of a vectorx is denoted byx(i). Finally,⊗ denotes
the Kronecker tensor product and⊙ the Hadamard product.

III. STTD FOR SC-FDE

Let t andr denote the transmit antenna and receive multi-
channel index, respectively. Note thatt ∈ {1, 2} and r ∈
{1, . . . , R}, whereR = 2 × 4 is the product of the number
of RX antennas (= 2) and the over-sampling factor (= 4).
Let s1[k] and s2[k] denote the transmitted symbol sequence
during thekth slot on antenna 1 and 2, respectively.s1[k]
and s2[k] are column vectors of lengthN . The DFT of the

2QAM modulated pilot sequences are used in order to minimize the search.

received signal,yr[k], on thekth slot for therth multi-channel
is given by [4]:

ỹr[k] =
√

NFND(o[k])FN
HCrs̃[k] + ñr[k] (1)

whereCr = [D(h̃r,1), D(h̃r,2)], s̃[k] = [s̃T
1 [k], s̃T

2 [k]]T , hr,1

andhr,2 are the channel impulse responses of therth multi-
channel from transmit antenna 1 and antenna 2, respectively.
nth element ofo[k] is given byexp (j2πf0(kN +n)/N), and
f0 denotes the normalized CFO and is given by

f0 =
∆f

B
N (2)

where∆f is the CFO,B is the signal bandwidth.nr[k], in
Eq. (1), is the noise sequence observed from therth multi-
channel. When the CFO is accounted for,D(o[k]) becomes
the identity matrix and Eq. (1) reduces to

ỹr[k] = Crs̃[k] + ñr[k] (3)

The signal processing consists of theSynchronization Phase
and theData Extraction Phasewhich are described below.

A. Synchronization

The synchronization phase comprises of three steps: 1)
time synchronization, 2) CFO estimation, and 3) channel
estimation.

1) Time Synchronization:Here, the timing is obtained by
looking at the peak of the cross-correlation of the received
datayr[0], and the known pilot sequenceps.

2) CFO Estimation: Doppler shift due to transmitter re-
ceiver motion and/or a mismatch between the transmitter and
receiver frequency generators can lead to severe inter-carrier-
interference, resulting in a time-varying amplitude and phase
variation of the signal constellation. When higher modulation
is used, even a small frequency mismatch will cause a high
probability of symbol error. By design, the first half of the pilot
sequence on each transmit antenna is identical to the second
half:

yr[k] = [

zT
r0

[k]︷ ︸︸ ︷
yr[k](0), . . . , yr[k](N

2
−1),

zT
r1

[k]︷ ︸︸ ︷
yr[k](N

2
), . . . , yr[k](N−1)]T

Then the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the CFO is
given by [8]:

f̂0 =
1

π
arg

(
z̃

H
r0[k]z̃r1[k]

)
(4)

3) Channel Estimation:Assuming that the CFO has been
removed and that on thekth slot,p1 andp2 were transmitted
on the first and second antenna respectively then the received
signal after DFT is given by3

ỹr = p̃1 ⊙ h̃r,1 + p̃2 ⊙ h̃r,2 + ñr (5)

3Since equalization and symbol detection operate on a block-by-block basis,
we will henceforth omit the block indexk.
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Due to the special structure ofp1 and p2, p̃1 ⊙ h̃r,1 and
p̃2⊙ h̃r,2 yield sample estimates of̃hr,1 andh̃r,2 respectively
and are given by:

gr,i(l) =
̂̃
hr,i(4l + 3(i − 1)) =

ey
r
(4l+3(i−1))ep

i
(4l+3(i−1))

(6)

for i ∈ {1, 2}, and l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N
4 − 1}. Note that zero

forcing equalization is assumed. The down sampled estimates
of the channels in the frequency domain are converted to time
domain, zero padded and transformed back to the frequency
domain. A cyclic shift of the channel estimates for the second
antenna is also required. This is due to the different sampling
offsets used in the design of the pilots on the second antenna.
The steps are summarized below:

̂̃
hr,i = P 2(i−1)FN

[
F H

N

4

gr,i

0 3N
4

,1

]
(7)

whereP lx denotes the cyclic permutation of the vectorx by
l places.

B. Data Extraction & Equalization

The STTD encoding is applied on a block ofM data
symbols then the coded symbols are padded with the UW of
lengthN − M , yielding s1 ands2 the transmitted sequences
on the first and second antenna respectively. For each multi-
channelr, an estimatễsr of the TX signal s̃, is derived as
follows.

̂̃sr = (αCH
r Cr + βσ2I2N )−1CH

r ỹr (8)

Eq. (8) can be simplified to (see [4])

̂̃sr =

[
̂̃sr,1

̂̃sr,2

]
=

[
diag(Λ−1) ⊙ h̃

∗

r,1 ⊙ ỹr

diag(Λ−1) ⊙ h̃
∗

r,2 ⊙ ỹr

]
(9)

whereΛ = αCrC
H
r + βσ2IM , is a diagonal matrix. Thus,

the equalization in the frequency domain is very simple
and computationally efficient since for each multi-channelr,
the estimates ofs1 and s2 are derived from the element
wise product of the received data with the filter coefficients
diag(Λ−1) ⊙ h̃

∗

r,1 and diag(Λ−1) ⊙ h̃
∗

r,2 of length (N × 1),
respectively. The values of the parametersα andβ depend on
the desired equalization technique (e.g.α = 1, β = 1 yields
the MMSE estimates). The estimates from the multi-channel

are linearly combined as follows:̃̂s[k] = [̂̃s
T

1 [k], ̂̃s
T

2 [k]]T =∑R
r=1 wr

̂̃sr,
The scalar combining weightswr are derived using Se-

lection Combining, Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) or
MMSE. The symbol sequence estimate ofd is obtained by
taking the Inverse DFT of̃̂s1 and ̂̃s2, then by applying the
STTD decoding to the data, that is

d̂ = GHF H ̂̃s1 + A−1GHF T ̂̃s
∗

2 (10)

Where G=

2664 IM

0(N−M)×M

3775 and A = IM/2 ⊗
[

0 −1
1 0

]

IV. T EST-BED RESULTSAND ANALYSIS

The performance in terms of data throughput as a function
of the transmitted power for QAM modulations is shown in
Fig. 4. MRC and UW of length 6 symbols was assumed.
The proposed scheme (denoted by Pb) increased the data
throughput by 15% for all modulations due to the 50%
reduction of the overhead signalling required for CFO and
channel estimation compared to the pilot design in [4] (denoted
by Pa in Fig. 4). Note that for the same quality, the spectral
efficiency increased from 2 to 6 [b/s/Hz] by simply increasing
the transmitted power by 6 dB (going from QPSK to QAM64).

V. CONCLUSION

A pilot structure, that takes into account a number of
design criteria, for a single carrier using frequency domain
equalization was presented and evaluated in a DSP-MIMO
test-bed. Although, the experiment was performed for a narrow
band channel in the 1.8 GHz frequency range, an adverse
inter symbol interference and a severe carrier frequency offset
(CFO) was observed at the receiver due to transmit and
receive filter impairments. Joint ML CFO and MMSE channel
estimation were obtained. The pilots were chosen, such that
each antenna was associated with a unique pilot sequence
that is about flat in the frequency domain and orthogonal to
other pilots transmitted on different antennas. The proposed
scheme offered similar performance in terms of BER as the
one proposed in [4], but a higher system throughout was
achieved here due the significant (50%) reduction in the pilot
overhead.
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Chapter 11Cooperative RelayingIn the previous hapters, we studied and evaluated the performane of severalantenna tehniques. We assumed that the antennas were o-loated and ontrolledby the same radio unit. In this hapter we will investigate senarios where theantennas are distributed while having the potential to orporate together. Theooperation will emulate the e�et of a MIMO system.11.1 IntrodutionThe main driving fore in the development of wireless ommuniation networksand systems is providing, amongest other aspets, inreased overage and/or sup-port for higher data rate. At the same time, the ost of building and maintainingthe system is of great importane and is expeted to beome even more so in thefuture, as data rates and/or ommuniation distanes are inreased. The prob-lem of inreased battery onsumption is another area of onern. Until reently,the main topology of wireless ommuniation systems has been fairly unhanged,for the three existing generations of ellular networks. The topology of existingwireless ommuniation systems is haraterized by the ellular arhiteture, whihonsists of �xed radio Aess Points (AP) or BS and UEs or Mobile Stations (MS)as the only transmitting and reeiving entities in the network. Several radio aesstehnologies have been proposed to inrease apaity, �exibility and/or overage inommuniation systems. A promising tehnology is Orthogonal Frequeny DomainMultiplexing (OFDM). The OFDM reeiver is relatively simple, sine the multi-ple data streams are transmitted over a number of parallel �at fading hannels,and equalization is done in the frequeny domain involving a single tap �lter perfrequeny tone. Despite the simpliity of the OFDM reeiver, un-oded OFDMlaks diversity whih is required to ombat the fast fading in the radio propagationenvironment. In fat fast fading may generate nulls in the frequeny domain whihrenders ommuniations impossible. 161



162 CHAPTER 11. COOPERATIVE RELAYINGOne way to introdue diversity in the reeived signal is to utilize multiple an-tennas at the transmitter and possibly also at the reeiver. The use of multipleantennas o�ers signi�ant diversity and multiplexing gains relative to single an-tenna systems. The spatial diversity o�ered by MIMO an thus improve the linkreliability and the spetral e�ieny relative to SISO systems. An alternative ap-proah is to introdue maro-diversity utilizing ooperative relaying. A relayingsystem is based on a onventional radio network omplemented with relay nodes(RNs). The RNs ommuniate wirelessly with other network element (e.g. AP, an-other relay or a UE). A ooperative relaying system is a relaying system where theinformation sent to an intended destination is onveyed through various routes andombined at the destination. Eah route an onsist of one or more hops utilizingthe RNs. In addition, the destination may reeive the diret signal from the soure.Suh systems o�er possibilities of signi�antly redued path loss between ommuni-ating (relay) entities, whih may bene�t the end-to-end (ETE) users. Cooperativerelaying systems are typially limited to only two (or a few) hops. An overviewof ooperative ommuniation shemes an be found in [Lan02℄. In the literature,several names are in use, suh as ooperative diversity, ooperative oding [SE04℄,and virtual antenna arrays.Cooperative relaying systems are generally divided into two ategories. A signalmay be deoded, re-modulated and re-transmitted, or alternatively simply ampli�edand re-transmitted. The former is known as deode-and-forward or regenerativerelaying, whereas the latter is known as amplify-and-forward, or non-regenerativerelaying. Various aspets of the two approahes are addressed in [LW01℄.The introdution of ooperative relaying systems will inrease maro-diversitygains. There are at least two well-known shemes that o�er diversity gain: Alam-outi diversity based ooperative relaying for example desribed in [A+02, AK06℄and oherent ombining based relaying, whih in addition o�er a beamforming gainas desribed in [Lar03℄. Alamouti diversity based ooperative relaying requires areeiver to perform signal proessing in aordane with the Alamouti ode. Be-sides that the Alamouti diversity order is limited to two, it o�ers little systemapaity gain [WIN05, RZL06℄. This is also true for other spae-time odes sim-ilar to Alamouti diversity. Higher order spae-time odes annot be onstrutedwithout reduing the ode rate. Coherent ombining based ooperative relayingrequires some sort of feedbak to estimate hannel phase and amplitude. This in-reases the ontrol signalling in the system, whih in turn may redue the user datarate. Additionally the feedbak hannel ontaining information (about the hannel)may be erroneous thus disallowing to reah the expeted maximum system perfor-mane. In the amplify-and-forward shemes the desired signal is ampli�ed at theRelay Nodes (RN) at the expense of amplifying the interferene. However, in theoherent ombining ase, the signal of interest is oherently added whereas noiseand interferers are added non-oherently. In the deode-and-forward shemes if thesignal is erroneously deoded, the error will be propagated.In Setion 11.2, a new ooperative relaying sheme for future wireless ommu-niation systems referred to as Relay Cyli Delay Diversity (RCDD), is proposed.



11.2. CYCLIC DELAY DIVERSITY FOR COOPERATIVE RELAYING 163The idea is to use a set of distributed RNs eah assoiated with a di�erent ylishift. This yli shift an be pre-determined or random. Besides the improved linkgain usually obtained from a ooperative relaying system, the proposed sheme in-trodues frequeny seletivity and maro-diversity in OFDM based systems. Theproposed RCDD sheme is investigated and evaluated in a multi-ell (radio net-work) senario. Moreover the reeived SINR at the mobile unit is derived. Theobtained results show that the proposed sheme provides better system overageand throughput as ompared to the lassial one hop system and other similar(multi-hop) shemes that exist in the literature. Shemes suh RCDD o�ers trans-mit diversity in the form of inreased frequeny seletivity, nevertheless it requirestwo transmission phases for a 2-hops system. In Setion 11.3, a new method, twodimensional yli pre�x, that introdues arti�ial frequeny, time and spatial diver-sity and requires only a single transmission phase for eah diretion in a ooperativerelaying wireless ommuniation system is proposed.11.2 Cyli Delay Diversity for Cooperative RelayingAs an alternative to the diversity methods desribed in the bakground, an arti-�ial diversity, whih mimis the e�ets of spatial diversity, an be introdued inan OFDM system by the use of Cyli Delays Diversity (CDD). Methods for in-troduing arti�ial delay with the use of yli delays are desribed in [Lar℄ and[W+01, B+02℄. CDD transmitter is depited in Figure 11.1. Up to the inverse FFT(IFFT), whih is used to modulate data onstellations on the OFDM sub-arriersand whose output is the time-domain OFDM signal, a onventional OFDM systemis present. In order to generate signals for a number of transmit antennas, ylidelays are introdued to the (e�etive) FFT parts of the OFDM symbols. A ylidelay means that the l samples shifted beyond the e�etive part are transmittedin the beginning of that part of the symbol. An alternative term for yli delayis the term yli shift. In the onventional manner of OFDM, the yli pre�x(guard interval) is transmitted prior to the e�etive part. The signals are thenup-onverted from the base-band into the RF-band and transmitted.Let s = [s(1), . . . , s(n), . . . , s(N)]T denote the data vetor ontaining the Ngenerated symbols on all the sub-arriers. The symbols s(n) are subjet to theIFFT operation before transmission. Let x = F Hs be the vetor ontaining the Ntransmitted samples forming the OFDM symbol. F is the unitary disrete Fouriertransform matrix of size N × N and its (n, m)th element for n, m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},is given by
F (n, m) =

1√
N

e−j2π(n−1)(m−1)/N (11.1)In CDD, the data vetor x will undergo a yli shift of length δl, yielding:
xδl

(n) = x([n + δl]N ) (11.2)
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Figure 11.1: CDDWhere [a]b, denoted also a modulo b, is the remainder of the division of a number
a by another number b. It is interseting to note that the yli shift of length l inEquation 11.2, is equivalent to a phase shift in the frequeny domain(i.e. x̃δl

(n) =
(ej2π/N )nδl x̃(n), where the tilde symbol over a vetor x denote its FFT i.e. x̃ =
Fx). In a more ompat form xδl

an be expressed as: xδl
= P δl

x, where P δl
isa permutation matrix.11.2.1 Relays as distributed CDDIn analogy to CDD and in order to provide frequeny seletivity and spatial diversityin a ooperative relaying wireless ommuniation system, a set of distributed RNsis treated as an single entity omposed of multiple antennas where at eah RN (inanalogy an antenna in CDD) a yli shift is applied to the OFDM symbol that isforwarded between the aess point and the user equipment.An example of a ooperative relaying network is shown in Figure 11.2. The �gureshows one ell of the wireless network omprising a transmitting ommuniationnode, the AP, a plurality of RNs and a plurality of reeiving ommuniation nodes orUser Equipment (UE). The AP is typially a BS providing the point of aess to andfrom the ore network to the radio aess network. User equipments an be mobilestations, laptop omputers and PDAs equipped with wireless ommuniation. Asshown in the �gure, the RNs are mounted on masts, but may also be mountedon buildings, for example. Fixed RNs may be used on line of sight onditionsand diretional antennas may be used to improve SNR or interferene suppression.However, mobile relays may also be used, either as a omplement to �xed RNs orindependently. The user terminal is in ative ommuniation with the base station.The radio ommuniation, as indiated with arrows, is essentially simultaneouslyusing a plurality of paths, haraterized by two hops, i.e. via at least one RN. The�rst part, from the aess point to at least one RN, will be referred to as the �rstlink, and the seond part, from the RN or nodes to the user terminal will be referred



11.2. CYCLIC DELAY DIVERSITY FOR COOPERATIVE RELAYING 165to as the seond link. In addition diret ommuniation between the aess pointand the user terminal may be utilized, in the �gure indiated with a dashed arrow.The ellular system is depited in Figure 11.2 is for simpliity modeled by sys-tem model shown in Figure 11.3, where is shown a single pair of transmitter andreeiver, utilizing an arbitrary number K of RNs. Aording to the method arti�-ial frequeny seletivity and spatial diversity is provided in a ooperative relayingwireless ommuniation system, e.g. the system illustrated in Figures (11.2) and(11.4). The arti�ial frequeny seletivity is exploited in onjuntion with forwarderror orretion oding (FEC) to provide a oding diversity gain. Eah of the RNsis equipped with one or more antennas. The AP transmits to K RNs and possiblyalso diretly to the UE. The RNs forward the information reeived from a �rst node(e.g. AP) to a seond node (e.g. UE) using yli delay diversity. Eah RN uses itsindividual yli shift. This an be done either with "amplify and forward" (non-regenerative) or "deode and forward" (regenerative) or a hybrid of both. Eah RNenodes the data and applies an individual yli shift and adds the yli pre�x(CP) before transmitting the signals. The reeiver and transmitter of the RN isillustrated in Figure 11.5.The seond node, e.g. the UE, reeives the ombined signals and deodes thedata that may be ombined with a signal diretly reeived from the AP. Several pos-sibilities are envisioned for the reeiver operation, i.e. i) ombining/non-ombiningwith diret and forwarded signal, ii) maximum ratio ombining when the reeiveris equipped with multiple antennas.The AP transmits data to eah of the seleted relay stations. This transmissionmay be performed in many di�erent ways, inluding but not limited to the use ofbeamforming antennas, OFDM with or without CDD. The RNs reeives, demodu-late and/or deode the data from the AP. The RNs forwards the data with the useof CDD. Eah relaying node uses its individual yli shift. The UE reeives theombined signal from several RNs, demodulates and removes the yli pre�x anddeode the forwarded data. By ombining the signal from the relaying nodes thepositive e�ets of the arti�ial diversity is utilized.The ombined signal as experiened by the UE will in a sense be similar to thesignal from transmitter with multiple antennas, utilizing CDD, but with the addedbene�ts with regards to gain and overage assoiated with ooperative relaying.It should be noted that not all RNs in the set of seleted RNs are neessarilyable to reeive and forward every data transmission from the AP. On oasion atransmission will fail due to hanges in the radio environment, error or faults in theequipment et. The ontrol of yli delays an be managed in di�erent ways, suhas:
• Assigning a �xed yli shift at relay deployment. The value may be pre-alulated preferably taking into aount the relation to other RNs e.g. thegeographi distribution of the RNs. Alternatively the yli shifts may berandomly assigned.
• Reassigning the yli shifts over time in a deterministi or random man-



166 CHAPTER 11. COOPERATIVE RELAYINGner. The AP, RN or possibly the UE may ontrol this. The setting shouldpreferably attain as rih arti�ial frequeny seletivity as possible, and henetogether with oded OFDM attain a oding diversity gain. This suggests thatthe yli shifts in neighbouring RNs are preferably set to dissimilar values.The yli shift values should not hange rapidly in order to allow the hannelestimator (suh as the LMMSE) to trak the hannel impulse response.A Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) method may advantageously and prefer-ably be used. Store the oded data in order to be further proessed and forwardedin the next transmitting time slot. The forwarding proedure will depend on ifnon-regenerative relaying or regenerative relaying is used. If non-regenerative, theoded output data is Modulated (the modulation is implemented using IFFT) andForwarded. If regenerative, the oded output data is Deoded, Re-Enoded, Mod-ulated, and Forwarded. The forwarding step omprises of the substeps of: A ylishift is applied to the OFDM symbol. A yli pre�x is then added. The signal isup-onverted to the RF-band and fed to the antenna. Note that the RNs may bealso equipped with a multiple antenna transmitting in a CDD fashion. The UE willexperiene an inreased spatial diversity, without any inreased omplexity in thereeiving operations. The situation is equivalent to having more RNs. Fixed ylidelays may assigned for eah RN and for eah antenna of the RNs with multipleantennas antenna and at relay deployment. Alternatively a range of yli shiftsare distributed to the RNs and the individual RNs generate yli shifts withinthat range for its antenna branhes. Random generation of yli shifts provides asimple and e�etive way of providing the RNs with individual yli shifts. There-fore, given the simpliity of implementation a random generation of yli shiftsmay be an attrative alternative ompared to a more elaborated and optimizeddistribution.
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Figure 11.2: Illustration Of a ooperative System.
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Figure 11.3: The hannel impulse responses of a simple 2 hops ooperative system:One AP, K relays and a UE.11.2.2 IllustrationIn the following a two hops ommuniation system will be assumed, i.e. the trans-mission is made in two phases as illustrated in Figure 11.6. In the �rst transmissionphase as it is shown in Figure 11.6(a), the AP will transmit the desired data to thesheduled UEs and to the ative RNs in a spei� ell. In the seond transmissionphase (see Figure11.6(b)), the ative RNs or/and the AP will retransmit the samedata sent by the AP to the sheduled users in the �rst transmission phase.To illustrate the RCDD onept we onsider K RN nodes and one AP as shownin Figure 11.3, where the AP and eah RN is equipped with one transmit and onereeive antenna. Let x be the OFDM symbol at a given symbol interval. A ylishift of length δ0 and δk is applied to the signal at the antenna of the AP and the
kth RN before transmission, respetively.Denoting by hk the hannel impulse response from the kth transmit antennato the reeive antenna of the UE and assuming that the CP is greater than thehannel order then the reeived signal y0 from the AP and y1 from the RNs an beexpressed as:

y0 = H0P δ0
x + n0, y1 =

K∑

k=1

HkP δk
x + n1 (11.3)where P δk

is a right irulant matrix with e1+[1−δk]N as the �rst row i.e. P δk
=Cir(e1+[1−δk]N ), ek is olumn vetor with all elements are equal to zero exeptthe element at position k whih is equal to one. n0 and n1 represent the thermal
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(a) Phase I. (b) Phase II.Figure 11.6: Transmission Phases.be diagonalized as follows:

Hk =
√

NF HD(h̃k)F (11.4)where D(x) is a diagonal matrix with x on its main diagonal.Sine Hk and P δk
are irulant matries then He =

∑K
k=1 HkP δk

is also airulant matrix [Dav94℄ and an be deomposed as He =
√

NF HD(h̃e)F where
he an be alled the e�etive hannel impulse response from the relays, where itsFFT an is given by:

h̃e =
√

N

K∑

k=1

(h̃k ⊙ ẽδk
) (11.5)where ⊙ denotes the Hadamard produt. Taking the DFT of the reeived signal inEquation yields:̃

y0 = D(h̃0)x̃ + ñ0 , ỹ1 = D(h̃e)x̃ + ñ1 (11.6)The signals an be ombined using the MRC method. Note that the hannels fromeah antenna do not need to be expliitly estimated. The e�etive hannel impulseresponse and the hannel response from the AP an be estimated using a ommontime-frequeny pilot pattern, whih are not antenna spei�. The same onlusionis reahed when multiple transmit antennas are used in the AP and/or the RNs.It an be learly seen from Equation (11.6) that the shift in the data signal isequivalent to phase shift in the hannel frequeny response (see Equation (11.5)).An example 1 is shown in Figure 11.7 where h1 and h2 are the hannel Impulse Re-sponses (IRs) seen at the UE from two RNs. The amplitude of the e�etive hannel1For notation onveniene, the tilde symbol that indiates the FFT operation is dropped sinethe hannel impulse responses is this example are in the frequeny domain.
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he omposed from h1 and h2 (when RCDD uses the 2 RN by applying a randomyli shift to eah of the RNs) is shown and ompared to hMRC, the hannel IRobtained when MRC ombing of the hannel IRs from the two transmitting RNs, isdone at the UE (i.e. |h|MRC =

√
|h1|2 + |h2|2). In Figure 11.7(a) and 11.7(b), h1and h2 are randomly generated hannels, whereas in Figures 11.7() and 11.7(d),

h1 and h2 are extrated from the Spatial Channel Model (SCM), urban model[3GP03℄. The applied yli shift on the two relays impats hugely the form of thee�etive hannel he, for instane in Figure 11.7(a) and 11.7(), he has a greateramplitude for most for the subarriers ompared to hMRC, up to 5dB greater forsome of the subarriers. In general, the yli shift will produe a more seletivehannel (big variane in terms of its amplitude, see Figure 11.7()). In Figure11.7(b), |he| has a bowl shape, the outermost sub-arriers have muh higher ampli-tude ompared to hMRC, while the entral subarriers have muh lower amplitude.The e�etive hannel shown in Figure 11.7() exhibits onsiderable seletivity, thushaving substantially lower amplitude for some sub-arrier and higher for others.In �ne, the AP may greatly bene�t from this large sale variane in terms of thehannel amplitude by hoosing to transmit to the desired users on those subarrierswith favorable hannel onditions that was produed arti�ially by the yli shift.11.2.3 SINR derivationIn the previous setion, the reeived signal at the RN was derived by ignoring theintra-ell and inter ell interferene. Assuming that Nu radio elements (AP or RN),are transmitting on the same frequeny band, then the reeived signal at the UEof interest an be expressed as
y1 = H1ex1 +

Nu∑

j=2

Hjexj + n1 (11.7)where Hje is the e�etive hannel matrix between the transmitting jth radio ele-ment and the UE of interest (here UE = 1), xj is the transmitted data sequeneby the jth radio element. Assuming that the Hje are irulant otherwise the inter-ferene is ounted as a part of the noise term , these matries an be diagonalizedusing the FFT deomposition. Hene the expression y1 beomes:
y1 =

√
NF HD(h̃1e)x̃1 +

Nu∑

j=2

√
NF HD(h̃je)x̃j + n1 (11.8)Taking the FFT of Equation (11.8):
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(b) Random Channel, he has a bowl shape.
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(d) SCM, he is the best.Figure 11.7: Comparison Of Channel Impulse responses of two RNs h1 and h2, thee�etive RCDD he and the MRC ombined hMRC .
ỹ1 =

√
ND(h̃1e)x̃1 +

√
N

Nu∑

j=2

D(h̃je)x̃j + ñ1

=
√

N h̃1e ⊙ x̃1 +
√

N

Nu∑

j=2

h̃je ⊙ x̃j + ñ1 (11.9)The SINR an be simply derived from Equation (11.9). Assuming that thehannel impulse response is �at per tone, then the SINR an be derived afterapplying zero foring equalization to the reeived signal:
h̃1e

∗

‖h̃1e‖2
⊙ ỹ1 =

√
N x̃1 +

√
N

Nu∑

j=2

h̃1e

∗

h̃je

‖h̃1e‖2
⊙ x̃j +

h̃1e

∗

‖h̃1e‖2
⊙ ñ1 (11.10)



172 CHAPTER 11. COOPERATIVE RELAYINGAssuming the xj are independent variables with zero mean and having pi asvariane, the thermal noise is AWGN (with zero mean and variane σ2) then theSINR on the nth tone an be shown to be given bySINRn =
p1(n)|h̃1e(n)|2

∑Nu

j=2 pj(n)|h̃je(n)|2 + σ2
(11.11)11.2.4 System Modeling and AssumptionsIn this setion the air interfae harateristis, the system assumptions for the eval-uation of the RCDD method are desribed. The evaluation is made via a dynamisystem simulator that fouses on the physial layer, radio network deployment andalgorithms (suh as link adaptation and sheduling), utilizing the extended spatialhannel model proposed in [BSG+05℄. Higher layer signalling is not onsidered.The RCDD onept will be evaluated in a two hop radio network and ompared toa single hop system. The following related aspets are investigated:

• Max-SINR sheduler in ombination with relay yli delay diversity.
• Interferene management for the RCDD in ase of a 2-hop system.
• The system and user throughput gains of RCDD.The most relevant parameters that haraterizes the air interfae are summa-rized in Table 11.1. Note that only the downlink onnetion (when the UE isreeiving) is onsidered.11.2.4.1 AP and RN deploymentThe simulated ell plan onsists of 7 sites, eah site with three setors, with a regularhexagonal deployment topology as shown in Figure 11.8. The APs are representedby red irles and are plaed at the intersetion of three hexagons. The RNs areplaed on a irular ar with an AP as an origin. As seen from Figure 11.8, six RNs,represented by the star sign, per setor were assumed. The distane of the RNs totheir assoiated APs is set to three quarters of the ell radius. The optimization ofthe RN loations will be onsidered in future studies.An average number of 10 UE per setor is generated. A simple data tra� modelis used sine the interest is in the relative performane of the simulated shemes andnot in the tra� modelling performane per se. Generated users have full bu�ers,ready to transmit when they are sheduled.11.2.4.2 Path Loss and Channelhe distane path model is an extension of the one proposed in the SCM [3GP03℄and developed by the Winner projet2[BSG+05, WW05℄. The path loss of the2Winner is a part of the European Union's 6th Framework Programme.



11.2. CYCLIC DELAY DIVERSITY FOR COOPERATIVE RELAYING 173Table 11.1: Air Interfae parameters.Parameter Value Unit/TypeCarrier Frequeny 5.0 GHzBandwidth 20 MHzMultiple Aess Method OFDMMultiplexing Sheme TDMModulation Type [4 16 64 128 256 512℄ QAMNumber Of Subarrier 512Number of Data Subarriers 416Sub Carrier Spaing 39.062 kHzSymbol Period 28.8 µsFrame Length 12 OFDM symbolSuper Frame Length 2 FrameCoding Rate [1/3 1/2 2/3 8/9℄ TurboSignalling Overhead Not ModeledPower Control NoneHandover HardSheduling Max-SINRextended SCM [WW05b℄ is given by:
L = A ∗ log10(d) + B (11.12)where d is the distane, A and B depend of the radio hannel senario (e.g. forMetropolitan suburban A = 35 and B = 31). The path loss attenuation as afuntion of the distane is shown in Figure 11.9.11.2.4.3 Link to System interfaehe model used for the link to system interfae is based on the mutual-informationmetri whih aounts for the modulation alphabet [B+05℄, alled the MutualInformation E�etive SINRMetri (MIESM). In fat this method has been shownto be an e�ient link quality model for prediting the Paket Error Rate (PER)in system simulations involving low omplexity. In order to alulate the PER orBLok Error Rate (BLER) the method follows the following steps:

• The user SINR of a spei� resoure element (aording to SINR samplingperiod in time and frequeny in an OFDM system) is alulated after reeiverproessing.
• For eah resoure element, the average mutual information per bit (MIB)is alulated (depending on the modulation used). The Mutual informationvalues orresponding to a spei� SINR are shown in Figure 11.10.
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Figure 11.8: Cell Plan
• The MIB is mapped to a PER depending on the hannel oding type andrate.11.2.4.4 Antenna ArrangementThe antenna patterns used at the AP and RN are depited in Figure 11.11. TheAP is equipped with a 3-Setor site antenna with maximum antenna gain of 14 dBias de�ned in [3GP03℄, while an omnidiretional antenna of 10dBi was assumed atthe RNs.11.2.4.5 Radio Network AlgorithmsThe most relevant Radio Network Algorithm (RNA) used to simulate RCDD aredesribed in this setion.HandoverOnly hard handover is onsidered. In order to avoid ping-pong e�et a handovermargin of 3 dB is used.Power Control & Link AdaptationNo power ontrol is applied. Modulation and hannel oding were adapted to thehannel onditions, whih an be onsidered as an alternative and preferred methodto power ontrol.
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Figure 11.9: Path Loss for the SCM Sub-urban senario.ShedulingIn order to fully exploit the RCDD onept, Max-SINR sheduling is used. Thefrequeny bandwidth is divided into several sub-bands (onsisting of more thanone sub-arrier eah), the user having the highest (i.e. maximum) SINR on eahsub-band is sheduled. For instane, if the bandwidth is divided into 10 sub-bandsthen up to 10 users an be sheduled (i.e. one user is sheduled in eah sub-band)for the whole available bandwidth. Note that the SINR or an equivalent measureper sub-arrier or sub-band of the UEs onneted to an AP is onsidered to beavailable at the AP.Radio Node SeletionThe AP seletion is based on the path loss and shadow fading. The ative RNs ina ell are also hosen based on the path loss and shadow fading. Note that duringthe seond transmission phase, only two out of 6 RNs will retransmit data to thesheduled users. Note that the number of ative RNs and their positions is notaddressed in this paper and will be addressed elsewhere.11.2.5 Environment Desription and Evaluations CriteriaThe simulations were arried out using a dynami system level simulator. The radionetwork ell plan is simulated over a ertain number of snapshots. Eah snapshot
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Figure 11.10: Mutual Information versus SNR for the used modulation.onsists of a large number of super-frames whih itself is omposed of a ertainnumber of radio frames. Eah radio frame onsists of a number of OFDM symbols.A set of new users is generated at the start of eah super-frame, plaed in the ellplan and assoiated to an AP aording to the path loss and shadow fading. On theframe level, �rst the users will move aording to the hosen mobility model andthen the propagation hannel onditions will be generated (i.e. path loss, slow andfast fading). Thereafter the tra� model will generate the data pakets for all ativeusers. Then, the sheduler will deide whih users will be sheduled aording to thehannel quality measure whih is the signal to noise ratio. The users' modulationand oding shemes will be deided by the link adaption algorithm. The link tosystem interfae derives the blok error rate taking into aount the interfereneof all APs and RNs. This proess will be repeated until the desired number ofsnapshots is reahed. The most relevant simulation parameters are desribed inTable 11.2.Two measures are used in order to ompare the performane of various onepts:ell and user throughput. The ell throughput is the average number of orretlyreeived bits over the entire simulation time divided by the simulation time andthe number of ells. The user throughput is the number of orretly reeived bitsby the user divided by the length of the user session time during whih the user is
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Figure 11.11: AP & RN Antenna patterns.ative.11.2.6 ResultsAs it was mentioned earlier, for a 2-hop system in the seond transmission phase,two alternatives are possible, in the �rst alternative the AP is inative whereas inthe seond alternative the AP may retransmit the same data sequene. The �rstalternative is designated as the default RCDD and denoted "2-hops RCDD". Whileretransmitting the data will inrease the diversity, it will generate interferene tothe neighboring APs. The proposed method, i.e "2-hops RCDD", is ompared tothe following methods:
• The referene ase, i.e. a single hop system and is designated in the �guresby "1-hop".
• The seond alternative when the AP retransmits in the seond transmissionphase is denoted "2-hops RCDD-PII:AP-On".



178 CHAPTER 11. COOPERATIVE RELAYINGTable 11.2: Simulation parameters.Parameter Value Unit/Type Additional InfoNumber Of Sites 7Number Of Setors Per Site 3Wrap Around Yes ModeledCell Radius 200 to 2000 mBS power 43 dBmRN power 37 dBmBS Antenna Gain 14 dBi 3-SetorRN Antenna Gain 10 dBi OmniUE Antenna Gain 0 dBi OmniUE Speed 3 m/sUE Noise Figure 9 dBShadow Fading Variane for LOS 3.5 dB Line Of SightShadow Fading Variane for NLOS 8 dB Non LOS
• The method when the hannel from eah relay is estimated and MRC ombin-ing is applied at the UE (i.e. |h|MRC =

√
|h1|2 + |h2|2), is denoted "2-hopsRCDD MRC".

• The method proposed by Larsson [Lar03℄, where the signal at eah RN ismultiplied by a phase that ompensates the one introdued by the hannel.In fat the e�etive hannel at the UE will be a onstrutive summation ofall the RN signals transmitting to the desired UE. For instane assumingtwo ative RNs in the seond transmission phase then the hannel IR for theoherent ombining sheme is simply: hCC =
h∗

1

|h1|
h1 +

h∗

2

|h2|
h2. Note that thissheme is designated by "2-hops RCDD CohComb" in the �gures label.11.2.6.1 Performane of 2-hops RCDDThe df of the SINR of the single hop and two hops system for two various ellradii are shown in Figure 11.12(). The proposed method (i.e. RCDD) yields animpressive 15 dB SINR gain for the df median value. The df for the reeivedinterferene and desired signal power are shown respetively in Figures 11.12(b)and 11.12(a). While the interferene of RCDD inreases slightly ompared to a1-hop system, the reeived power improves greatly due to the gain in terms of pathand the additional diversity provided by the yli shift that was exploited by theMax-SINR sheduler.The impressive SINR gain for the RCDD translates into a substantial ellthroughput gain as it is shown in Figure 11.13(a). In fat for a ell size rang-ing from 200m to 2Km, the relay yli delay diversity yields 2.1 to 2.4 times ellthroughput gain ompared to a single hop system.
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2−hops RCDD ,R=1000m() SINR.Figure 11.12: df of the reeived Sub-arrier Powers of the 1 hop and 2 hops shemes.The RCDD also improves the fairness for the user throughput sine the arti�-ially introdued seletivity in the hannel allowed at least some hunks for mostusers to be sheduled. This an be dedued by examining Figure 11.13(b), whihompares the dfs of ahieved UE throughputs for the two senarios. For instanethe median user throughput for a ell radius of 1km inreases from 200kps to ap-proximately 1.2Mbps. In fat at least 75% of the UEs get a hane to be sheduledompared to 60% for the single hop system.11.2.6.2 Comparison with other shemeshe normalized ell throughput of the default RCDD (i.e. "2-hops RCDD") versusthe ell radii is ompared in Figure 11.14 to the shemes de�ned in the beginningof this setion. The �rst interesting observation is that retransmitting the data se-quene by the AP in the seond transmission phase leads to a degradation (around
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(b) User throughput.Figure 11.13: df of the throughput of 2-hops RCDD ompared to a 1 hop systemfor various ell Radii.25%) in terms of the ell throughput, this an dedued by omparing the ase"2-hops RCDD PII:AP-On" to the ase "2-hops RCDD". As mentioned earlier, a-tivating the AP in the seond transmission phase leads to a substantial interfereneinrease while not providing any notieable diversity gain sine the diversity gainprovided by the RN ombined with the AP diret transmission to the UE providedenough diversity. The seond observation is that RCDD maximum ratio ombining"2-hops RCDD MRC" yields no additional ell throughput gain while requiringadditional overheard and higher omplexity ompared to the ase "2-hops RCDD".Although the ase "2-hops CDD CohComb" gives the highest ell throughout, itsrelative gain ompared to the ase "2-hops RCDD" remains marginal in the orderof 10% at the expense of higher overhead, feedbak signalling and omplexity.11.2.7 SummaryIn this Setion 11.2, a novel method that introdues frequeny and maro diversityin a ooperative ommuniation OFDM system is proposed, modeled and evaluatedin a radio network system. The proposed method, Relay Cyli Delay Diversity(RCDD) yields an impressive 15 dB SINR gain whih translates into 2.1 to 2.4times ell throughput gain ompared to a single hop system for a ell size rangingfrom 200m to 2Km. RCDD also improves the fairness for the user throughput.Finally some interesting observations an be mentioned:
• Retransmitting the data sequene by the AP in the seond transmission phaseled to a degradation (around 25%) in terms of the ell throughput due to asubstantial interferene inrease while not providing any notieable diversitygain.
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Figure 11.14: Normalized ell throughput versus the ell radius for several 2 hops-RCDD ombining methods.
• Maximum ratio ombining relaying (whih onsists of estimating the hannelimpulse response from eah RN and applying MRC at the reeived signal atthe UE) yields no additional ell throughput gain while requiring additionaloverheard and higher omplexity.
• Coherent ombining ooperative relaying method gives marginal gain om-pared to RCDD in the order of 10% at the expense of higher overhead, feed-bak signalling and omplexity.11.3 2-D Cyli Pre�xAs desribed in the previous setion, in a relaying TDD aess based system twotransmission phases for eah diretion (i.e DL and UL) are required: for instanein the downlink the �rst transmission phase designates the AP transmission to theRN, the seond transmission phase onsists of the RN transmission to the UE. Thetwo phases transmission method redues the data throughput by half. Shemessuh RCDD o�er transmit diversity in the form of inreased frequeny seletivity.Nevertheless it requires two transmission phases.



182 CHAPTER 11. COOPERATIVE RELAYINGA method that introdues arti�ial frequeny, time and spatial diversity andrequires only a single transmission phase for eah diretion in a ooperative relayingwireless ommuniation system is proposed. The arti�ial seletivity is exploited inonjuntion with forward error orretion oding to provide oding diversity gain.Eah radio element (i.e. AP, RN and UE) onsists of one or more antennas. TheAP transmits to K RNs and to the UE during a prede�ned period. The relayforwards the information reeived from a �rst node (e.g. AP) to a seond node(e.g. UE) with one symbol delayed. This an be done in either with amplify andforward, deode and forward, or a hybrid or both.Before desribing the 2-D yli pre�x method, several de�nitions will be pre-sented in order to failitate the understanding of the mathematial model derivedsubsequently.11.3.1 De�nitionsDe�nition 1. F M denotes the FFT matrix of size M ×M . The (n, m)th elementof F M , for n, m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}, is given by
F M (n, m) =

1√
M

e−j2π(n−1)(m−1)/M (11.13)De�nition 2. For an M×1 vetor a = [a(1), a(2), . . . , a(M)]T , the right irulantmatrix A is generated as follows
A =




a(1) a(M) a(M − 1) . . . a(2)
a(2) a(1) a(M) . . . a(3)
a(3) a(2) a(1) . . . a(4)... ... ... . . .

...
a(M) a(M − 1) a(M − 2) . . . a(1)




(11.14)The right irulant matrix A is diagonalized using the FFT matrix F M as follows
A =

√
MF H

MD(F Ma)F M (11.15)De�nition 3. For an M × 1 vetor a = [a(1), a(2), . . . , a(M)]T , the left irulantmatrix A is generated as follows
A =




a(1) a(2) a(3) . . . a(M)
a(2) a(3) a(4) . . . a(1)
a(3) a(4) a(5) . . . a(2)... ... ... . . .

...
a(M) a(1) a(2) . . . a(M − 1)




(11.16)The left irulant matrix A is diagonalized using the FFT matrix F M as follows
A =

√
MF H

MD(F Ma)F H
M (11.17)
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n and P L

n be de�ned as the right and left permutation matrixrespetively:
P R

m = [ e1+[1−m]M e1+[2−m]M . . . e1+[M−m]M ] (11.18)
P L

m = [ e1+[2−m−1]M e1+[2−m−2]M . . . e1+[2−m−M ]M ] (11.19)In fat P R
m and P L

m are respetively a right and left irulant matrix with em asthe �rst olumn.11.3.2 Conept DesriptionThe basi time-frequeny resoure unit in a OFDM system is de�ned as a hunk.Eah hunk entity omprises of N sub-arriers and spans a time window of MOFDM symbols. Let B denote the N ∗M matrix of the hunk. Figure 11.16 showsan example of the proposed transmitter. A 2-dimensional IFFT is applied to thedata blok B. The output of the IFFT is denoted by X. X is subjet to twodimensional yli pre�x. This is simply done by pre-appending to the hunk Xthe last OFDM symbol of X. The last rows of the augmented hunk is opied atthe top as shown in Figure 11.15. In fat the row-wise yli pre�xing eliminates,as in lassial OFDM system, the inter-symbol-interferene.
Nx2xM xM

(M+1) OFDM symbols

x1 xM-1


{

Figure 11.15: Two Dimensional Cyli Pre�x



184 CHAPTER 11. COOPERATIVE RELAYINGLet X ′ denote the output of the 2D-CP. The blok X ′ is subjeted to linearoperations and then transmitted. The linear operations simply onsist of seletingone olumn of X ′. At the �rst instant the �rst olumn of X ′ is seleted. At theseond time instant the seond olumn of X ′ is seleted. This proess is repeateduntil all olumns of S′ are transmitted. The funtional blok "Up Conv" in Fig-ure 11.16, performs the up-onversion of the signals from the baseband into theRF-band. At the UE, the signal estimation an be only proessed when the wholeOFDM hunk was sent at the AP.
coded input
data stream

2D
IFFT

X 2D
CP

B Column
Selection

Up
Conv

'XFigure 11.16: Example of a 2-D yli pre�x transmitterThe reeiver struture of the UE is shown in Figure 11.17. For eah reeiveantenna, the data is �rst down-onverted from the RF-band into baseband andthen the CP is removed. The data is then subjet to a 2D-FFT and equalized.The equalized outputs are then ombined to yield the hunk estimate B̂. In thisexample the Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) method was assumed.
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CPFigure 11.17: Example of 2D-FFT Reeiver at the UEContrary to the reeiver of the UE, the reeiver and the transmitter of the RNapplies one dimensional FFTs and an IFFT, respetively. The RNs employed inthis system are idential to the lassial relayed OFDM systems.In �ne 2D-yli pre�x provides the following advantages:
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• Substantial Data Rate inrease in the order of 2M−2

M . For instane in ase of
M = 15 then the gain is about 87%.

• Does not need antenna spei� pilots. Instead the same pilot pattern on thefrequeny/time grid needs to be transmitted from all the transmit antennas.The UE knows the pilot pattern so that hannel estimates an be obtained.
• Inrease frequeny and time seletivity.11.3.2.1 Mathematial ModelAn illustrative example is shown in Figure 11.18 where one AP, K RNs and oneUE are depited. It is assumed that the AP, the RN nodes are equipped with onetransmit antenna. As it shown in Figure 11.15, the �rst transmitted OFDM symbolat the AP is xM whih is followed by the symbols xm, m = 1, . . . , M .Assume that the RNs are one symbol delayed ompared to the AP and thatthe OFDM symbol is orretly deteted by the RNs before being forwarded tothe UE, then the reeived symbol ym at the instant m at the UE is omposedfrom the diret transmitted symbol xm from the AP and the delayed symbol xm−1transmitted from the K relays. ym an be expressed as:

ym = H0x1+[m−2]M + Hex1+[m−2]M , (11.20)where H0 = Cir(h0) is the hannel3 matrix between the AP transmit antenna andthe UE, He is the ombined hannel4 matrix from all K relays to the UE. He anbe expressed as: He =
∑K

k=1 Cir(hk) = Cir(he), where hk for k ∈ {1, . . . , K},denotes the hannel impulse response the kth RN to the UE. he is the e�etivehannel impulse response and an be expressed as shown in (11.5) as:
he =

√
NF H

M (

K∑

k=1

(h̃k ⊙ ẽδk
)).Ignoring the �rst reeived symbols of the hunk at the UE, the M followingreeived symbols from the same hunk at the UE an be written in a matrix formas follows:




y1

y2

y3...
yM−1

yM




=




H0 0 0 · · · 0 He

He H0 0 · · · 0 0
0 He H0 · · · 0 0... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 0 · · · H0 0
0 0 0 · · · He H0







x1

x2

x3...
xM−1

xM




. (11.21)3Cir(a) denotes a irulant matrix [Gra02℄ de�ned by its �rst olumn a.4He is also alled the e�etive hannel matrix.
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Y = [y1, y2, . . . , yM ], (11.22)
X = [x1, x2, . . . , xM ], (11.23)
H = [h0, he, 0, . . . , 0]. (11.24)Then it an be shown that the reeived signal after applying a 2D-FFT is givenby:

Ỹ =
√

NMH̃ ⊙ B, (11.25)where H̃ denote the 2-Dimensional Disrete Fourier Transforms (DFT) of the han-nel matrix H . The term ⊙ denotes the Hadamard produt. In fat Ỹ = F NY F M ,
H̃ = F NHF M .

AP

1h

RN2

RNK

Kh

2h

RN1

0h

Figure 11.18: AP and K relays
11.3.3 Proof of the 2D-FFT form of the reeived signal.In the previous setion, it is stated that the 2D-FFT of the reeived signal of the2-D yli pre�x method is simply the produt of the 2D-FFT of the sent dataand the hannel. The stated results will be proven for a more generalized form of
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y1

y2

y3...
yM−1

yM




=




H1 HM HM−1 · · · H3 H2

H2 H1 HM · · · H4 H3

H3 H2 H1 · · · H5 H4... ... ... . . . ... ...
HM−1 HM−2 HM−3 · · · H1 HM

HM HM−1 HM−2 · · · H2 H1







x1

x2

x3...
xM−1

xM




,(11.26)
ym =

M∑

m′=1

H1+[m−m′]M xm′ (11.27)
=

M∑

m′=1

Hm′x1+[m−m′]M .Rewrite the hm, xm, ymym in a matrix form by de�ning the following:
Y = [y1, y2, . . . , yM ], (11.28)
X = [x1, x2, . . . , xM ], (11.29)
H = [h1, h2, . . . , hM ]. (11.30)It an be noted that Equation (11.26) redues to Equation (11.21) by simplysetting H1 = H0, H2 = He, and Hi = 0N×N , for i ∈ {3, . . . , M}, where 0N×Nis the zero matrix of dimensions N × N .Theorem 1. The two-dimensional Fourier transform of Y is given by

Ỹ =
√

NMH̃ ⊙ X̃, (11.31)where Ỹ = F NY F M , H̃ = F NHF M , X̃ = F NXF M ,Proof. Substituting Equation (11.27) into Equation (11.28) and rearranging theterms, yields
Y = [H1x1, H1x2, . . . , H1xM ] + [H2xM , H2x1, . . . , H2xM−1] + . . .

+[HMx2, HMx3, . . . , HMx1]

= H1[x1, x2, . . . , xM ] + H2[xM , x1, . . . , xM−1] + . . . + HM [x2, x3, . . . , x1]

= H1XP R
1 + H2XP R

2 + . . . + HMXP R
m

=

M∑

m=1

HmXP R
m (11.32)

=

M∑

m=1

√
NF H

ND (F Nhm)F NX
√

MF H
MD

(
F Me1+[1−m]M

)
F M . (11.33)
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m are right-irulant matries, Equation (11.33) immediately fol-lows from Equation (11.32).Taking the two-dimension Disrete Fourier Transform of Y , yields

Ỹ =
√

NM

M∑

m=1

D (F Nhm)F NXF MF H
MF H

MD
(
F Me1+[1−m]M

)
F MF M

=
√

NM

M∑

m=1

D (F Nhm)F NXF MP L
1 D

(
F Me1+[1−m]M

)
P L

1 (11.34)
=

√
NM

M∑

m=1

D (F Nhm) X̃D
(
PL

1 F Me1+[1−m]M

) (11.35)
=

√
NM

M∑

m=1

D (F Nhm) X̃D (F Mem) (11.36)
=

√
NM

M∑

m=1

(11×M ⊗ F Mhm) ⊙ X̃ ⊙
(
1N×1 ⊗ eT

MF M

) (11.37)
=

√
NMX̃ ⊙ F NHF M =

√
NMH̃ ⊙ X̃. (11.38)Equation (11.35) is obtained using Lemma 4, Equation (11.36) uses Lemma 3, and�nally Equation (11.38) is derived using Lemma 1. Note that Equation (11.37) isobtained by replaing the produt of a diagonal matrix with another matrix by theKroneker produt [Lut96℄ (demoted by the symbol ⊗).11.3.4 LemmasLemma 1. Let A = [a1, a2, . . . , aM ] be an N×M matrix, and B = [b1, b2, . . . , bM ]an M × M symmetri matrix. Let C be given by

C =
M∑

m=1

(11×M ⊗ am) ⊙
(
1N×1 ⊗ bT

m

)
. (11.39)The produt of A and B is equal to C.Proof. The (k, l)th element of the C, whih is denoted by C(k, l), is obtained by



11.3. 2-D CYCLIC PREFIX 189multiplying Equation (11.39) left and right by eH
k and el, respetively,

eH
k Cel = C(k, l) =

M∑

m=1

eH
k

(
(11×M ⊗ am) ⊙

(
1N×1 ⊗ bT

m

))
el (11.40)

=

M∑

m=1

eH
k



[

am am . . . am

]
⊙




bT
m

bT
m...

bT
m





el

=

M∑

m=1

am(k)bT
mel =

M∑

m=1

am(k)bm(l) =

M∑

m=1

A(k, m)B(m, l).Sine the (k, l)th element of the produt AB is given by ∑M
m=1 A(k, m)B(m, l),for ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , N}, ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , M}, it neessarily follows that C = AB.Lemma 2. P L

1 an be written as
P L

1 = F H
MF H

M = F MF M . (11.41)Proof. Sine P L
1 is left irulant matrix it an be diagonalized as follows

P L
1 =

√
MF H

MD(Fe1)F
H
M (11.42)

= F H
MF H

M . (11.43)Sine P L
1 is symmetri, it follows that

P L
1 = F MF M . (11.44)Lemma 3. The fourier transform of em, denoted by F Mem, is given by

F Mem = P L
1 F Me1+[1−m]M . (11.45)Proof. From the de�nition of P L

1 and using Lemma 2
e1+[1−m]M = P L

1 em ⇔ (11.46)
P L

1 F Me1+[1−m]M = P L
1 F MP L

1 em ⇔ (11.47)
P L

1 F Me1+[1−m]M = F H
MF H

MF MF MF Mem ⇔ (11.48)
P L

1 F Me1+[1−m]M = F Mem (11.49)



190 CHAPTER 11. COOPERATIVE RELAYINGLemma 4. Let c = [c1, c2, . . . , cM ]T be a olumn vetor of length M , then
P L

1 D(c)P L
1 = D(P L

1 c). (11.50)Proof. From Lemma 2, P L
1 = F MF M . The (k, l)th element of P L

1 , for k, l ∈
{1, 2, . . . , M}, is given by

P L
1 (k, l) =

M∑

m=1

F M (k, m)F M (m, l) =
1

M

M∑

m=1

e−j2π(m−1)(k+l−2)/M

=

{
1, if k + l = 2 or k + l = M + 2
0, otherwise (11.51)Let W = P L

1 D(c)P L
1 . Using the fat that D(c) is a diagonal matrix, then the

(k, l)th element of W an be written as
W (k, l) =

M∑

l′=1

P L
1 (k, l′)cl′P

L
1 (l′, l). (11.52)The produt P L

1 (k, l′)P L
1 (l′, l) is non-zero when P L

1 (k, l′) and P L
1 (l′, l) are nonzeros when (k + l′ = pM + 2 and l′ + l = pM + 2 , for p ∈ {0, 1}. This onditionimplies that k should be equal to l. Thus, W is a diagonal matrix and the diagonalelements are given by

W (k, k) =

M∑

l=1

P L
1 (k, l)clP

L
1 (l, k) =

M∑

l=1

P L
1 (k, l)cl, (11.53)whih implies that the diagonal of W is given by P L

1 c, thus W = D(P L
1 c).
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